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From basic principles to computers. A comprehensive training plan that teaches you the fundamentals, then takes you into such modern-day
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Make $3 to $5 An Hour in Spare Time
You don't have to wait until you get an NRI diploma to start
earning. As many others have done, you can be making $3 to $5
an hour in your spare -time as you train, fixing radios and TV
sets for friends and neighbors. You learn how to install, maintain and service stereo hi -fi, radios, TV sets (including color),
even how to charge for service and how to set up your own sparetime or full -time business. Many students pay for their NRI
training out of spare -time earnings long before they graduate.

Skilled Technicians Are in Demand
There has never been a time when ambitious men with specialized Electronics knowledge were as much in demand as they are
today. From television service shops to launching pads, there's
a profitable place for you as a skilled technician to help service,
operate, install and supervise Electronically-controlled equipment. The NRI diploma is respected and recognized in business
and industry. It can be your key to success in America's
"glamor" industry.

Achievement Kit Gets You Started Fast
As soon as you enroll with NRI we deliver to your door everything you need to make a fast start in the Electronics training
of your choice. This new Achievement Kit is an unparalleled
example of the value of NRI home -study training. No other
school has anything like it. Find out about the NRI Achievement Kit, about NRI training equipment, about NRI courses,
about opportunities for success in Electronics. Send for the
NRI catalog. There's no obligation. No salesman will call.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Electronics Division,
Washington, D. C. 20016.

MAIL POSTAGE -FREE CARD NOW

Complete training from basic fundamentals of
electricity to home entertainment equipment.
You learn to fix radios, hi -fi and stereo sets,
black -and-white and color TV, etc. A profitable
field full or part time.

subjects.

3

COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS*
Designed to teach and provide you with actual
practice in operation, service and maintenance
of AM, FM and TV broadcasting stations. Also
covers marine, aviation, mobile radio, facsimile,
microwave, radar.
FCC LICENSE*
Specifically designed short course to prepare
you for your First Class FCC Radiotelephone
License examinations. You begin with a thorough background in fundamental Electronic
principles, advance to required subjects covering equipment and procedures.

MATH FOR ELECTRONICS

A brief course for engineers and technicians who
need a quick review of the essential mathematics used in industry, communications, in
government jobs. Basic arithmetic review, shortcut formulas, modern digital number system,
much, much more.

BASIC ELECTRONICS
A concise course to teach modern Electronics
terminology and components. A wealth of practical, useful information to help you better understand the field, to give you some technical
knowledge. For anyone who wants basic understanding of Radio-TV Electronics.

ELECTRONICS FOR AUTOMATION
This course is not for beginners. Offered for
men with some fundamental knowledge of Electronics who want better understanding of Automation in present day use. Covers process
control, ultrasonics, telemetering, and remote
control, electromechanical measurements, other
subjects.

AVIATION COMMUNICATIONS*
This course prepares you to install, maintain,
service aircraft communications equipment.
Covers direction finders, ranges, markers, Loran,
Shoran, Radar, landing systems. Earn your First
Class FCC License with Radar Endorsement)

MARINE COMMUNICATIONS*
Covers transmitters, direction finders, depth indicators, radar, sonar, other equipment used on
commercial ships and thousands of pleasure
boats. Prepares you for a First Class FCC License with Radar Endorsement.

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS*
Learn to install and maintain mobile equipment
and associated base stations. Covers transmitters and receivers used by police and fire departments, public utilities, construction projects,
taxis, etc. Prepares you for a First Class FCC
License.
*NOTE: You must pass your FCC License exam (any
Communications course) or NRI refunds in full the
tuition you have paid.
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PROFESSIONAL

SPRING "TUNE-UP!
N

Here's the professional touch to dress up and power
up your mobile rig! Famous high -performance, low "17 -7" stainless
noise A/S base -load design .
steel whip (bend it in a full circle, snaps back to
perfect vertical!) . . . fine -tuning adapter built -in.
Now-available with a beautiful, functional stainless
steel shock spring! Complete with cable and connectors, wide choice cf base mounts for cowl, deck
.

.

or roof -only 45" short.
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BREAKTHROUGH...
TALK RIGHT THROUGH SKIP AND NOISE INTERFERENCE WITH THE NEW
JOHNSON MESSENGER "350" SINGLE SIDEBAND CB TRANSCEIVER.

The Strategic Air Command, U.S. Signal Corps and overseas telephone companies
pioneered single sideband because they required dependable, long range communications, particularly when operating conditions were at their worst. They
proved that single sideband penetrated jumbled skip signals, atmospheric noise
and other interference with clean, sharp clarity.
Now this "talk power" is yours for CB communication with the new Johnson
Messenger "350" single sideband transceiver. The Messenger "350" will give
you up to 30 % more range than ordinary CB communication. Under severe skip
and noise conditions, the "350" can deliver up to 3 times the range previously
possible. Maximum legal power input with single sideband provides output
equivalent to 3 times ordinary AM talk power.
Johnson engineering superiority gives you these features in the Messenger
"350 ": Automatic level control that lets you talk as loudly as you like without
exceeding legal power limits -and with no speech clipping
Adjacent channel
interference virtually eliminated
Crystal stability of .001 %,
3 -watt audio
output on receive or P.A.
Dependable operation from 29' to +140° F.
Solid state circuitry throughout -no tubes, no mechanical relays
Optional
plug -in AC power supply for base operation
Optional Power Pack for high power, hand carried field operation.

-

All these and more are yours when you move up to single sideband with the Johnson
Messenger "350 ". Ask your authorized Johnson Dealer to demonstrate it today!
Write for your

E. F.
e

JOHNSON COMPANY

2401 10TH AVENUE S.W., WASECA, MINNESOTA 56093
CIRCLE NO. 22 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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VPREPARE AT HOME
Whether you want to prepare for a good -paying new
job or for advancement in Electronics with your present employer,
DeVry Tech offers specialized educational programs designed to
meet your needs. You set up your own HOME LABORATORY
and work over 300 construction and test procedures to develop
on- the -job type skills. You build a quality Transistorized Meter,
a 5 -inch Oscilloscope and a special Design Console. DeVry also
includes modern "programmed" texts, instructive motion pictures, Consultation Service. Effective? Yes!

RESIDENT SCHOOL
It you prefer you may get all of your training in DeVry's
U.S. or Canadian resident schools under the close guidance
of friendly, experienced instructors- You work with a wide variety
of commercial equipment similar to that actually used in industry as you prepare in our laboratories for a technician's job
in Communications, Microwaves, Radio -Television, Automation,
Radar, Computers, or other branch of Electronics. DeVry even

provides part-time job placement service to those who wish to
earn extra money while attending day or evening classes.

VPLACEMENT SERVICE
Meet W. E. Bartz, ,,vho has helped thousands of DeVry
men toward exciting, profitable careers in Electronics. When YOU
complete your program, he will help you too. As Placement
Manager in touch with business and industry across the nation,
Bartz knows the employer demand for DeVry- trained men- He
has cooperated in placing our graduates with thousands of

firms!

Men 18 -45, start preparing NOW for this vast opportunity field.
Soon you should be ready for DeVry's valuable employment help!

No Advanced

Education or
Previous Technic
Experience Needed
to Get Started
r

ambition and desire to suc are more important! DeVry

des you every step of the way

toward success.

Send coupon

for these t
factual b
lets NOW

DEVRY TECHNICAL INSTI
Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

Accredited Member of National Home Study Council

April, 1966

DeVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
4141 Belmont Avenue, Chicago, 111., 60641 Dept. PE -4 -W
Please give me your two free booklets, "Pocket Guide to Real
Earnings." and "Electronics in Space Travel "; also include details
on how to prepare for a career in Electronics. I am interested in
the following opportunity fields (check one or more):
Space & Missile Electronics
ID Communications
'D Computers
Television and Radio
i] Broadcasting
Microwaves
Industrial Electronics
Radar

Automation Electronics
Name
Address

Electronic Control
Age

Apt

Zip
Code
State
Check here if you are under 16 years of age.
TRAINING
SCHOOL
AND
RESIDENT
HOME STUDY
2103
AVAILABLE IN CANADA
City
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FULLY EQUIPPED FOR
IMMEDIATE OPERATION
CHANNELS
ON ALL
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NEW

CAM -88

Address correspondence for this department to:
Letters Editor, POPULAR ELECTRONICS
One Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016
REVERB

BONG AND

BOO -BOO

With regard to "Reverb for Your Car"
(February, 1966), under certain conditions of
mounting and road shock, the springs bounce
together and create a sound like a bass drum.
WILLIAM CARDER

St. Louis, Mo.

I believe the transformerless amplifier used
to amplify the output of the reverberation

23- CHANNEL CB
mobile and base station

AM TRANSCEIVER
GREATER RANGE POWER with the exclusive
new DYNA-BOOST circuit that intensifies speech
signals and extends the signal range.
The new Cobra CAM -88 is rugged, handsome and
field proven. Compare it, feature for feature, with
other CB equipment and you'll be convinced that
the Cobra CAM -88 is by far the best.

Outstanding Features
Fully- Equipped for Immediate 23- channel Transmit
and Receive
Double Conversion Superheterodyne Receiver
Transistorized 117V AC 12V DC Power Supply
Speech Compression with Switch
Delta -Tune Fine Tuning
Squelch Control and Standby Switch
Illuminated Dual- Purpose Meter
Power -in (Receive)-Power -out (Transmit)

Modulation Indicator
Detachable Press -to -talk Microphone
Convertible to a Public Address Amplifier

Carefully engineered design makes the Cobra completely reliable and easy to operate. Completely
self -contained. No additional crystals needed. 821495
S,.,,
5

your Distributor or Write for Bulletin 91'6
K

MANUFACTURING CO.

unit will work a lot better if diodes DI and
D2 are disconnected from the Q5 emitter
circuit.
WILLIAM Zt'IDERVLIF.T, JR.

Wescoeville, Pa.

You're both quite correct. See page 20 to
find out how Delco Radio solved the reverberation bong problem. The boo -boo is covered in "Out Of Tune" on page 10.
PARTS

WANTED-OR EQUIVALENT

-

Would you please advise me where the
Sylvania 10ES and 18ES miniature lamps
or equivalent -for the "Fail-Safe Transistor
Power Supply" (October, 1965), can be obtained. I have not been able to get them
locally, nor any equivalent due to lack of
cross -reference information.
ANDREW

DtniuK

Winnipeg, Manitoba,
Canada
In attempting to make several projects in
the past, I had to order a transistor or rectifier, such as Motorola MCR1304 -4, or equivalent. Many times I couldn't get the original
part, and didn't know what equivalent to buy.
Where can I get a list of substitutes for
transistors and rectifiers?
LEE NAT WICK

DIVISION OF

DYNASCAN

CORPORATION
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE. CHICAGO, ILL. 60613
Export: Empire Exporters, 123 Grand St., New York
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Hutchinson, Minn.
I can't get the 5-prong polystyrene plug -in
coil forms for the "Dual- Sensitivity Field
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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753,
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Hawaii: P.O. Box 418, Honolulu.
Scranton, Penna. 18515.
In Canada: I.C.S. Canadian, Ltd. In other countries: I.C.S. World, Ltd.)
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Send me your three- booklet Career Kit, including the new "ElectronlCS" Career
understand these booklets are absolutely FREE.

Je.

I

Age_

ime

,ddress

'
'

Employed by

Occupation
Working Hours

Zip Code

State

City

A.M. to

P.M.

L------- - - - -Cut this out.
I'm a member of U. S. Armed Forces. Send me facts about special low rates.

Convenient payment plan.

Special training programs for industry

Cut yourself in

on 16 extras:
electronics courses (22) than
1 More
any other school. This lets you choose
one that's just right for you.
Or, to meet special needs, I.C.S. will
tailor -make a course for you, personally.
You may pay for your course month by month,
as your study progresses.
Famous Heathkit®O equipment (only I.C.S. has it).
Complete library of texts included

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

in price of course.

Your money back if you fail to pass test for
1st or 2nd Class Radiotelephone license
after studying the appropriate I.C.S. course.
Experienced home -study counselors
always available to help you.
Broad career guidance facilities.

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

I.C.S. mails progress reports to your employer,
if you request.
Programed courses (optional) for quick,
easy study.
I.C.S. constantly reviews all texts
to assure up-to- dateness.
Complete courses in Telephony available
only from I.C.S.
Greater experience in correspondence education
than any other school
(75 years -over 7'/2 million students).
One out of every 14 top executives in America
has at one time studied with I.C.S.
All courses accredited by
National Home Study Council.
New 64 -page "ElectronICS" fact book,
just off the press, is yours FREE.
It answers the most -often -asked questions
about breaking into electronics.

-

Any number of schools can teach you electronics.
All of them offer some of these extras.

But only I.C.S. has them all. Why should you settle for less?
Cut yourself in on electronics success.
Mail the coupon that brings you all 16 electronics extras. Do it right now.
April, 1966
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RANGER
SOLID STATE

(Continued

Strength and Absorption Meter"
1966). Where can they be purchases
EDWARD

CB

J.

Lake Ronkonkoma,

TRANSCEIVER
has

,

..

.

I want to build "The Tickle Stick" (Febri.
ary, 1966), but can't find a 160 -0., 10 -volt
electrolytic capacitor in any of my catalogs.
Can you please tell me where I can get one?

-

dial with numbers
not letters
A big speaker t p frc n
so you can hea- it
A public address fac.litywhen you need it
Atotal of 11 cha -nne
A

MARK A. MURPHREY

Ashland, La.

--

Mark, if you can't get the electrolytic capacitor specified, don't knock yourself out;
you can use almost any value from 100 µf
to 200 pf., and at a voltage rating of 10 volts
or higher, so long as the capacitor physically
fits into the tube
you have lots of room.
Just from a quick look at Allied Radio's
catalogs, it would seem that they can satisfy
Ed, Lee, and Andy, too. Ed, the coil forms
are Catalog No. 46 Z 693 at 28 cents.
Lee, the Motorola rectifier is listed for $2.00.
Cross -reference parts lists should be available from time to time at the place where you
buy your parts, and directly from various
manufacturers. Watch the New Literature
column in P.E. for free offerings. Datadex at
$3.95 is a very good transistor reference book
with cross -reference data.
Andy, the 10ES and 18ES lamps are cataloged as 7 Z 414 and 7 Z 420, respectively, at
38 cents. The same lamps with base attached
are available for 49 cents each and are cataloged as 7 Z 291 and 7 Z 297.

...

s-

w'th CAP
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It's your

WHACKY PANIC BUTTON

assurance of
the very
most in ..
-5 full watts incut,
audio output

POWER

I modified "Don't Panic ... Press the Button" (January, 1966), and have had phenomenal success with it. To create more panic, I
changed S3 from a momentary -off switch to
a d.p.d.t. switch, and added a 6 -volt bell and
a delay relay. When the "victim" hits the
SQUELCH switch, the siren dies down all
right, but after a 5-second delay the bell

watts

3-1/2

TRANSISTORS -all 15 are s Icon for

G

maximum per`orrance
MOBILE
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sounds off, causing the "victim" to panic and
throw the switch again. This, of course, starts
the siren up a second time. The relay, K1.
is an Amperite 6N05T. A 6 -volt lantern bat8

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

tery should be used to handle the bell's current requirements. A dummy a.c. line cord
conspicuously plugged in increases the "victim's" frustration when the siren continues
to wail even after the plug is yanked. No
doubt even whackier circuits can be dreamed
up for this project. It's a real panic'
WILIdAn A. Rr>
N. Merrick, L. I., N. Y.
THE APARTMENT ANTENNA

All the features that
made the "BIG R"

PROBLEM

Since I recently moved to an apartment, I
have a problem with my receiver. I can't
run an antenna outdoors because I am on
the second floor of a six -story building, and
I can't hook into the television cable in the
building because of the QRM. What can I
do to remedy the situation? I would like to
listen to 80. 40. and 20 meters.
PAUL SLOPAK, JR., WPE2MDH
Rego Park, N. Y.

Paul, have you tried dropping a vertical
line out of your window t You can raise or
lower the line to obtain the best signal. Or

.

you may be able to get the tenant about two
floors above you to let you support a centertapped rig. If you can't ,yet a long enough

run for 80 meters, try tuning the vertical
antenna with a loading roil.

such

a

favorite are

now in Range Gain II

for only

521995

Range Gain II transceiver is the clew

King of CB. It's the 23 channel ruler of
big sound, range, quality and value.

Its double side -band, reduced carrier
ELECTROMAZE

"Electromaze Puzzle" (February,
1966), is probably easier to construct than to
solve. 1'11 admit I had to peek at the answers
a couple of times. Why not insert a few letters in different places to give extra clues?
Your

JOSEPH LIBERTINI

Ocean City, N. J.

gives up to

times more coverage. 't's

complete and reacy for

2

-Niy opia-

lian on 23 crystal controlled chanrels.
See it now at your favorite electronics
store at just $219.95.

I think the Electromaze Puzzle is a good
idea and the pattern is quite adaptable to

electronic words.

ell*

E. JARREN

New York, N. Y.

Thanks. E. J., for the endorsement. Joe,
your honesty is admirable. Don't be ashamed;
some of the editors also peeked. In the new
Electromaze Puzzle appearing this month on
page 63. put the letter "P" in the space 7
lines down and 3 spaces in from the left. and
the letter "E" in the top line 12 spaces in
from the left. It's always easier when you
work with P.E.

4

The narre
1

EL=CTRONI D.C.

at gives you
full ?ear. w
tl-

(Continued on page 10)
April, 1966
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LETTERS

(Continued from page 9)

TRANSISTORS- PANACEA

OR PANDEMONIUM

I am employed in the electronics field by a
concern which manufactures instruments incorporating nothing but solid -state circuitry.
It grieves me deeply to learn that some of
your readers are unable to undertake some
of the worthwhile construction projects
which appear in your publication due to their
inability to procure the needed semiconductors. I am hoping that you will print this
letter in the interest of furthering the semiconductor experimentation cause.
There are basically only two groups of
transistors in common use: the pup and the
npn. True, each of these have widely different
characteristics; but, for the most part, a
select few will do the job more than adequately in a great number of cases.
I would like to recommend two specific
transistors, a germanium pnp and a silicon
npn. which I have found serve well in practically any small -signal application. Both
have low leakage, high gain, and fairly good
frequency response. I do not suggest that
these two units replace all transistors in
every application, but they are quite inexpensive, easily obtainable, and surpass the
specifications of most low-power "bargainbag" or "entertainment" types. The pnp, a
2N404 by RCA, available from most RCA
distributors for less than 50 cents, can be

used as a low -noise preamplifier, or as an
oscillator to about 4 mc., or to drive a speaker
to good volume. The upe, a 2N2925 by GE,
is available for about 75 cents. It boasts a
very high (approximately 300) beta, low
noise, infinitesimal leakage, and a cutoff
frequency of about 200 mc. What's more, the
back -biased emitter -base junction of this
unit makes a good 10 -volt zener diode.
So why not tell your readers to grab a
couple of each of these transistors and build
that enlarger timer, stereo preamp, photoelectric relay, or CPO. I bet 'cha they'll work
fine.

JAMES B. Woon

San Jose, Calif.

OUT OF TUNE
Reverb For Your Car (Febi' wry, 1966, page 50).
Modify the schematic (Fig. 2) to show the
cathode of Di connected to the anode of D2
only. The diodes are not supposed to be connected to the horizontal line between C6 and
RS. However, the printed circuit board illustrations (Figs. 3 and 6) are correct as
shown. While you're at it, reverse the polarity
of C6; the negative side should face terminal
C. Also change the secondary of Ti in the
parts list to 24 volts.

WEI

EMERGENCY
COMMUNICATIONS

r

WITH PEARCE -SIMPSON'S

SENTRY
6 Channel Transistorized CB Two -Way Radio

ALL SOLID STATE CB'S

Ultra- compact and featuring an all transistor
powersupplyand receiver,the Sentry is ideal
for mobile operation. It takes no more
current to operate than a dashboard
clock and transmits a powerful signal
even when car battery is so low
it will not turn over the engine.

/
/
/

y

//
/
/

// PSim
/
/

for the Highway
Emergency Locating Plan (H.E.L.P.)
pson,
earce
puts the stranded motorist in
P 0e sox 800
touch with thousands of
Biscayne Annex,
H.E.L.P. monitors
Miami, Florida 33152
The Sentry, designed

\

The DIRECTOR
23 Channel CB

The ESCORT III
11 Channel CB

$299.90

$239.90

//

along the

nation's
highways

,

Inc.

Please send full information
and model specifications.

Name

Address
City

State
PE-466

CIRCLE NO. 30 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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POPULAR ELECTRONICS

for brilliant 82- channel TV performanceor black & white, plus FM/Stereo

COLOR

INSTALL THE

NEW...

JFD

LPV COLOR
LOG PERIODIC TV ANTENNA

LICENSED UNDER ONE OR MORE OF U.S. PATENTS 2.958,081; 2.986879; 3,011.168; 3,108.280; 3,150.376.
RE. 25,740 ANU ADDITIONAL PATENTS PENDING IN U.S.A. AND CANADA. PRODUCED BV JFD ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION UNDER EXCLUSIVE LICENSE FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS FOUNDATION.

model LPV -VU18
Far -Fringe
$69.95

model LPVVU15
Fringe
$59.95

model LPV -VU12
Near-Fringe
$49.95
01

CWOR 106 PFp1001C

model LPV -VU6
Metro -Suburban
$27.50

model LPV -VU9
Suburban -Fringe
$39.95

JFD

COLOR

ADVEAIISEO

IN

ANTENNA
ara +asole

model LPV -VU5
For City Use
$17.50

.

Now you can enjoy the best reception ever on any VHF, UHF or FM /Stereo

station -from one antenna, using one down-lead-with the patented new JFD
COLOR LPV Log Periodic.
Why cripple your reception with inefficient antenna "hodge- podges ?" Choose
a powerful space -age JFD LPV
see and hear the spectacular difference!

...

DON'T BE MISLED BY IMITATIONS -NO OTHER ANTENNA WORKS LIKE THE JFD LPV BECAUSE - - .
Only the LPV is designed according to the original log periodic patented design of the University of Illinois
Antenna Research Laboratories.
Only the LPV combines frequency-independent design with capacitor -coupled electronic dipoles for
Higher, more uniform gain and narrower directivity on channels 2 to 83 -and FM.
.

-

.

SEE YOUR JFD LPV DEALER TODAY!
JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

1462 62nd Street

world's largest manufacturer of

Brooklyn, N. Y. 11219

TV & FM antennas

CIRCLE NO. 20 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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N
GET ACTION
WITH
PRECISION
MADE, POPULAR PRICED CB
UNITS!
ALLIGATOR ADAPTERS
FOR

TEST PROBES

Ever try to hold two test probes and switch
a VOM range at the same time? Of course it
can't be done, so why try? I made up two of
these alligator adapters for my probes using
standard tip
jacks (E. F.

Johnson

105-

800) and Mueller 60 -HS clips.

You remove

the plastic

sleeve on the

back end of
Ready to Operate

the clip and spread the collar-like opening
wide enough to t ho the tip -jack body. Then
solder a short length of wire from the tip
jack connector to the clip and reclose the
collar. Stick the probe tip into the jack, bite
into the circuit under test with the alligator
clip, and-look, Ma, no hands.
-Arthur Neil Jensen
DOTS AND

DASHES . .

LOTS OF FLASHES

.

... IN A PAN

If you want to practice land Morse code but
have no telegraph sounder, you can do a

pretty good
job with a
transmitting

key mounted

on a small metal tray or pan.

Before fasten-

ing the key
down, try different loca-

$9995

wen.
Will E.
PHONE TODAY TOR

Ready to Operate

COMPLETE INFORMATION

r

MULTI -ELMAC COMPANY
OAK PARK 37, MICH.

21470 COOLIDGE HIGHWAY

CitiFone
Name

Address

Citi.Fone 99

SS

__........_..
_

-

CIRCLE NO. 28

_

.

_.._..._..._...__.._._
Zone

City

12

_

014

.

State

hEADER SERVICE PAGE

tions on the tray until you find a place where
the clicks sound the loudest. You can also
make louder sounds by increasing spring
tension and contact gap, and by pressing
-Carl Dtsnant
harder.
ADD A

15 -VOLT RANGE
VOM

TO YOUR HEATHKIT

If you have a Heathkit MM -1 VOM, you can
add a 15 -volt d.c. range for greater ease in
measurim- 6- and 12 -volt d.c. potentials. A
200,000-ohm, 1%, 'V--watt resistor and an additional test jack are all you need for this modification. Remove the instrument panel from
(Continued on page 14)
JI
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

r

"Sure,
you work hard,
but that's not
enough...

NOW!
NEW

2
pROr,
Industrial

E/es

for Autornationonics

CT

Systems

ogy

...you need more education to get ahead in electronics"
No matter how hard you work, you can't really succeed in electronics without advanced, specialized

tecftnical knowledge.
Going back to school isn't easy for a man with a
full -time job and family obligations. But CREI
Home Study Programs make it possible for you to
get the additional education you need without
attending classes. You study at home, at your own
pace, on your own schedule.
CREI Programs cover a
important areas of
electronics including commt::nications, servomechanisms, even spacecraft tracking and control.
You're sure to find a program that fits your career
objectives.
You're eligible for a CREI Program if you have a
high school education and work In electronics.
Our FREE book glues all the facts. Mail coupon or
write: CREI, Dept.1204- D,3224 Sixteenth Street,
N.W., Washington, D. C. 20010
I

SEND FOR FREE BOOK
April, 1966

CREI
rounded !921
Accredited Member of the National Home Study Council

The Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
Dept. 1204-0, 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20010
Please send me FREE book describing CREI Programs. I am
employed in electronics and have a high school education.
NAME

AGE

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE

EMPLOYED BY
TYPE OF PRESENT WORK
I

am interested in Q Electronic Engineering Technology

Space Electronics

Nuclear Engineering Technology

Q NEW! Industrial Electronics for Automation
NEW! Computer Systems Technology

13

(Continued from page 12)

TIPS

the meter case and drill a hole to install the
new jack approximately 1/2" to the right of
the plus (+) jack. At the rear of the panel,
solder the resistor between the new jack and
the (+) jack. With the RANGE switch set

paint. Compared to the 6- and 12 -volt readings obtained on the 50 -volt range, the new
range provides an extra inch or two of deflection and throws the reading into a more
accurate part of the meter. Input impedance
is 300,000 ohms on the 15 -volt range and 1
megohm on the 50-volt range.
-Jerry C. Sutton
WHACKIEST MIKE IN
THE SWIVEL

PEN HOLDER

Pen holders make excellent swivel stands for
both homemade and commercially available
crystal micro-

OHMS ADJ

O

phones. You
can glue a

SV

ISV

1

COMMON

15VDC

0

NEW JACK

RESISTOR

BEHIND
PANEL

to "5 V," and the d.c. test lead in the new
jack, a full -scale deflection will indicate 15
volts. With the d.c. scale essentially linear, a
mid -scale reading will indicate 7.5 volts. Inscribe "15 VDC" on the front panel directly
over the new jack, using white India ink or

mike head onto
the top of the
pen or mount
it directly in
the pen holder.
If you plan to
use the pen
case, remove
the ink cartridge and drill
a hole in the
side of the case for the mike cable to pass
through. If you decide to mount the mike in
the pen holder, locate the hole in any suitable
position. One thing you won't be able to do
with the pen when you're through is write.
-Art Traoffer

First One -Piece
All- Channel Antenna
with Individual UHF
and VHF Orientation
new

JERROLD

ColoraxialTM

Patfidle
Now you can pull in strong VHF, UHF, and FM signals all from a
single antenna, with the assurance that all three bands are

Properly oriented for best reception.
The new PATHFINDER offers this all- channel versatility plus
a choice of 75 -ohm coaxial or 300 -ohm standard outputs. Prices
are as low as $21.95 list.
Note from the illustration that the UHF section is hinged for
individual orientation and maximum directivity. You get all the
flexibility of separate antennas, without the losses from coupling
separate antennas to a common downlead. Rugged square boom construction and Golden Armor corrosion -resistant finish
assure long life. Flat response across all 82 channels, low VSWR,
excellent front -to -back ratio make PATHFINDER the antenna
to answer every TV and FM reception need. Send coupon for
complete information.

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Distributor Sales Division
Dept. PE -4
15th & Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19132
me complete information on
PATHFINDERaII- channelTVandFM antennas.
Please send

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

J
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hal//crafiers
a new measure of CB

now brings you

transceiver performance-

Maximum

Effective

Range
...

Announcing a major breakthrough in noise reduction
new tech niques in talk power...combined to provide more miles per watt than
ever before!
balllciaAeis

Halitcrafters
Export:

Intl,

T

N1147RliEn

5th & } ostner Aves.

Div., Hallicrafters

Ava fable

Chicago, Illinois 60624
in Canada

through Gould Sales Co.
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Over -Engineered & Under -Priced!

This New HEATHKIT ®Solid -State
FM Stereo Receiver Has 5 uy Sensitivity,
30 Watts Music Power, And Costs Just $99.95*
It Yourself in about 20 hours ... thus labor
costs are eliminated. And building it is half the fun.
Takes no special skills or knowledge. The tuner "front end" is already preassembled. Simple step -by-step instructions and large pictorials show you exactly what
to do and how to do it. Nothing is left to chance. Get
full AR-I4 details in the FREE Heathkit Catalog.
$99.95
Kit AR -14, 17 lbs., less cabinet
$9.95
AE -55, 6 lbs. walnut veneer cabinet
$3.95
AE -65, 6 lbs... beige steel cabinet
You Build

THE AR -14 AT A GLANCE!
Wide Advanced 31 transistor, 11 diode circuit
band FM stereo tuner, plus two preamplifiers and
±1 db from 15- 50,000 cps
two power amplifiers
at 30 watts IHF music power, 20 watts RMS Handles
your records and tapes, stereo or mono; 4, 8 & 16
Phase control for 45 db or better
ohm speakers
separation Front panel headphone jack Bookshelf
Installs in
size
37/s" H. x 151/4" W. x 12" D.
wall, custom or either Heath cabinet

...

Also Available As Stereo Separates!

HOW CAN WE DO IT?
Judging from the high prices on other stereo receivers,
you may have a few doubts about a receiver that sells
for only $99.95. Don't have. Here's why:
Famous Heath Know -How has been responsible for the
best value in hi -fi since 1949. Our audio engineers use
the latest, most sophisticated techniques in the "state
of the art." And each new design must survive several
stages of rigid performance testing ... your assurance
that every Heathkit is specification guaranteed. But don't
take our word for it. Compare specifications. Read the
reviews by hi -fi editors. Ask any Heathkit owner.
no middleman
You Buy Direct From The Factory
expenses to add to the price. We offer more service than
many dealers ... liberal credit, advice on product selection, and complete servicing. You shop in the comfort
of your home, and get delivery right to your front door.

Kit AJ -14, FM /FMX Tuner, 6 lbs
Walnut cab. $7.95, metal cab. $3.50. 4 lbs.

$49.95*

Kit AA-14, 30 -Watt Amplifier, 11 lbs
Walnut cab. $7.95, metal cab. $3.50. 4 lbs.

$59.95*

...

HEATHKIT 1988

FREE!
World's Largest
Kit Catalog!

Heath Company, Dept. 10 -4
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
Enclosed is $

16

,

plus shipping.

Please send model (s)
Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

108 pages! Over 250
easy-to -build kits for

stereo /hi -ti, amateur
radio, shortwave, test,
marine, CB, educational.
Mail coupon today to
Heath Company, Benton
Harbor, Mich. 49022.

*less cabinet

Name

Address

State

City
Prices

&

specifications subject to change without notice.

lip
HF -191

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

FREE
CATALOG.

HEATHKIT

1966

Catalog - 8101e0

250 "Do-It-Yourself"
Electronic Kits At
Up To 50% Savings

WHY BUILD HEATHKIT ELECTRONICS? A desire
for top -quality products at 511% savings, to be sure. But
it goes beyond that. The reason people choose Heathkit
is pride. Not just the pride of owning something new, but
something a bit better that you have created yourself!
From watching your Heathkit grow and take shape from
your own efforts. It's a labor of love and a lot of fun. The
large pictorial diagrams and simple, step -by -step instructions make it easy. And when you finish and turn it on
you'll know that unique self- satisfaction that comes with
"do -it- yourself." You will have joined the millions of people, from ages I l to 79, people with no special electronic
skills or knowledge, who successfully build Heathkits.
People like you! Give it a try. Your FREE Heathkit
catalog is waiting for you now.

ove,
750
electronic k.IS
Otkts t6rgeL selection

World's Largest Selection Of Electronic Kits
NEW Low
21" Color TV

Price On Heathkit
Only $375.00

..

Transistor FM Stereo
Tuner That Assembles In 6

NEW

.

Low

See The Vast Selection Of Portable And Table
Model AM, FM and Shortwave Radios

*

See The

*

NEW

Hours Or Less

*

.

..

Only $49.95

Prices

*
On

Many Heathkit Stereo /Hi -Fi
Components

*
*

NEW

*

Radio

Deluxe Shortwave

...

Only $84.95

*
*

NEW

23- Channel, 5-Watt
All- Transistor CB Transceiver...
Only $89.95

Famous Heathkit /Thomas Transistor
Electronic Organs
See A Complete Selection Of Home & Hobby
Items ... Intercoms, Garage Door Opener, Automotive Kits, Tools, Color TV Sets
See All Heathkit Stereo /Hi -Fi Components .. .
Tuners, Amplifiers, Speakers, Turntables, Cartridges, Furniture
See The Full Complement Of Heath Marine
Electronics
See The Complete Line Of Citizen's Band Radio
Gear... Transceivers, Walkie- Talkies, Accessories
See The Wide Selection Of Heath Educational
Kits For Home Or Classroom Study
See The World's Largest Line Of Amateur Radio
Gear
See The Full Line Of Heathkit Lab & Test Instruments For Home Workshop, Industrial & Educational Use

-1

r
HEATHKIT

1966

MAIL

HEATH COMPANY, Dept.

COUPON
FOR YOUR
FREE
L
April, 1966

10-4

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
Please send FREE 1966 Heathkit Catalog
Name

Address
City
Prices

State
&

Zip

specifications subject to change without notice-

CL-215,
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HOW TO DE -BONG
AUTO
REVERBERATION
UNIT

UNDER certain conditions of mounting and road shock, the springs inside an auto reverberation unit will hit
the housing. When they do, the resulting "bong" from the speaker may make
you think your car hit a land mine.
While the "Reverb for Your Car"
( February,
1966) was installed in a
1962 Pontiac and slammed around with
sudden starts and panic stops, et al, and
no bong resulted, that's not to say it

can't happen. If you are unfortunate
enough to find yourself being "bonged"
out of your car, break a rubber band
open and tie one end of it to point A
(see drawing) . Feed the other end
through B and C and tie it to point D.
Information and drawing extracted from
Field Engineering Service Bulletin provided by Delco Radio, Div. of General
Motors Corp., Kokomo, Ind.

NOT EVERYONE CAN AFFORD A SENIOR 23
It was designed only for

the discriminating, quality

conscious CB user

.

.

who demands the ultimate
in

performance, features

and styling.

$349.50

Not Everyone Would Appreciate a Senior 23
SEE YOUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR DETAILS

Subsidiary of

OLYTRONICS
LABORATORIES,

INC.

VITRO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Clinton Road
West Caldwell
New Jersey 07007
88
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-T

new

HOWARD W. SAMS BOOKS
Current Bestsellers for Everyone in Electronics

Tube Substitution Handbook. 9th
Ed. Includes hundreds of new sub-

Handbook of Electronic Tables &
Formulas. New enlarged 2nd edi-

Second -Class Radiotelephone
License Handbook. New 3rd edi-

tion; complete study course for
elements I, II and III of the latest

stitutions; lists over 11,500 direct
substitutions. Includes substitutions for receiving, picture tube,
subminiature, industrial, and com$1.50
munications types. TUB -9

tion. Complete reference for all
charts, math tables, formulas and
laws, symbols, constants, and

Computer Dictionary. Defines over

Best guide for technicians preparing to service color TV. Detailed
of color principles, circuitry, setup adjustments, and explanation
alignment,
servicing of color TV sets. Takes cuits, setup procedures,
Includes valthe mystery out of servicing color and troubleshooting.
illustrations.
$2.95 uable full-color
TV. CSL -1

5000 terms and concepts. Valuable
appendices include information on

computer systems, applications,
COBOL, FORTRAN, ALGOL,
QUIKTRAN, etc.
$4.95
CDS -1 (softbound)
CDH -1

(hardbound)

$6.95

First -Class Radiotelephone License

Handbook. New 2nd edition, completely updated to cover latest revision of FCC Commercial Exam-

ination Element IV. Invaluable

preparation for the exam as well as
a thorough textbook for broadcast
engineering training. BON -2 $4.95
Color TV Trouble Clues. Vol. 2.
Field- tested guide to procedures
for fast color TV receiver repair.
.

Describes symptoms, troubleshooting techniques, proper use of test

instruments. COL-2

of Antennas. Explains basic
theories of radio -wave transmission
and reception, and fundamental
principles of antenna design. Describes antenna types, uses, radia$1.95
tion characteristics. AAL -1
Digital Computers in Automation.

Clearly and fully explains how
computers are programmed and
operated to control a variety of
industrial and commercial tasks.
Describes numerous applications.

$4.50

Eliminating Engine Interference.
Describes causes and cures of noise

caused in mobile communications
receivers by engine electrical systems. Shows how to eliminate noise
$1.95
at the source. E IL-1
Basic Piezoelectricity. Explains
theory and application of unusual
materials which produce electricity
when subjected to pressure. Describes natural and synthetic materials. Includes practical experi$2.50
ments. BPS-1
Electronic Corrosion Control in
Boats. Invaluable for boat owners
and technicians. Discusses unwarranted causes of marine corrosion.
Describes latest commercial systems designed to reduce and eliminate boat -metal corrosion.
CCL -1

shows latest FCC frequency spec$3.95
trum assignments. HTF -2
Color TV Servicing Made Easy. Full
explanation of color principles, cir-

Tape Recorders -How They Work.

New 2nd edition. Fully explains
principles of magnetic recording,
various types of recorders, mech-

anisms and components, testing

procedures, etc. Best reference on
$3.95
the subject. TRW -2
How to Read Schematic Diagrams.
Not only shows you how to read
and interpret diagrams, but analyzes each component, its construction, and its circuit purpose and
$1.50
use. RSD -1 '

$3.95

work. QAN -2

Color TV Training Manual. 2nd Ed.

$5.95

TVC -2

Citizens Band Radio Handbook.
New enlarged edition. Covers latest
CB equipment and circuits, antenna systems, fixed and mobile
installations, maintenance and re-

pairs, FCC rules, etc.

CBH -2

$2.95

Transistor Etched -Circuit Projects.

Teaches etched -circuit principles
and construction. Includes unique,
clip -out negatives -just follow the
simple instructions to build 30 different and fascinating projects.
$2.95

TCK -1

$1.95

ABC's

DCA -1

FCC exams. Helps you earn the

standards. Special color insert license you need for two -way radio

$1.95

101 Ways to Use Your VOM &
VTVM. Shows you how to get the

most from these popular instruments, how to make required connections, how to test properly, how
to evaluate results. TEM -3 ... $2.00
TV Servicing Guide by Symptoms.

Quick- repair guide illustrates trouble symptoms as revealed by hundreds of picture -tube photos; shows
troubleshooting procedure for repair of every circuit section. Used
by over 100,000 technicians.
SGS -1

-

$2.00

Transistor Ignition Systems Handbook. 2nd Ed. Clearly explains the

principles, installation, troubleshooting, and maintenance of the
revolutionary new transistor ignition systems for autos.
$2 95

IGS -2

Explains in
simple terms how computers work
and what they do. Covers analog
and digital types; describes circuitry, memory devices, program$1.95
ming, etc. ABC -1
ABC's of Computers.

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Order from your Sams Distributor today, or
mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.,
4300 W. 62nd Street, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206.
Dept. PE -4
Send me the books I have circled at right.
$
(check) (money order) enclosed.
Name

TUB -9 CDS -1 CDH -1
BON -2 COL -2 AAL -1
DCA -1

EIL-1

CCL -1

HTF -2 CSL-1

TRW -2 RSD -1

BPS -1

TEM -3

SGS -1

QAN -2 TVC -2

CBH -2

TCK -1

IGS -2

ABC-1

Address

L

City

Send FREE Sams

State
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FM

NEW

PRODUCTS

EMERGENCY

RECEIVER

Squires-Sanders, Inc. has announced the "FM
Alert," an FM emergency receiver with provision for two crystal /receive channels plus
tunable control. A 7 -tube (12-tube performance) superheterodyne receiver with adjustable squelch and an illuminated slide rule

Additional information on products covered in this section is available from the
manufacturers. Each new product is
identified by a code number. To obtain
further details on any of them, simply
fill in and mail the coupon on page 31.
"MINI- VOLT" VOLTMETER

Unlike the ordinary voltmeter, the "MiniVolt" developed by Industrial Devices, Inc.,
is said to be "abuse- proof," both mechanically
and electrically. In place of the usual delicate
meter movement, a virtually burnout -proof
glow lamp and
calibrated po-

tentiometer

are used in the

"Mini- Volt." It
has been engineered to eliminate "false indication" common to many

Circle No. 77 on Reader Service Page

Circle No. 75 on Reader Service Page
TRANSISTORIZED FM /FM

Does the horn in your car sound just like
everybody else's? You can give it a distinct
Continental-style sound by installing a "Two Tooter" electronic converter made by Kinematix, Inc. The tiny solid -state unit utilizes

the individual
notes of the

two horns

found on most

cars, but in-

31

stead of their
being sounded

STEREO TUNER KIT

Heathkit AJ -14 FM /FM stereo

tuner kit mount on one simple -to-assemble
circuit board. Because the front -end is prebuilt and aligned at the factory, the kit can
be put together in six hours or less, according
to Heath. Operation of the AJ -14 is cool and
instant; it incorporates 14 transistors and 4

together, the

"Two - Tooter"
plays the single
high and low
notes in rhythmic alternation. Measuring only 61/4" x 1
x 1'/4 ", the unit mounts under the hood in
minutes and can be used with both 6- and 12volt electrical systems. A variable repeat speed control, inside the car, enables you to
give an easily recognizable friendly greeting
or an urgent warning, as needed.

"

Circle No. 78 on Reader Service Page
BROADCAST MICROPHONE

diodes. The 3-transistor front-end and four
stages of i.f. provide an IHF sensitivity reading of 5µv. for less than 3% total noise, distortion, and hum. (Harmonic distortion is less
than 1;i.) Frequency response: ±1 db from 20
to 20,000 cycles for mono; ±3db from 50 to
15,000 cycles for stereo.
Circle No. 76 on Reader Service Page
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31

AUTO HORN CONVERTER

test lamps, and
the glow lamp is guaranteed for a minimum
of 25,000 hours. The case is made of a lightweight impact- resistant plastic, and the 12"
flexible test leads are heavily insulated. Another-but by no means secondary -claim
made for the "Mini-Volt" is: uses unlimited.

All parts of the

dial, it comes in two models -one covering
152 -175 mc., the other 30-50 mc. The "FM
Alert" utilizes a quadrature detector and
high-gain i.f. to provide clean, quiet reception
over a wide range of signal strengths and
modulation levels. Sensitivity is 3µv. or less
for squelch control and 10 db S /N. A separate
matching speaker can be used either at the
receiver or at a remote location.

31

FOR

31

HOME

Although the Electro -Voice 635A dynamic
microphone is manufactured to the exacting
specifications of film production, studio recording, FM -AM and TV broadcasting, it is
now being directed to the attention of the
home tape recordist. Light and slim, it can be
held in the hand, used as a lavalier microphone or with a desk or floor stand. An internal shock absorber greatly reduces the
pickup of cable, stand, or impact noises, and
a four-stage filter eliminates "pops" and wind
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

If you had started wiring yesterday,
today you would own an amplifier as
good as a Fisher.

If you didn't start yesterday,
why not today or tomorrow? No
matter when you start it, you
will finish the Fisher KX -200
StrataKit faster than you thought
possible. Anyone can build it
even your mother and end up
with a magnificent 80 -watt stereo
control- amplifier. Once built, it
will be fully equal in performance and reliability to its laboratory -wired prototype.
The StrataKit method of kit
construction is an exclusive

-

-

Fisher development that takes
the uncertainty and work out of
kit building. Large, detailed diagrams and clear, nontechnical
language make everybody an expert, regardless of previous experience. Assembly proceeds in

simple, error -proof stages
(Strata). Each stage corresponds

to a separate fold -out page. Each
stage has a separate packet of
parts (StrataPack). The major
components are factory- mounted
on the extra -heavy -gauge steel
chassis. Most of them are riveted
for improved reliability. Wires
are precut for every stage -which
means every page. All work can
be checked stage -by-stage and
page -by -page before proceeding
to the next stage.
The end result is a low-distortion 80 -watt amplifier which is
powerful enough for any music,
any loudspeaker. The exclusive
center-channel output and sepa-

rate volume control eliminate
the need for an additional amplifier with either a center -channel
or a remote loudspeaker.
Five minutes of listening to
the Fisher KX -200 you built will

convince you that it

is

one of the

finest control -amplifiers available, easily worth $250 or more.
Yet the kit costs only $169.50.
(Walnut cabinet. $24.95; metal
cabinet, $15.95.)

r FREE

$1.50 VALUE! Send for,
The New Kit Builder's Manual, an
illustrated guide to high fidelity kit
construction, complete with detailed specifications of all Fisher
StrataKits.
Fisher Radio Corporation
11 -35 45th Road
Long Island City, N. Y. 11101

Name
Address
City

l

State
104

The Fisher
CIRCLE NO. 14 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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(Continued from page 22)

noise. Response is 60 to 15,000 cycles; output,
db. The 635A is available in Lo -Z only.

-55

Circle No.

79 on

Reader Service Page
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FOUR -BAND COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

Foreign, amateur, aircraft, marine, standard
AM broadcast, and CB listening is provided
by the Hallicrafters SX -130 communications
receiver. Code (CW), voice (AM), and single sideband (SSB) signals can be received over

MOBILE ANTENNA RESONATORS

Five models of "Super Hustlers" have been
announced by New -Tronics for 10 -, 15-, 20 -,
40 -, and 75 -meter amateur band operation.
These mobile antenna resonators reputedly
have high power capability of maximum
legal limit on SSB, and maintain minimum SWR over the phone portion of 10 -40
meters and a 60 -kc. width at 2:1 SWR on the
tough 75 -meter band. Exceptional performance is claimed possible due to the use of
unique coils wound with wires containing 413
individual conductors completely insulated
from one another. The "Super Hustlers" are
designed for attachment to standard MO -1
and MO -2 masts. Stainless steel bases and
various accessory items are available.
Circle No.

82 on

Reader Service Page
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HANDY UTILITY BOX

Designed to house experimental circuits and
test equipment, Olson Electronics' new Model
CA -324 utility box is made of sturdy Bakelite
with reinforced corners. Brass inserts are
imbedded in the corners to accept cover
screws; the cover is aluminum for easy workability. Size 3 °' " x 6M" x 2 ".
:

the entire tuning range. A front panel control
permits ready selection of either upper or
lower sideband for simplified tuning of the
SSB signals. In addition to having a circular
main tuning dial and a slide rule electrical
bandspread dial, the SX -130 features both
crystal filtration and crystal -controlled selectivity. The 1650 -kc. i.f. system insures excellent image rejection. Other features of the
SX -130 include a built -in S -meter and a calibrated BFO.
Circle No. 80 on Reader Service Page

Circle No.

83 on

Reader Service Page
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FM COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

A low price tag is a special feature of Lafay-

ette Radio Electronics' new 10 -tube, 2 -band
FM communications receiver which tunes
30-50 mc. and 152 -174 mc. with a sensitivity of
3µv. for 20 db quieting. Other features of the
HA-520 include a tuned r.f. amplifier on both

31

LOW- DISTORTION AUDIO GENERATOR

Producing a very low distortion sine wave
signal over a wide range of frequencies (less
than 0.1% distortion from 20

cycles to

20

kilocycles),

EICO's Model
378

audio gen-

erator can be

used for any

application

where a stable,
accurate audio
sine wave is
essential. The complete frequency range is 1
cycle to 110 kilocycles, frequency accuracy
±5 %. Unlike most audio generators, the frequency-determining elements of the Model
378 are not continuously variable; they are
set by positive- setting detent switches which
select combinations of the network of 1%
resistors and 2% capacitors. This method of
tuning is said to insure highly accurate,
repeatable setting. The frequency range is
covered in five scales. Output level is variable
from 0 to 10 volts r.m.s. The Model 378 comes
both factory -wired and in kit form.
Circle No.
24

81

on Reader Service Page 31

bands, a nuvistor on the high hand, built -in
variable squelch, an illuminated slide rule
dial, a 4" PM speaker with 1.2 watts of audio
output, a front-panel 8 -ohm headphone jack,
and a transformer- operated power supply.
The HA-520 is suitable for monitoring police,
fire, and commercial radio services.
Circle No.

84 on

Reader Service Page
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INSULATING SCREWDRIVER SLEEVES

Want to make your screwdrivers shockproof
and shortproof? You can insulate them from
tip to handle with simple-to- install pre expanded shrink-type sleeves available from
Southwestern Products Company. These inexpensive plastic sleeves become quite tough
within 24 hours from time of application and
continue to harden until rigid. They are sold
in sets of four.
Circle No.

85 on

Reader Service Page
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TURNER +2

"Best

VOLUME CONTROL

CB Microphone in

the World"

That's what many 2 owners say, and we're glad they're so enthusiastic. We're proud of the +2 ourselves. It's the only microphone on the market that actually increases the output of your
microphone up to 50 times at the twist of a dial. It makes a
world of difference on CB (and amateur), so why in the world
don't you get one? List price
$49.50

...

THE

MICROPHONE

COMPANY

946 17th Street N.E.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
In Canada: Tri -Tel Associates, Ltd.
Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., 85 Broad Street,

New York, N.Y. 10004

April, 1966
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This is the day you
learn about guts!
Its your first jump You're .ip 1,200
feet waiting to go. But all the training
and all the practice never quite
prepared yin for the way you feel
right now. Your pack neve- felt
heavier. Yet, you never felt stronger.
You're ready
There are five guys ahead of you. Now
four. Now three. No one hesitates.
You won't either. You're sere of your
training. You re sure of yourself.
In 21 days of Jump School something
happened to you. You leaned things
you never thought you woe Id. You did
things you never thought you could.
It was tough. But it made you even

tougher.
Okay. You're next.

Go!
During the long seconds before you
feel the welcome shock of your chute
opening, you learn about another

thing:
Men call it "Guts!'

And if that's all Army Airbcrne training
gives you, you'll still be mi es ahead.
But there is more. You can become a
trained specialist M one o1 many
exciting fields: electronics, communications, equipment maintenance,
to name just a few.
Have you got what it takes?

HAM
HOBBY
CLEARINGHOUSE
If you have a hobby or interest in addition to amateur radio and would like to
talk about it on the air, you can contact
other hams with the same hobby through
this column. To be listed here, just send a
legibly printed postcard to Ham Hobby
Clearinghouse, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One
Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016, including on it your call letters, other hobbies,
the frequencies you use, mode of operation, when you operate, and your name
and address.
WB2AUM- Skydiving;

6 meters, AM; weekday eve
nings, all day on weekends. (Carl D. Wesche Jr.
R.F.D. #3, Doansburg, Brewster, N.Y. 10509)

WB2FKR- Scouting, camping, collecting patches; 2
meters AM, and 6 meters; nightly from 2100 to 2400
EST. (Bill Singer, 252 North Boston Ave., North Massapequa, L.I., N.Y. 11761)
WB2SHU -Model rocketry, science fiction, collecting
comic books; 7.166 mc. CW from 1600 to 1700 EST
on weekdays, 1100 to 1300 EST weekends; sometimes 3.875 mc. AM. (Ronald Kinney, 8 Sparkill Ave.,
Albany, N.Y. 12209)
K3FSV-Model rocketry, chess, camping; 80 to 10 meters CW, daily. (Larry Widman, 7821 Park Ave., Elkins

Park, Pa. 19117)
K3VMZ -Radio and optical astronomy, model rocketry, chess; 7.034 and 7.167 mc., 1600 to 1900 EST
daily. (Dennis Ardinger, 401 Maplewood Dr., McMurray, Pa. 15317)

t0 gei the
tacts about the
ArmY Airborne.
HOW

Your local Army Recruiting Sergeant has the
full story. He'll tell you what it takes to qualify
for Airborne training, and of all the opportunities it offers.
He's listed in the phone book under U.S. Government. Why not call him today?

Meantime, get

a

colorful, exciting

40 -page

booklet about Army life and Army opportunities
simply by filling out and mailing this coupon.
You're under no obligation, of course.

WA4UMN -All sports, especially basketball; 14.25 mc.
SSB, 1500 GMT weekends. (Brent Blue, 580 Garden
Dr., Louisville, Ky. 40206)

WB6RQR

- Aeronautics,

astronomy,

meteorology,

archery; 50.20 and 50.63 mc. (Bruce Bennett, 938
Kintyre Way, Sunnydale, Calif. 94087)

c

WA8MCQ- Science fiction, chess, experimenting;
mostly 80 meters CW, some 40 and 20 meters CW,
15 meters phone; 1630 to 1800 EST weekdays, all
day Saturday, 1300 to 2000 Sunday. (Mike Czuhajewski, Route 3, Paw Paw, Mich. 49079)
WN8SDY -Math, science, amateur rocketry, stamp
collecting; 80 meters CW; weekdays from 0500 to
0700 EST, all day on weekends. (Chuck Spern, Star
Route, Indian River, Mich. 49749)
WN9QBK -Stamp collecting, camping, biology, medicine; 80, 40, 15 meters from 0200 to 0400 GMT weeknights and Saturdays. (Allan M. Huss, 8107 Kingston
Ave., Chicago, III. 60617)

WNONTT-Chess, coin collecting;

Army
Box 1040
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 52641

Please rush me your 40 -page booklet,
The Secret of Getting Ahead."
NAME
AGE
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

VE2BPN- Flying, photography, camping; 80 to 40

PHONE

-

meters CW, afternoons only. (Richard Nadeau, 1123
Lincoln St., Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada)

April, 1966
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OPPORTUNITIES

meters from
1600 to 2200 CST. (John Palmer, 1232 E. Magnolia
St., St. Paul, Minn. 55106)
15
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OLD WORLD STANDARDS
BREAKING THROUGH

SOLID STATE
CB RADIO

onlY 1

LJ

00

ITTLE did Heinrich Rudolf Hertz
dream that someday his name
would create havoc with magazine
readers, editors, printers, and authors. If he were alive today, perhaps we could prevail upon him to
change his name to Heinrich Rudolf
Cycles. It might have sounded funny to Hertz, but it's no laughing
matter to the electronics press.
Starting with the June 1966 issue,
POPULAR ELECTRONICS will join the
trek to confusion and substitute
Hertz for the time -honored and sensible "cycles."
POPULAR ELECTRONICS is not alone
in this changeover. Readers will find
that this international term of reference is appearing in other books
and magazines. The Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) consistent with the recommendations of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
and with the work of the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) has adopted this standard.
And if that isn't enough justification
for its use, also consider that the
Conference Generale des Poids et
Measures has adopted it, too!
Of course, "Hertzian" as a reference to electromagnetic waves went
out of use several decades ago; just
why it is being re- adopted has not
been satisfactorily explained. Let's
hope that "they" don't hit us next
month with the metric system as a
replacement for inches and feet.
So, in June, all references to frequency will be:
,

watt output. This new
solid state 6- channel mobile
CB transceiver delivers the
3.5

most talk power you can get
from a 5 -watt transmitter
3.5 watts at 100% modulation.

-

Outstanding mobile performance

-

Unique double conversion receiver, with
noise limiting, provides excellent reception
of even weak, distant signals.
All silicon transistor design, plus lifetime

guaranteed glass -fiber circuit boards,
to offer unmatched reliability,
minimum current drain, and smallest

possible size.
Write for Bulletin Pace I, and the name
of your nearest Pace dealer.
From the makers of the famous PACE 5000

PACE
COMMUNICATIONS CORP.

,

OLD

NEW

hertz
kilohertz
megahertz
gigahertz

Hz

cycles

kHz

kc.

MHz

mc.

GHz

gc.

24049 Frampton Ave., Harbor City, Calif. 90710
Telephone (213) 325 -8444
Y8
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Installs
instantly!
q-

"TOPPERS"

ain's new

FOR ANY

MOBILE
INSTALLATION

CITIZENS BAND

"Magoaiopper"
Alnico Magnet mount provides
vise -like grip to any vehicle
Easily moved from vehicle to vehicle
Now...excitingly different...highly practical...a superior
performance Hy -Gain "Topper" with an Alnico base
mount that allows instant installation on any car, truck,
tractor, or other vehicle. No holes to drill, no special
tools required...simply hook up the feedline to your CB
transceiver, and you're ready to communicate loud and
clear on any or all 23 channels. Unique base plate
forms capacity connection to vehicle body to provide
performance efficiency equal to that of permanently
mounted antennas.
"Magna -Topper "...the most versatile mobile antenna
exever! Superior performance top -loading design
clusive Hy -Q loading coil lifetime adjustable tuning
rod comfortable 29" overall height. Comes complete
with 16 feet of coaxial cable and connector. Get yours
today...Model TQRMB...$14.95 Net

-

59" overall.
$16.95 Net.

POWER.

SHORTY
"ROOF TOPPER"

Topper designed for maximum "Talk Power"

-

DX "ROOF TOPPER"

For biggest TALK

-

Powerful Alnico magnet in
base mount holds antenna
securely in place...even at
speeds of over 80 MPH.

Powerful 19" model ignores low garaging...
$15.50 Net
"JIFFY TOPPER"
Mounts in trunk lip.
No exterior holes to
drill. $13.95 Net
AM -CB
"DUO- TOPPER"

Replaces AM whip.
Outstanding on troth
AM & CB. $14.95 Net

"MARINE TOPPER"
Delivers 1.5db gain.
Mounts on any wooden or fiberglass hull.
$19.95 Net
All "Topper" models
complete with mount,
coaxial cable and
connectors.

Available NOW from your
Hy -Gain distributor or dealer, or write...

HY -GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
8509

N. E.

Highway 6-- Lincoln, Nebraska 68501

CIRCLE NO. 18 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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Thinking of college and
a space age career in
electronics ?

ELECTRON ICS

LIBRARY
ABC'S OF MICROWAVES
by H. Charles Woodruff

YOUR CAREER

Introducing the subject of microwaves in
language that is easy to understand, this
book provides an excellent base from which

I1

to proceed to more advanced publications.
After covering the historical development of

Send for this booklet on
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
AND ENGINEERING
Learn how you can prepare for a dynamic

career as an electrical or mechanical engineering technician or engineer in such
exciting, growing fields as avionics, missiles, reliability control, fluid mechanics,
data processing, metallurgy, microefectron- .r
ics, and advanced aerospace research.
MSOE offers residence study programs
leading to these degrees in engineering
technology and engineering:
2 years
Associate in Applied Science
4 years -. Bachelor of Science
Also get facts about scholarships and financial aids, job placement and other
student services, plus photographs of
MSOE technical laboratories and
student activities. For your copy,
just mail the coupon
no obligation.

-

-

microwaves, the author points out the characteristic effects that terrain, atmospheric
conditions, reflected signals and other elements have on the transmission and reception of these ultrahigh frequencies. The
operating principles of wave guides and
couplings, cavity resonators, magnetron
and klystron oscillators, and other microwave components are clearly presented.
And a signal is traced through typical
microwave equipment, stage by stage, together with a description of what takes
place in each stage.
Published by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.,
4300 W. 62 St.. Indianapolis, Ind. 46206.
Soft cover. 144 pages. $1.95.
YOUR TAPE RECORDER
by Joel Tall and Martin Clifford

This is a very elementary and quite cursory
treatment of tape recording. However, it
is so non -technical that it can be safely
recommended to anyone from 10 to 90

years old.
Published by Elpa Marketing Industries,
Inc., New Hyde Park. N.Y. Soft corer. 32
pages. $ 1.00.
1966 WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK
edited by J.M. Frost

MSOE

is difficult to believe that the renowned
"WRH" is now 20 years old. Still considered an indispensable aid to SWL's, the new

It

Milwaukee School of Engineering
Milwaukee School of Engineering
Dept. PE -466, 1025 N. Milwaukee Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
Please send the Your Career" booklet.

I'm interested in
Electrical fields

Mechanical fields

Name

Age

Address_.._.
City

State

ZIP
MS.227

CIRCLE NO. 27 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

updated volume has grown in size just as
short -wave broadcasting has increased in
importance. Besides containing schedules,
frequencies, program details, etc., of all
broadcasting stations throughout the world,
the 1966 WRH is jam -packed with interesting facts on television, satellites, SWL
clubs, standard frequencies, etc.
Published by WRH Co., Ltd. Available from
Gilfer Associates, P.O. Box 239, Park Ridge.
N.J. Soft cover. 302 pages. $4.95.
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POPULAR ELECTRONICS
READER SERVICE PAGE
You can get
additional information promptly
concerning
products advertised or mentioned
editorially
in this issue

1
Circle the number on the coupon below which corresponds
to the key number at the bottom of the advertisement or is incorporated in the editorial mention that interests you.

2

Mail the coupon to the address indicated below.

3

Please use this address only for Product Service requests.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
P. O. BOX 8391
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19101
Please send me additional information about the products whose code numbers
1

3

2

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

1

1

I

have circled

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74

75

76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

NAME

(Print clearly)

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

VOID AFTER MAY 31, 1966
April, 1966

ZIP CODE
4
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H. H. Scott, Inc. discusses the advantages of
using field-effect transistors (FET's) in receivers and tuners in a new 16-page bulletin.
Also included is a reprint of an article entitled "Field- Effect Transistors for FM Front Ends" which originally appeared in ELEC-

NEW

TRONICS WORLD.

Circle No.

LITERATURE
To obtain a copy of any of the catalogs
or leaflets described below, simply fill
in and mail the coupon on page 31.

Whether your pleasure is amateur radio, CB
radio, or experimental electronics, the new
60-page catalog offered by International
Crystal Manufacturing Co., Inc., should serve
as a handy reference in your home or lab.
Hundreds of items are presented -from
custom -made crystals to power supplies,
single-sideband filters, coils, controls, and
transformers, to CB transceivers and test
equipment.
Circle No. 86 on Reader Service Page

31

Catalog CB-659, announced by Mark Products
Division of Dynascan Corporation, describes
Mark's complete line of Citizens Band
base station and mobile antennas, mounts,
and accessories. It consists of four 8,h" x 11"
pages plus inserts.

88 on

Reader Service Page

Samples of dry transfer lettering and decals
are included with an 8 -page catalog on the
subject put out by Russell Industries, Inc.
Among the material available is a couple of
MarKits® containing (1) an electronics glossary of over a thousand words, and (2)
printed circuit pads.
Circle No.

89 on

Reader Service Page

31

The Moody line of precision hand tools is
thoroughly covered in a new 8-page catalog
published by Moody Machine Products Company, Inc. Each tool is described -together
with its use -and there are photographs of all
products.
Circle No. 90 on Reader Service Page

31

If you don't already have a copy of Lafayette
it's
Radio Electronics' 1966 Winter Catalog,
not too late to get one. The 108 -page catalog,
No. 662, features money- saving base and mobile CB and hi-fi stereo systems, portable
radios, power tools, photographic equipment,
and a new closed- circuit TV system.

TELEX

Circle No. 87 on Reader Service Page
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31
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Reader Service Page
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..for the ultimate in private listening
FIRST CHOICE
OF EXPERTS FOR:
Ham

Short Wave Listening

Citizens Band

TELEX 1200

PERSONAL TV LISTENER
Enjoy Television in private without
disturbing others. Full rich sound
through comfortable individual ear
phones. Others don't hear a thing.
Ideal for late night viewing or keeping house quiet during children's programs. With extra ear set® two can

Superior sensitivity

Aircraft

COMMUNICATIONS
MICROPHONE

Hi -Fi Stereo

Transistorized, noise- cancelVoice response
ling, dynamic
characteristics proved superior
Standard equipment
by test
on most new American aircraft
for
all communications
Ideal
Carbon noise -cancelling type
also available. Both types FAA

and re-

Extra rugged and tamper
ReinField serviceable
forced cord design with quick disAvailable with or
connect
Dywithout microphone boom
namic microphone and speakers

sponse
proof

Mobile Communications

Educational Systems

Industrial Communications

listen.

approved (ISO C58)

More Than 100 Telex Headsets, Microphones,
Pillow Speakers and Private Listening Devices
are available. Write for descriptive literature today. Dept.

TELEX ACOUSTIC PRODUCTS

8D

3054 Excelsior Boulevard, Minneapolis, Minn. 55416

CIRCLE NO. 41 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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F7A/C4C7

C A TENNASG

FOR UHF, VHF, FM RECEPTION
...,_.,

ALL -BAND
UHF-VHF -FM
ANTENNA

_

The one antenna that does the work of 3! Gives startlingly
clear blac< and white pictures and beautiful color on
plus the finest
both UHF and VHF television channels
in stereop -onic and monophonic sound reproduction.

-

>-t

FINCO Model UVF- 18- $42.50 list
FINCO Model UVF -16- $30.50 list
FINCO Model UVF -10- $18.50 list

illai#10l

,,

SWEPT- ELEMENT
VHF -FM
ANTENNA

--

..
°

,n,,,,
FINCO

Model VL -10
834.95 list
FINCO's Color -Ve -Log challenges all competition! Its
swept -elerrent design assures the finest in brilliant color
and sharply defined black and white television reception
as well as superb FM monaural and stereo quality

-

FINCO
FINCO
FINCO
FINCO

Model
Model
Model
Model

VL- 18- $54.50 list
VL- 15- $46.95 list

VL -7
VL -5

- $23.95 list
- $16.95 list

Featuring FINCO's exclusive Gold Corodizing

FINCO COLOR -VE -LOG
Prices and specifications subject to change without notice
THE FINNEY COMPANY 34 W. Interstate Street Bedford. Ohio
Write for beautiful color brochures Number 20 -322, and 20 -307, Dept.

April, 1966
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Choose Your Tailor -Made Course in

N.T.S. "PROTECT METHOD" ELECTRONICS

-

Now! N.T.S.
one of America's oldest leading home -study and resident technical schools- offers you GREATER CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN ELECTRONICS.

install and maintain
electronic circuitry in missiles
specialize in
and rockets
microwaves, radar, and sonar.
You can

...

can succeed in TV-Radio
Communications
.
prepare
for F.C.C. License, service adYou

vanced satellites for industry
and defense.

repair the
electronic "brains" of induscomputers, data proctry
essing and other automation
equipment.
You can service and

-

a highly -paid
Technician, an electronics field engineer, or succeed in your own sales and
service business.

You can become
TV -Radio

CHOOSE YOUR FIELD-INSURE YOUR FUTURE!
ELECTRONICS -TV -RADIO
SERVICING AND COMMUNICATIONS
basic course thoroughly covering fundamentals of
electronics, radio, TV servicing and communications.
A

2

MASTER COURSE IN
ELECTRONICS -TV- RADIO, ADVANCED
TV AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
Master Electronics Technician

Qualifies you as
the Man in Demand.
a

-

TELEVISION SERVICING
(INCLUDING COLOR)

5

Covers installation, adjustment, repair and servicing
prepares
of black and white and color television
you for your own sales and service business.

...

6

STEREO, HI -Fl AND SOUND SYSTEMS
growing field. Prepares you to build, install and
service modern sound equipment for home or industry.
A

FCC LICENSE COURSE

3 Preparation for

this government license essential for

many interesting jobs in radar, radio, television, communications. guided missiles, many others. Upon completion of this course, if you do not pass the FCC
exam, your tuition will be refunded in full.

RADIO SERVICING
(AM- FM- TRANSISTORS)

4
Train

for

distributor.

radio sales

and

service with

BASIC ELECTRONICS

7 Gives

you the fundamentals you must know to build
on for a future Electronics career. Also offers an

excellent background for Salesmen, Purchasing Agents,
and others in Electronics.

"

R
dealer or

ELECTRONICS MATH
Simple, easy -to- follow instructions in the specialized
math you need in many electronics jobs.

INDUSTRY WELCOMES N.T.S. STUDENTS AND GRADUATES
34
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N.T.S. HOME TRAINING: QUICK, PRACTICAL WAY
TO

liftiliti

PAY, LIFELONG BENEFITS

N.T.S. "Project Method" Courses can help you get
move up to higher pay in your present one.

a

new and better job

- or

N.T.S. "Project Method" home training
lessons are shop- tested in the Resident
School in Los Angeles. You work on practical job projects, learn to use shop
manuals and schematics. Your N.T.S.
training is individual. You proceed at
your own pace. The Schools' practical
methods plus more than 60 years of
experience have helped thousands of
students all over the world to successful
careers.
Most courses include Equipment Kits.
There are no Kit Deposits. Everything
included in your low tuition.

BENEFIT NOW AND ALL YOUR LIFE
WITH N.T.S. HOME TRAINING

HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME
Learn easily. New modern method. National
also offers accredited high school programs
for men and women. Take only subjects you
need. Study at your own pace. Latest ap-

o

'

proved

textbooks

- yours

thing included at one

to

low

keep

The personal guidance you receive during your training can
be very helpful to your progress. Many N.T.S. students are
able to earn more money within a few months. You can pick
and choose your career. Work in industry or go into business

- every-

Your services will always be in demand wherever you go
and you can pick your spot!
N.T.S. Graduate Advisory Service can help you answer technical questions in establishing your own business and in
countless other ways after you've completed your training.

High School box in coupon for information.

-

Sample Lesson

MAIL REPLY CARD
OR COUPON

FOR

NATIONAL

FREE BOOK AND

SAMPLE LESSON

t.icworiT

In Field of Your Choice
You Enroll by Mail

-

lower tuition for you.
Accredited Member N.H.S.C.

CLASSROOM TRAINING
AT LOS ANGELES

-

to take your Electronics -TV -Radio training
the
in our famous Resident School in Los Angeles
oldest and largest School of its kind in the world -write
for special Resident School catalog and information,
or check coupon.

If you wish

NATIONAL

SCHOOLS

WORLD WIDE TRAINING SINGE 1905
Llütl Iu ki7
4000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, Calif 90037

TECNNIiAL

SCHOOLS

(,

4000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, California 90037
Please Rush FREE Electronics "Opportunity Book"
and actual sample lesson on course checked below:
iJ Electronics -TV -Radio Servicing and Communications
Master Course in Electronics -TV -Radio
Advanced TV and Industrial Electronics
FCC License Course
Dept.
Radio Servicing (AM -FM- Transistors)
205-46
Television Servicing (Including Color)
Stereo, Hi -Fi and Sound Systems
Electronics Math
Basic Electronics
1

'In

and Save Money.

No Salesmen: This means

April, 1966

-

for yourself.

tuition. Check

I

In

I Ln

E

Name

[j

Age

I

I Address
I City

1
1
1

State
Zip
Check here if interested ONLY in Classroom
Training at L.A.
Check here for High School Department Catalog only
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Amphenol 650,
CB

watt solid state
transceiver.

Here the same 650 is

mounted in an
Amphenol
Portable Pak.
Fully portable

11

OPERATION
ASSIST

Through this column we try to make it
possible for readers needing information
on outdated, obscure, and unusual radio electronics gear to get help from other
P.E. readers. Here's how it works: Check
the list below. If you can help anyone with
a schematic or other information, write
him directly -he'll appreciate it. If you
need help, send a postcard to Operation
Assist, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016. Give
maker's name, model number, year of
manufacture, bands covered, tubes used,
etc. State specifically what you want, i.e.,
schematic, source for parts, etc. Be sure
to print or type everything legibly, including your name and address. Because we
get so many inquiries, none of them can
be acknowledged. POPULAR ELECTRONICS
reserves the right to publish only those
items not available from normal sources.

This is the
a 5

03
100

Cié

-

only 16 lbs.

with transceiver and battery.

aircraft transmitter, surplus,
ser. 4525, macle for Navy by Western Electric, circa
1943. Information on power supply and schematic
needed. (Matt Storey, Box 435, Margaretville, N.Y.)
Electronic Labs. Model 204 electronic converter, vibrator type #11028; input, 115 volts d.c.; output, 115 volts
a.c., at 150 watts maximum. Operating manual and
parts list needed. (Ned W. Love, Box 405, Albemarle,
CW- 52063A Model GF -12

Using this gutter- mounted antenna,

the 650 becomes

a

rugged

mobile unit.

N.C. 28001)
EICO Model 470 oscilloscope. Operating manual needed.
A.A. Freda, 4012 Blackthorn Ct., Birmingham, Mich.)
Surplus communications receiver, ser. CI. H- 46159 -A,
part of Navy equipment T.C.S. -6. Operating manual
and schematic needed. (S. Abeyesundere, 19/3, De
Fonseka Pl., Colombo 5, Ceylon)
Stromberg- Carlson receiver, circa 1929; tunes BC and
S.W. to 10 mc. on 3 bands; has 7 tubes. Source for
parts, schematic, and model number needed. (William
C. Pierce, 514 Chatfield, Security, Colo. 80911)
Approved Electronic Instrument (AEI) Model A -100
r.f. signal generator; tunes 100 kc. -52 mc. on 6 bands.
Parts values and schematic needed. (Frank Stehno,
7126 Rogers Rd., Omaha, Nebr. 68124 )
Atwater Kent Model 55 receiver, ser. 3333689, circa
1927; tunes BC; has 7 tubes. Speaker plug and front
dial plate needed. (Frank Allano, Leetes Island Rd.,
Branford, Conn. 06408)
AN /SRC -1 "Marine Radio" transmitter -receiver, surplus, made by Smith -Meeker for the U.S. Signal Corps,
circa 1944. RCA Model 8503 low- frequency receiver. Instruction manuals needed. (Phil Weingarten, 67 -61
Alderton St., Forest Hills, N. Y. 113741
Hallicrafters Model S -38 receiver, circa 1953; tunes
5.5 kc. -30 mc. on 4 hands; has 6 tubes. Tube layout
and schematic needed. (Anthony Gottspower, 2760 Las
Palmas Vista, Yuma, Ariz. 85364)
Telectro Industries RD -31D /U "Recorder Reproducer." Schematic or operating manual, take -up reel,
cap screw for holding reel, and schematic or operating
manual needed. (James R. Throop, 5408 Berry Hill Rd.,
Norwalk, Va. 23502)
Mohawk Model 2540 receiver; tunes BC and s.w. on 4
bands; has 6 tubes. Schematic needed. (Gerald F. Levy,
(

This 40" telescoping portable

antenna is ideal

for field operation.

In CB, Amphenol means versatility. Choose
from a wide line of solid state radios: hand -held
or mobile, AC or DC, 100 mw to 5 watt. Add to
these the industry's broadest accessory lineup
-and you'll see why Amphenol CB equipment
helps you do more jobs in more places. Your
Amphenol dealer will show you how.

108

AMPHENOL DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION
AMPHENOL CORPORATION
2875 South 25th Avenue, Broadview,

CIRCLE NO.
38

2 ON

Illinois 60155

Lomar Dr., Downsview, Ontario, Canada)

Heath Model AT -1 transmitter; covers 80 to 10 meters
on 4 bands. Schematic needed. (Jim Wornick. 426
Stockbridge, Buffalo. N.Y. 14215, and Ross Lambert,
735 Kappock St., Riverdale, N.Y. 10463)

(Continued on page 96)

READER SERVICE PAGE
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

NOW YOU CAN EASILY ADD
SOUND TO YOUR SLIDE
OR FILM SHOWS WITH
POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY'S

tG1HÁFÑV<

SOUND FOR
APICI'l'RE EVENING

EXCITING NEW
aY.'r1alXiRp MSC
ain SCSRib fnTC13 hr

"SOUND FOR A
PICTURE EVENING"

sl:a awn aRi::cae

Fa,

RECORD ALBUM
EXPRESSLY CREATED FOR FILM
AND SLIDE SHOWS

A

P-MP-e ç,e^,.:.g

AVAILABLE IN MONAURAL
1Roi'IC STEREO AT NO EXTRA ív051

FOR SPECIAL SITUATIONS,
THESE WONDERFULLY REALISTIC

17 SPECIFIC MOOD MUSIC

BACKGROUNDS

ONLY

8 TRACKS FOR SPECIAL

THEMES TO MATCH YOUR
SUBJECTS... PERFECTLY!
'FILM OPENINGS: Grandiose, Sweet and Gentle and

ramatic 3 FILM CLOSINGS. Epic Finale, Hollywood
yle and Gentle
11 THEMES: Happy-GoLucky
Gay
arty Vacation Tempo Traveling Happy Birthday
Party Pomp of a Parade Sound of a Carousel Cirus Time
Sentimental Moments
Childre. ";Ay
me Christmas Time

$3.98,

MONAURAL OR EL

SOUND EFFECTS

"Sound For

A

Picture Evening"

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY -Dept. SD
One Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

Please send me
albums at 03.98 each. My
is enclosed.
check (or money order) for $
understand that you will pay the postage. (Add 75g to
I

partially defray postage costs outside U.S.A.)
CHECK ONE:

MONO

STEREO

Name

DON'T MISS OUT ON THIS OUTSTANDING OFFER.

FILL IN AND MAIL TODAY

April, 1966

Address
City

lip Code
State
Sorry-No charges or C.O.D. Orders
PE-46
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International's "FLYING SHOWROOM 66" will visit your area soon.
Welcome aboard this fabulous electronic flying display.
During 1966, International's Martin 202 Flying Showroom will tour cities throughout the United States, bringing with it displays of International electronic equipA space
ment and products, plus a technical staff available for consultation.
age electronic show for Citizens Radio dealers and users, Amateur Radio operators,
users of commercial 2 -way radio, manufacturers requiring special electronic
If you are a manufacturer, radio
products, radio experimenters and hobbyists.
equipment dealer, Amateur or Citizens Radio Club, or other interested groups,
we will attempt to schedule a specific time and date to visit your area. Watch
for announcement or write International Crystal Manufacturing Co., Inc. for details.
Discuss your technical and engineering

requirements with International's staff.
See how International electronic
products can work for you.

I

INTERNATIONAL
CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
18 North Lee
Oklahoma City, Okla.

73102

i,y,rf ,H,4 r!11 4',4 L

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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silent sound beam
triggers alarm when disturbed
By DANIEL MEYER

it; you can't see it;
you can't feel it: you can smell it;
and you can't taste it; but you can make
it work for you. It really isn't mysterious; it just seems that way. What is
"it"? The beam in the Ultrasonic Omni Alarm, an all- purpise. ai -se..sìng, always -ready alarm system. The system
can be used as an intruder alarm, fire
alarm, or as a counter or con :roller in
an industrial process or production line.
It can also be employed to demonstrate
the use of ultrasonic sound, and should
make a good science ,project.
The alarm consists of a transmitter
YOU CAN'T hear

that broadcasts tin inaudible ultrasonic
beam of' "sound" an'ì a receiver on the

same chassis that detects this "sound."
The "sound" is a 25 -kc. note, which is
about 10 kc. above most people's hearing
range. In many respects the system is
similar to the common light source and

photocell alarm system, but with several
PARTS LIST

(5 l00-µ1., 1 s-welt electrolytic capacitor*
C2- 30 -PI.. 15 -volt electolytic capacitor*
('3. C'7, ('9, C11-- 0.05 -i1í., 50 -volt ceramic disc
capacitor*
('4 -0.003 -µf., 5
polystyrene capacitor*
('6, CS, C10- 0.01 -uf., 50 -volt ceramic disc
capacitor*
('12, C13, C'14 5 -iii., 15-volt electrolytic capacitor*

D2- 1X34

lent)*

germanium diode (or equiva-

D3, D4 -50 -volt Pll', 750 -ma. silicon rectifier*
11
Neon pilot light with built -in resistor
Printed- circuit -type d.p.d.t, relay (Price
Electric 200 -141' or equivalent)*
El, K3- Relay sec teat
L1 -15- to 25 -ml,., variable inductor with 10 q
tap (DEMCO 3E- 027 -1)*
1111
-15 volt d.c. voltmeter (Lafayette 99 G
5047 or equivalent)
Q1, 06- 2X3706 transistor (Texas Instruments,

!ïl-

-0

or equivalent)*
Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5- 2X3708 transistor (Texas Instruments, or equivalent)*
R1, 24, R6-470-ohm,!,/,-watt resistor*

R2- 47,000 -ohm,
R3, R19

4700 -ohm,

i

R5, Ris -1000 -ohm, ';watt resistor*
-watt resistor*
R7,
R15 -100,000 -ohm,
RS, R16- 10,000 -oh,n, '" -watt resistor*
R9, R13 -27,000 -ohm,
watt resistor*
R10, 1114 2200-ohm, '/2-watt resistor*
R12-10,000 -ohm trimmer resistor (CTS X -201
or equivalent)*
R17- 15,000 -ohm, ( -watt resistor*
R20-- Resistor -sec teat
S1, S2- Miniature s.p..s.t, toggle switch
SOI
-prong socket (optional)
Low -voltage trans former: 110- to 120 -volt
primary; 20 -volt CT secondary (Sta cor TP -2
or equivalent)
Chassis (Bud CU -465 or equivalent)

Ell,

C 1,

D1,

important advantages. The ultrasonic
beam cannot be "fooled" with a flashlight, nor is it affected by sunlight. Ultrasonics works equally well in pitch
darkness and in broad daylight.
Two transducers, one from the trans-

resistor*

''. ;autt resistor*

-2
TI1-

1-Circuit

board (DEMCO

#128)*

25-ke. ultrasonic transducers (DEMCO E -25) *
Misc.--11-ire, solder, nuts, bolts, connectors,
spacers. etc.

NOTE: Most of the parts listed above are standard and should be available from your local
dealer. If you have any difficulty in obtaining
them, you can contact DEMCO, Box 16297, San
Antonio, Texas 78216 for the following: a kit
of all the parts marked with an asterisk for $20:
an etched and drilled fiberglass circuit board like
that shown in the photo for $3.50; any of the
parts used -price list available from DEMCO
nn request.

SOI

Rn

R1
2

100K

03

CIO

Elpf

RECEIVE

RI
Io

RI4
2.2K

R16
10K

Fig. 1. One -transistor oscillator, Q1, generates an ultrasonic signal which is beamed through
the air and back to the receiver, Q2 to Q6. Alarm sounds when beam is interrupted.
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Fig. 2. Actual size photo of conductor side of printed circuit board. Components can be mounted
on any type of chassis, but care should be exercised to prevent stray leakage, or coupling.

mitter and one from the receiver, can be
placed up to 50 feet apart to protect a
large area. Any interruption of the beam
causes an alarm. Even a fire in the area
between the transducers can create
enough air turbulence to set off the system.
How It Works. The transmitter portion is nothing more than a single transistor oscillator circuit (Q1) which directly drives the output transducer connected to terminals A and B (Fig. 1)
Coil LI and capacitor C4 make up a resonant tank tuned to 25 kc. Feedback
from the coil to the base of QI through
C3 helps sustain the oscillations. Resistor R8 isolates the transducer from the
tuned circuit and prevents variations in
the transducer and its cable capacitance
.

April,

1966

from affecting oscillator operation too
much.
The receiver, consisting of transistor
circuits Q2 through Q6, picks up the signal from the input transducer, amplifies
it, and energizes relay K1. Transistors
Q3 and Q4 are conventional common
emitter amplifier stages. Potentiometer
R12 acts as a level and sensitivity control. Transistor Q5 is used as an emitter follower and provides the low output
impedance needed to drive the half -wave
voltage -doubler rectifier consisting of
D1, D2, C12 and C13. The resulting d.c.
voltage is used to turn Q6 "on." Tran-

sistor Q6 drives the alarm relay.
The circuit is arranged so that the relay is held in at all times when there is
a signal present. A drop or absence of
signal causes the relay to open, and the
43

Fig.

Q4

3.

No

attempt

at

conserving space is made.
Relatively large open areas
reduce undesirable coupling between transmitter
and receiver. Component
location on the board is
easy to determine, but the
callouts sprinkled around
the photo may give you
more confidence as you
drop in each part. Be sure
to observe polarity of diodes and electrolytics.

CI

alarm to sound, or a counter to operate,
etc. This is a type of "fail safe" operation, in that a defect in the system, power failure, transducer failure, circuit
failure, etc., will cause the alarm to
sound. The circuit is compromised if the
same power source is used to activate

operate. With the switch in this position, the relay will kick in and out every
time the sound beam is on and then
broken. For counting or other activities
requiring self- resetting, the switch should
be left in the Reset position. But for
alarm purposes, the switch should be

Fig. 5. If vibration of hardware in the transmitting
transducer creates an audible sound, carefully open
case and insert small piece of foam plastic.

4. By locating the receiver and transmitter
output and input connectors on the rear cover, the
entire package takes on a clean professional look.
Fig.

the external alarm. However, this condition can be easily remedied, as described in the installation instructions.
Switch S2 must be placed in the Reset
position ( closed) before the system will
44

placed in the Reset position only long
enough for the relay to kick in.
Once the relay is "on," move the
switch to the Operate position; relay
contacts J and H will continue to complete the relay circuit and hold the relay
"on" until the beam is interrupted. When
the beam is broken, the relay opens. The
relay will not close even if the beam is
restored, and the alarm will sound continuously until the switch is manually
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

After all the parts are mounted on the
circuit board, connect wires to points A
through M. These should be about 8
inches long. Twist together leads A and
B; C and D; E, F and G; K, L and M;
and J, H and N.
Mount the switches and meter on the
front panel, and the transducer connectors and alarm connector on the back
panel, as shown in the photos. Use
shielded microphone cable and appropriate connectors for the transducers. For
a 50 -foot spread, each cable need be
only 25 feet long. A phono plug connects the transducer to the cable. Any
type of cabinet can be used to house the
circuit.
Adjustment. Mount the transducers
about 20 feet apart. Turn the sensitivity control fully clockwise (viewed from
the knob side) and turn on the power.
Place S2 in the Reset position and advance gain control R12. As the control
is turned counterclockwise, the meter
reading should increase; and at approximately 8 volts, the relay should be
heard to click in. If the relay does not
close or if the reading doesn't reach 10
volts
the full counterclockwise position of the gain control, the slug in LZ
should be adjusted.
Use a nonmetallic alignment tool to
turn the slug about halfway into the
coil form. Now slowly turn the slug out
of the form and watch the meter reading. When the reading reaches 10 volts,
reduce sensitivity and keep adjusting
until a peak or maximum reading is obtained. Turn the alarm off and back on
to be sure that the adjustment is stable.
If the meter reading does not return to
the same place or is zero, tune for the
second highest reading.
If you find that the best transmitter
adjustment causes the transmitting transducer to make audible sounds, damp the
transducer. The high drive level can
cause the crystal or internal parts of
the transducer to "sing" at an audible
frequency. Carefully open the transducer
case by straightening the crimped edge
on the back of the transducer to remove
the cover. Then carefully insert a piece
of foam plastic (not rubber) under the
crystal as shown in Fig. 5. The pad
should be approximately :14" square by
(Continued on page 82)

-at

a narrow passageway, both transducers can be mounted on the same wall; for a wider
area, up to 50', the direct -path technique is used.

Fig. 6. To cover

placed in the Reset position once again.
Power for the transmitter and receiver
is derived from the 117 -volt line, stepped
down by TI, rectified by D3 and D4, and
filtered by Cl, R6, and C5, and by R1 and
C2. Actually, any 12 -volt d.c. supply,
able to deliver about 50 ma. of current
will do. Batteries can also be used.
Construction. Although an etched and
drilled circuit board is available, you can
make your own board, using the actual
size photo (Fig. 2) as a guide, or mount
the parts in any manner more convenient
for you. If you do change the layout,
avoid stray coupling between the transmitter and receiver sections, but in any
event observe polarity of electrolytic
capacitors and diodes.
April, 1966
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OLD
NEW

FOR

THOSE

UNSETTLING SETSCREWS

AND

REMEMBERED
This plastic calipers
combines a pair of adjustable trammel points and
a wire or lead bending jig. The user adjusts the
points to coincide with the holes in the printed
circuit card. As this measurement is being made,
the wire bending jig is automatically adjusted
to the same width. After the points are set, a
resistor or capacitor is placed midway between the
uprights of the jig and the leads are bent to right
angles. Called the "Davey Former," this hand item
is manufactured by Davey Products, Fairfield, Conn.
.

The meticulous craftsman has every reason to detest the
knurled finish nuts commonly seen on toggle
switches. Most hobbyists are tempted to use a pair
of gas pliers to tighten these nuts in place -often
marring an otherwise perfect panel. There's a simple solution to the problem of the knurled finish
nut -the Knurl -Tite wrench. This wrench (it is sold
in three different sizes) has collet -type jaws that
slip around the nut. A quarter-turn cla nps the nut
for tightening. Available from Walsco, Rockford, Ill.

If you plan on doing
lot of kit wiring- especially around printed circuits, transistors, and integrated circuits- investigate the convenience of pliers with built -in coil
springs to keep the jaws open. For only a few extra dimes, long -nose, end -cutting, round -nose, and
diagonal- cutting pliers can be purchased with light
spring-loading. Crescent and Krauter make excellent pliers. Shown above are two of the special
electronic pliers sold by Krauter for delicate work
around small -signal solid -state devices. The needle
nose pliers have a cutting edge near the tip.

DESOLDERING DELUXE The problem of replacing
printed circuit components has been simplified by
the "desoldering" iron. Most of these irons work
by first melting the solder and then sucking it up
into the iron. The waste solder can then be expelled into a was
can. A small rubber bulb provides just the ri?hst amount of vacuum pressure far
this work. Just brought to our attention is the desoldering kit above It contains an iron, six dsfferent -size desoldering tips, stand, and tip cleaning tool -all in a handy steel case. Manufactured
by Erdeco, 5149 East 65th St., Indianapolis, Ind.

CUTTING AND FORMING
This pair of pliers
serves two purposes
can cut and then form or
bend resistor and capacitor leads for use in printed
circuits. The length of each lead and point of the
right -angle bend is preset by the adjustable "stops"
visible in the photo. With a little practice, the
user can trim and bend leads on a mass- production basis. Although the pliers are high -priced, some
experimenters with a passion for neatness have
used them to good advantage. Produced by James
Electronic Tool Co., Box 1482, Palo Alto, Calif.

IN HARD -TO -REACH

BE HAPPY IN YOUR WORK

a

-

-it

This novel right CORNERS
spinning ratchet that accepts the
standardized V,,"-square sockets commonly used
in electronics work. Unlike other right -angle tools
that require leverage- sometimes very difficult to
get in tight corners -the handle rotates (ratchet fashion) for breakaway or tightening. A slip lever
on the pawl permits setting the rotation for "ors"
or "off." This ratchet is strong -100 inch pounds
angle device is

is the

a

recommended maximum torraue Manufactured by Amtrorix, Inc., Box 44, Chula Vista, Calif.

THE
SARASOTA MYSTERY
FIRST FOLLOW-UP
Things have not been
standing still
in the mysterious world
of Hydronics
and Wallace Minto
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SCIENTISTS do not have a "pat" answer for the unusual underwater
transmission capabilities of Hydronics.
As reported in this magazine last month
(page 50) a retired inventor- scientistexperimenter, Wallace L. Minto, has discovered a new method of communications, similar to sonar and radio waves,
but actually identical to neither. Minto
has labeled his through -water communications "Hydronics," and a somewhat
similar phenomenon that seemingly defies resistance and insulation "Plasmonies."
A few weeks ago, Minto attempted and
succeeded in something new-receiving
the Hydronics waves out of the water
when the transmitter was immersed.
The circumstances surrounding this test
were essentially those shown at left.
Suspended some 90 feet below the boat
was a Hydronics transmitter-sealed in
a waterproof canister. The radiated signal was a continuous tone and could be
intercepted by the receiver on a nearby
dock. The "catch" seems to have been
the antenna, masked in an attaché case
with a lead wire coming out the side.
When the attaché case was looking endon toward the transmitter, the tone signal could be heard loud and clear; but
when the case (antenna) was rotated
broadside, the signal died out.
As before, Minto was forthright in
discussing his latest development: "I am
aware of the basic physical laws [and]
I know there is no way to account for
my demonstrations. Nevertheless, my
associates and I are doing these things
[and] I am demonstrating facts." Minto
added, "We have shown and we will continue to show any serious -minded scientist who cares to take the trouble to
come and see just what we can do.
It is evident that no one-possibly
not even Minto himself-fully understands just what Hydronics might become to underwater communications.
-Ken Warner
,
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TEST
MEASUREMENTS
PROFILE
The reliability of your test measurements
can never exceed
the accuracy of the instrument used
By JOHN H. DRUMMOND
Technical Editor

experimenter /hobbyist arbitrarihis "adventures" into building and designing electronic equipment
if he limits the usefulness of his test
equipment. Every reader probably has
either a VOM or VTVM, but even these
versatile pieces of test gear will not do
everything.
Rather than reiterate the desirable
functions of various pieces of test equipment, this article tells you how you can
most conveniently measure any one of
eight basic electronic properties voltage, current, resistance, capacitance, in-

THE
ly limits

:

MEASUREMENT
Voltage

UNIT
Volts

INSTRUMENT
VOM

ductance, impedance, power, and frequency. Knowing how to select the right
piece of equipment to do a specific job
is half the battle.
No attempt is made in this article to
tell you what equipment-or whose
equipment-to buy, nor in specific detail
just how a measurement should be
made. The latter information is contained in the operational manual that
comes with every good piece of test
equipment, and you'll be better able to
decide what to buy when you have an
insight on test equipment in general.
SPECIFICATIONS

(Volt -Ohm- This is probably the most common electronics measurement. A self -contained portable unit, the VOM
uses a circuit comprising a moving coil meter and a
network of series resistors to measure d.c. voltage.
Accuracy is generally y 2% of the full -scale reading.
Sensitivity of the VOM in measuring d.c. voltage is
rated in ohms- per-volt. A VOM sensitivity of 20,000
ohms -per -volt is the minimum for electronics work.
Some VOM units have much greater sensitivity.

Milliammeter)

Same as above, except that a bridge rectifier is used
in the VOM to convert a.c. to d.c. Optimum (and most
common) sensitivity is 5000 ohms- per -volt.

Volts
(a.c., r.m.s.)

Volts

VTVM

(ct.c.)

(Vacuum -Tube
Voltmeter)

The VTVM incorporates a direct- coupled voltage amplifier stage to vastly increase meter sensitivity and
reduce circuit loading effects. Usual input resistance
of the VTVM is 11 megohms (constant, not per voit).
The VTVM must be connected to a 117 -volt a c. line

for power. Several self -contained, battery- operated
voltmeters are being offered the experimenter, one of
which has an input impedance of 10 megohms.
Volts
(peak, or peakto-pea k)

April, 1966

Oscilloscope
or VTVM

Peak voltages are most easily read when displayed on
an oscilloscope that has been calibrated for such
measurements. A few VTVM's are scaled for peak and
peak -to -peak readings.
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Typical volt- ohm -milliammeters (VOM's) with required sensitivity and accuracy for electronic circuit measurements: (a) Triplett 630 -PL; (b) B &K
"V- O- Matic" 360; (c) Heathkit MM -1; (d) RCA WV38A; (e) Simpson 260; (f) Lafayette 99 R 5004.

MEASUREMENT
Current

INSTRUMENT

UNIT
Amperes, d.c.

VOM

(Milliam-

SPECIFICATIONS
The heart of every VOM is a low -range d.c. milli ammeter. Through the use of shunt resistors, the full
scale range of the meter can be adjusted to read
currents from under 1 milliampere to about 5 or 10
-

peres, d.c.)

amperes.
It

Amperes, a.c.

VTVM

Because of the very high constant input resistance or
impedance of the VTVM, this instrument cannot be
used to measure current flow directly.

Snap -Around

Outside of direct in- series measurements, a.c. flow is
easily measured by "snap- around" probes that sense
the magnetic fields around a conductor. Current flow
up to 100 amperes or more can be measured. The
common VOM or VTVM cannot be used for measuring
a.c. flow directly.

Ammeter

Resistance

Ohms,

or

VOM

M ego h ms

The ordinary VOM has a built -in voltage source (battery) and a current flow measuring meter. Using these
two parameters and Ohm's law, the value of an unknown resistance can be determined -and the meter
scale calibrated in ohms rather than current flow. Resistances down to about 1 ohm and up to about 20
megohms can be measured. Special precautions and
special VOM circuitry are necessary in working with

transistor circuits.
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VTVM

Through the use of its built -in power supply, the VTVM
can be employed to measure resistances. In most
VTVM's the accuracy of resistance measurements
above 10 megohms is much better than in the VOM.

Bridge

Most bridge -type test instruments are related to the
Wheatstone bridge, which is really a method of balancing the value of an unknown component against
a carefully calibrated built -in component. Not commonly used by the experimenter /hobbyist.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

MEASUREMENT UNIT
Capacitance

Farad

(Microfarad,
Picofarad

--f.

INSTRUMENT
Capacity
Checker

Out -of- circuit capacitors are usually measured by an
a.c. bridge in moderate -priced test instruments. By

balancing the unknown capacitor against a known
capacitor in the checker (Wien bridge), a close approximation of the unknown value can be obtained. To
find very low capacitances, a more elaborate arrangement is used involving r.f. oscillator circuits.

or pf.)

In- Circuit

Tester

Inductance

Henry

(Millihenry,
M ic ro h en ry

-mh.

Impedance

Ohms

SPECIFICATIONS

Capacitance values can be approximated with an r.f.
oscillator circuit without removing the capacitor from
the circuit. This instrument will also detect shorts and
opens and is particularly useful in checking electroiytics.

or

Inductance is usually measured with a "Q" meter or
inductance bridge. The basic circuit is a Maxwell
bridge or Hay bridge, a variation of the basic Wheatstone bridge. In both circuits, the inductive reactance
of the unknown inductance is balanced against the
capacitive reactance of the bridge circuit. The instrument's scale is calibrated to read directly in the desired unit of inductance. Many commercial testers
combine the functions of different bridge circuits by
switching, to provide greater accuracy of measurement at different measuring ranges. Some also provide separate scales for impedance and capacitance
measurements as well.

Impedance
Bridge

Impedance, like inductance, is measured by a bridge
circuit which is a variation of the basic Wheatstone
bridge. The essential difference is that a calibrated
standard impedance is used to balance the unknown
impedance instead of a resistance. Impedance bridges
have an accuracy of ± I% or better, and are available for precise measurements at power frequency,
audio frequency, and radio frequency.

Q -Meter

Inductance
Bridge

or ,,h.)

This assortment of vacuum -tube voltmeters (VTVM's)
includes kits and factory -wired units: (a) Heathkit
IM -13; (b) Precise Electronics 905; (c) Lafayette
38 R 0101; (d) EICO 232; (e) Knight -Kit (Allied
Radio) KG -620: (f) RCA "VoltOhmyst" WV -77E.
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Examples of general- purpose wideband oscilloscopes:
(a) EIC3 460; (b) Knight -Kit (Allied Radio) KG -535;
(c) Hea:hkit 10 -12; (d) RCA WO-91B; (e) Hickok 675A.

MEASUREMENT
Frequency

UNIT

INSTRUMENT

Cycles, audio

None

SPECIFICATIONS
The experimenter /hobbyist has very few occasions to
determine an unknown audio frequency. Although
there are a few direct -reading frequency meters available for laboratory use, there is none of particular
interest to the experimenter. Frequency can be mea-

sured using a calibrated audio oscillator, oscilloscope,
and Lissajous figures.
Cycles

r.f.

(Kilocycles or
Megacycles;

Surplus
Gear

meter. Either of these heterodyne frequency meters
will enable very accurate determination of unknown
radio frequencies in the spectrum of 125 kc. to 20 mc.
(and above). There are no experimental equivalents
for either of these units.

kc. or mc.)

Power

It

For under $100, the experimenter can purchase a surplus Signal Corps BC -221 or U.S. Navy LM frequency

Watts, audio

AC -VTVM

For hi -fi and audio measurements, a special adaptation of the VTVM is used. The circuits are similar, but
the a.c. VTVM has built -in load resistors -generally 4,
8, and 16 ohms. This instrument would also be calibrated in db and may be used to grade amplifier gain
and sensitivity.

Watts, r.f.

Output Meter

At low r.f. output levels (under 25 watts), a number of
modestly priced output meters are sold that read
output in watts. At higher output levels, a laboratory -

type is required.
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capacgcr testers for measuring ca3citance And checking internal leakage: (a) 8 &K
8)1 'Capacitor Araty >t "; (b) Heathkit IT -11 cap.citcr che :ker; (c) i meson 383A "Capacohmeter ";
(a) E100 965 "FaroOhm" bridge analyzer; (e)
S )rague "lel- Ohmike" TO -6; (f) Knight -Kit KG -670.
p

These aJdi) generators can be used when making
frsquenc.y -neasuremerrts: (a) Lafayette TE -22; (b)
Heathkit IG -72; (c) RCA WA -44C: (d) EICO 378.
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CONFUSED

-UNITS

T MIGHT happen like this. Joe Ham,
WOXYZ, is chewing the rag with his
buddies on the air, and they get to com-

paring signal reports. Bob, who lives
about a mile away, says Joe's signal is
10 db over 59. Sam, who lives clear
across town, says Joe is pounding in at
30 db over S9, and Ed, just down the
block, says Joe's signal is just 59. Which
one of these guys is wrong, or has a
bum receiver?
Maybe none of them. Or, maybe all of
them
The reason is that even if these guys
lived side by side and were using the
same model of receiver and the same
type of antenna, they still might not
get the same readings! Using different
receivers and different antennas, they
definitely will get different readings.
How come? It's just that an S -meter
(signal strength meter on the receiver)
doesn't really measure actual signal
strength. But, it does indicate the relative strength of signals getting into the
receiver. This means that a signal is
shown to be stronger, weaker, or the
same strength as another signal, without
a definitive measurement of the actual
strength of either signal.
A signal which deflects your S -meter
to S7 is two S -units weaker at the input
to your receiver than one which deflects
the meter to S9. Since most manufacturers calibrate S- meters so that one
S -unit represents either 5 or 6 db change
in signal strength, the S9 signal is 10 to
12 db stronger than the S7 signal at
your receiver.
!

ABOUT

Some answers to why
an S9 signal
is sometimes not even S7
much less 10 db over
By MARSHALL LINCOLN

Calibration Variations. An important
variable which causes S -meter reports to
54
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be inconsistent is the fact that receiver
manufacturers do not have a common

calibration standard. Also, each manufacturer has his own calibration method.
Plus, variations in components may
cause S- meters in two receivers of the
same make and model to perform differently.
The folks at the National Radio Co.,
for example, calibrate S- meters so that
S9 indicates approximately 50 microvolts
input signal to the receiver. This company told the author that, "strictly
speaking, the decibel readings over S9
should be in a nonlinear scale, but ours
are put into a linear scale for simplified
reading and for averaging purposes."
Swan Electronics Corp. says that its
meters are calibrated to read S9 with an
input signal strength of 100 microvolts
at 50 ohms at 14 mc. The S -units are
spaced at 6- decibel intervals. This company cautions that "production variations, particularly in tube characteristics,

The only difference

will cause considerable change in these
figures ..."
The R. L. Drake Co. uses a 50- microvolt input signal at the antenna terminals
to determine the S9 point. Calibration
is at 50 ohms impedance, but each S -unit
equals 5 db
Hallicrafters also uses 50 microvolts
at the antenna terminals of the receiver
to set S9, and makes each S -unit equal
approximately 6 db. Measurements are
made at 50 ohms impedance at 5 mc.
The company adds: "This approximation will have a variation of plus or
minus 5 db on a new receiver, and, as the
tubes age, the variations may be still
!

greater."
The standard for S- meters at Collins
Radio Co. is approximately 100 microvolts at 50 ohms through a 6 db pad for

S9. This may vary, says the firm, from
about 90 to about 115 microvolts, depending upon adjustments in the i.f. sec-

tion of the receiver.

between these two S -meter circuits is
the position of the meter. In both cases the meter reads
backward -increasing signal strength means less current.
April,

1966

To make the meter read forward- increase
in strength means more current -the meter
circuit must be revised as shown here.
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Hidden away on every communications receiver is the
S -meter adjustment. If this adjustment is not properly set by the operator, the S -meter is always off.

More Woes. As if there aren't enough
variables in the S -meter situation already, let's see what else can affect
S -meter readings. How about the S -meter adjustment pot on your receiver -how
long has it been since you checked to
see if it was set properly? This potentiometer is adjusted to produce a zero
reading on the S -meter scale under certain conditions -generally with the antenna terminal shorted to ground, or
with the r.f. gain control set at minimum, or both. Check the manual for
your receiver for the exact procedure.
You may find that your S -meter has been
off by several S-units, because of tube
and component aging.
While you're looking in the manual,
check to see what the manufacturer has
to say about the setting of the r.f. gain
control during receiver operation -this
can have an effect on S -meter readings.
Generally, the r.f. gain control must be
in the maximum gain position for the
S-meter to read according to the manufacturer's specs. With the r.f. gain reduced, a stronger input signal will be required to produce a given S -meter reading. However, even with the r.f. gain
reduced, you still can use the S -meter
for relative indications just as you would
with full r.f. gain, as long as all readings are made with the same setting of

the r.f. gain control. Change this setting
and you change the meter indication.
How about the condition of the S -meter amplifier tube? When it gets weak,
the meter indications are affected, even
though overall receiver performance
doesn't change. So don't overlook this
tube whenever you check your receiver
tubes.
How

S -Meter

Circuit Works. Generally,

the S -meter is connected, through an
amplifier tube, into the a.v.c. line. When
a.v.c. voltage increases, as it will when
a stronger signal comes into the receiver,
the meter reads upscale.
Two typical S-meter circuits used in
communications receivers are shown on
p. 55. Essentially they are the same,
except that one circuit has the S- meter,
usually a 0 -1 milliammeter, in the cathode circuit, while the other has the meter in the plate circuit.
The amount of current flowing through
the S -meter amplifier tube, and hence
through the meter itself, is determined
by the a.v.c. voltage, which is applied
to the tube's grid as well as to the r.f.
and i.f. stages controlled by a.v.c. action. A strong signal produces a larger
negative voltage on the a.v.c. line than
a weak signal, and reduces the current
flow through the S -meter amplifier tube.
In this case the S -meter will read backwards-strong signals will be indicated
on the left end of the scale and weak
signals on the right end of the scale.
One way to make the meter indicate
increasing signal strength as the meter
needle deflects from left to right is to
use a special meter built backwards from
the conventional meters -one in which
the needle rests normally on the right
end of the scale, and moves to the left
as current through the meter increases.
Another way to achieve the same result
is to use a conventional meter, but mount
(Continued on page 97)

Most S -meter readings are at the mercy of the r.f.
gain control setting. In practically every communications receiver, the control must be full on.
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TEST OUT
YOUR HI-FI

AT HOME

.,
111111

.

'I49n.0 I3et
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MODEL

All the measurements
in the world

don't mean a thing
if your stereo hi-fi
doesn't sound right

2,

REO TEST RECORD

/PM

By HANS FANTEL

NOME AIOLABORATOP

".l ter YOUR stereo system is all
it's era =.eked up to be. Or maybe it's
corning :.part at the seams. You can find
out with a test record.
A tes : rec_mrd tells you whether your
store.:) system can get all the music possible frt -n your records. "It shows how
your phc r o r<tt 1' me =asures up against a
fixed- st ,nda -d." says Emory Cook. a
pioru r ,,mud;rii engineer who has produced
more test records than ,anyone else in
the -,tts?ness. "It's like putting test
patterns on `PV. It sets map a basis for
_

Trmvil eccr Ily, most test records were
forbiddingly technical. You had to be
engineer;to interpret the results, .tut
you redcecl scope and as -good VTVM.
The chief purpose. of these discs Was to
j -ro ide a It") standard. Cartridge designers tst:!ei ' hem to see -how well their
('artridgs_ 'V'tticl track tricky groove
tm

patterns.

i :ttmmly however. 1z new Breed of test
roc ^aide I r, sprung up nc3l, lab tools,
_x tora. 'designed for hone use.
Father
i.. },alt test nuc-ti t.rit'lge performance alte,

,
new tet Yeçr,rds Ix-oymde ä il
performance cheek for your eat¢r°é stet, v
hi.fi system: And the only instruments
,\-rir need are your ears.
14it1rilm the 30 minutes or so
akes'

th

to tun through tt test disc, you 11 1rave
a°lear idea.- of the condition and c11-,ïl-_
Itc of your <,otmnd system. You'll be .ble
to : site it objectively :is
go.-x1,- or ' so-so." Besides, these recorcls are fine for spotting hidden troublE the kintl that creeps up on you
slagFµlï
Cornponents age so gradually
111L:-. you might not notice the piecemeal'
decay of yp.mality. But a test record
Spotlights .such sneaky ,short_cot7tings
Riz-t t.tway it tells you "if everything
stì vvorks "as good as t1eu'
.

I)iftext records vary in time manlier
and tyri e of =test included. But ,look for
ttu `dllotving basic features: I phasing, '..2) basant c, ( : frequency response,
ec, scparaltìon, and 51 ,-{ rtri-i
lg. They're "musts" fcr' tot\
rit system check.
hat Makes a Good Test Record.

terït
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In one form or another, test records
designed for home use cover most of
these items. Some even add additional
features, such as tests for turntable
rumble, flutter, and wow. But two among
the recent crop of test records are particularly outstanding. One is the CBS
Laboratories Record STR -101, titled
"Seven Steps to Better Listening,"
priced at $5.00. The other is a special
disc produced by HiFi /Stereo Review
magazine, selling for $4.98. You can
order these records directly from their
manufacturers. For the Columbia disc,
write to CBS Laboratories, 227 High
Ridge Road, Stamford, Conn. 06905.
The HiFi /Stereo Review Test Record is
obtainable from Ziff -Davis Publishing
Company, 1 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.
10016.

These two discs stand out on two
counts. First, they present the test material in a way that makes it especially
useful for home testing without instruments. Second, both records introduce
new techniques to improve the accuracy
of these tests.
Other entries in the field are undoubtedly quite useful, if not as versatile and
accomplished as the Columbia and Hi /Fi
Stereo Review releases. Westminster's
"Testing Testing Testing," for example,
"lacks a narrator to identify and explain
the various test bands. Vanguard's
Stereolab Test Record provides the most
elaborate frequency test of all, but
leans rather heavily on the engineering
side. Though it can be used strictly as
a listening test, it is mainly intended
for calibrating frequency response with
a meter. The same holds true of Command's "Stereo Checkout" (CSC -100)
but this record provides test tones only
to 10,000 cycles (while others go as high
as 15,000 cycles) and is tagged at $5.98.
You can also get a 7 -inch, 45 -rpm test
record specifically designed to help you
adjust the mid -range and tweeter-level
controls on many speaker systems. In
addition, the record lets you balance
your speakers and compensate for room
resonances. Being limited to these functions, this disc is less versatile than
most other test records, but it does serve
a special purpose. The instructions on
the jacket are clear and simple. You
can order this $1.25 record from KSC
Systems, Inc., P.O. Box 303, Knicker,

Most audio experts agree

that the CBS Laboratories
STR -101 test record is
just about tops for checking the performance of
a mono or stereo hi -fi.
This record can be obtained via mail order or
purchased in some of the
larger record stores or
hi -fi equipment salons.

2

11111

There are nine different
tests on the HiFi /Stereo
Review test record.
The flip side of the

stening
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TEST RECORD
STEREO
FOR ROM AD LABORATORY use

record has several bands
of heavily instrumented
brass and percussive
music. This record is
also available via mail
order or in some of
the larger record stores.

Westminster's SRX test
record has two unusual
features. Besides the

m,

a

!es:, -,v^<..,

410

usual level and phase setting bands, there is a
set of test tones recorded
according to the intensities dictated by the
Fletcher-Munson curve.
The flip side has a variety of sound effects.

,.

YAISSASO®TEST Milli
Both sides of the Vanguard
VSD -100 test record are
identical and, with proper
care, this record should
last a lifetime. While
the ear can be used to
evaluate your system with
this record, a more precise
method would be to use
an a.c. VTVM output meter.

The melodious voice of
sometime TV announcer
Charles Stark narrates
the test bands on this
Command CSC -100 test
record. Graph paper is
supplied with each test
record so the user can
plot the frequency response characteristics of
his own hi -fi setup.

,or
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.
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bocker Station, New York, N.Y. 10002.
Just one caution: because of the particular test tones chosen, this record
won't work if the crossover frequencies
of your speaker systems just happen to
be at 100, 1500 or 7000 cycles.
Phasing and Balance. These are good
tests to start with. Because if your
system is unbalanced or out of phase,
it will also throw off your judgment on
the later tests. Besides, any audio technician will tell you that half the complaints about "poor stereo" are quickly
cured by adjusting balance and phasing.
At the onset, most records provide
channel identification. The announcer
says: "This is the left channel." If you
hear him saying it from the right speaker, you know it's the wrong speaker. In
that case, reverse channels.
Now you're ready for speaker phasing.
This is to make sure that your two
speakers are pushing or pulling at the
same time. Most records contain a band
with deliberately out -of -phase test tones
in left and right channels. These tones
alternate with test tones properly in
phase. If the out -of -phase recording
sounds stronger and richer than the in-

phase recording, you know that your
speakers are out of step. You can often
remedy this condition simply by throwing the "phase reverse" switch on your
amplifier. Of if your amplifier has no
such switch, just reverse the wires at
the rear of one of your speakers.
Next in the test sequence, you check
balance. Most test records present identical tones in both channels. You stand
or sit midway between the speakers and
have someone adjust the balance control
until both speakers sound exactly equal
in volume. At that point, the test tone
will appear to come from an imaginary
sound source midway between speakers.
This type of balance test a key feature of most test records -works only
if you have matched speakers. If, for
example, one of your speakers puts out
more highs than the other, it will sound
closer and louder, even though its base
and midrange are perfectly balanced to
the other channel. Sometimes you can
even things out between unmatched
speakers by fiddling with the tone controls. With a bass -shy speaker on one

FOR PROFESSIONAL TESTING

It you want to supplement your car tests with
instrument readings of frequency response, you
will need an output meter with a scale calibrated
in decibels. A simple VOM sulnces to measure output across the speaker terminals one channel at
a time. But if you want to test your cartridge
alone- without your amplifier -you need an a.c.
VTVM to provide the signal amplification necessary for a clear reading. And as a signal source,
you need one of the more technical test records.
The basic procedure is simple. Most test

records begin frequency runs with a so- called
reference tone. You adjust the gain of your amplifier (or VTV \I) so that the meter reads 0
db for the reference tone. Ideally, the meter
should remain at or very near 0 for all other test
tones. This means that you have "flat" frequency
response. Most likely you don't. But by plotting
on a chart just how many decibels the meter rises
or falls at various frequencies, you can plot the
frequency response curve of your equipment.
Among the many test records available for this
type of checkout, Vanguard's Stereolab Test
Record (VSD -100, $2.98) offers a frequency run
from 30 to 15,000 cycles, in addition to tests for
channel balance, phasing, flutter, noise, and distortion. Columbia's excellent "Stereophonic Frequency Test Record" (STR -100, $8.50) runs
through 30 spot frequencies between 20 and 20,000 cycles, which are suitable either for ear -testing or for calibrating your system with an output meter. This disc also offers sweep frequency
tests (for detecting rattles and resonances), channel separation tests, phasing. and cartridge compliance and tracking tests.
An unusually elaborate test record is Folkways'
Sounds of Frequency" (FI'X6100. $5.79), a
mono disc with frequency runs for both 78 and
33'A rpm in small intervals all the way from 15.6
to 22,500 cycles. It is the only record in this
group with square -wave tests to measure the
ability of your cartridge and amplifier to respond
quickly to extremely sharp, percussive sounds,
and it also contains a test band for intermodulalion distortion. However. to interpret these last
two items, you need an oscilloscope to show the
waveforms generated, and an I \I distortion meter.
A specialized group of professional -type test
records is issued by Cook Laboratories, Inc., of
Stamford, Conn. One of these discs is the Series
so Chromatic Scale Record. Unlike other test
records, it doesn't contain test tones at round number frequencies (e.g.. 50. 100, 400 cycles,
etc.). Instead it has the regular musical scale
from a low C of 32.7 cycles to a high C at 6372
cycles. Cook's Stereo Crosstalk and Interaction
Test Record (Series 3011 is devoted entirely to
testing stereo separation and channel interference
at various frequencies throughout the range, and
for those with an IM distortion meter, Cook offers
a special Intermodulation Distortion Test Record.
For a general stereo checkout, Cook's Series
302 record contains the usual frequency run, balance, and crosstalk tests. For special types of
frequency checks, Cook's Series 12 has two different types of frequency runs: one equalized according to the standard RIAA curve, the other
recorded "flat" without equalization. All discs
in the Cook series are priced at $4.98.
Though most of these records are intended for
professional engineers, advanced audio amateurs
-especially those designing their own equipment
-may find them helpful.

(Continued on page 88)
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ADVANCED EXPERIMENTER PROJECT

PULSE GENERATOR

By DON LANCASTER

Variable amplitude and frequency trigger
for counting, testing, and experimenting

A

ampere, and it puts out almost 8 watts
of peak pulse power.
To boot, the Pulser has a low- output
impedance and is short- circuit -proof.
You can run it all day into a dead short.
The rise -time is quite snappy-only 50
nanoseconds. Pulse width varies from
scale to scale, but always stays at roughly '/i000 of the repetition time.

convenient pulse source for resonance
demonstrations, time constant experiments, and "Q" measurements. It is
dandy for testing radio control modules
and escapements, and doubles as a trigger
source for experimental transistor and
SCR power inverter circuitry.
The lower repetition rates are tops for
timing displays, exhibits and flashers.
For example, you can use the Pulser to
trigger an SCR lamp controller. Set the
Pulser to 58 cycles and the bulb will
smoothly oscillate at a 4 -cycle rate. Place
a photocell and amplifier in front of the
light, and you'll wind up with an ultra low- frequency audio oscillator.
The Pulser easily drives a speaker
and produces a series of "pock -pockpock" sounds to enable you to check out
speakers and output transformers. You
can also use it as a signal injector for
all sorts of audio testing and troubleshooting. And, finally, you can use the
"pocks" themselves the unit will serve
as a metronome or as a darkroom timer.

Applications. An important experimental use for the Pulser is as a trigger
source for multivibrators and counter
circuits. If you have a scope, here is a

How It Works. It's all made possible
by a new semiconductor which sells for
$2 . . . a four-layer diode. Unlike ordinary diodes, the four -layer diode is a

GOOD commercial pulse generator
can sport a $200- and -up price tag.
Here is a versatile unit you can build for
less than $15 . . . or as little as $2.00.
If your workshop is well- stocked, chances
are you will only need to buy one $2
part. The circuit is simple, foolproof,
and easily built in one or two evenings.
The Pulser produces a free -running
series of sharp trigger pulses, variable
from 0 to 10 volts in amplitude and with
a variable repetition rate of from one
pulse every ten seconds to 11,000 pulses
per second. It has five overlapping scales
and a choice of pulse polarity. It is battery- operated and draws less than 0.0005
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voltage- sensitive switch. It is normally
off, leakage current is negligible, and it
snaps on when it "sees" 12 volts. It
stays on as long as there is significant
current more than 1 ma.) left in the
circuit. In the on state, the impedance
is so low that you must limit the current
externally; otherwise the diode will destroy itself. Just like a true diode, the
four -layer diode operates only in the
forward direction.
Add two resistors, a capacitor, and
a battery to the diode, and you have a
pulse generator, as shown in the simplified circuit of Fig. 1. Capacitor C takes
on a charge from B1 through R1. When
the charge reaches 12 volts, the diode
snaps on, producing a sharp spike across
current limiting resistor R3. This spike
is the output pulse and is almost 10
volts high its width is R3 x C.
As the capacitor discharges
very
rapidly, since R3 is much smaller than
R1) less and less current flows through
the diode, and it finally turns off when
the capacitor voltage drops close to zero.
(

;

(

,

As battery current through R1 in this
circuit is held to about 0.5 ma., it cannot
hold the diode on; the capacitor recharges, and repeats the cycle.
One output pulse is produced for each
charge and discharge cycle. The waveforms in Fig. 2 show the exponential

charge- discharge waveform at point A
in the simplified circuit, the sharp output pulse at point B, and their relationship to the on -off time of the diode.
Figure 3 shows the entire circuit of
the Pulser. You can change the frequency by varying R2 or by switching in
different capacitors. Potentiometer R2
provides a continuously variable frequency range, on the order of 11 to 1.
Each of the five capacitors is ten times
PARTS LIST

-"! : -volt buttery
('I 30 -µj., -volt rlectrolytk capacitor
(Diagram cn page 62)

1)1 -

C'2- 3 -µj.,

15
15 -volt

electrolytic capacitor

0.3 -pf., 2011 -volt .11ylar capacitor
('4 0.03 -pj., 200 -volt Jlylar capacitor
C5- 0.003 -µf. Arica capacitor
I)1- -Four -layer diode rMotorola .114L3054)

('3-

-

--

J 1-- l'hono jack

R1- 47.000 -ohm, IIwalt
500,000- o/nrr.

R2

taper)

R3-- 250 -ohm,

2 -watt

taper)

R4 -3.3 -ohs.

2 -watt

resistor
potentiometer (linear

potentiometer

(linear

Irwatt resistor
S.p.s.t.slide switch
Single -pole, Jive- position wafer .switch (Mal
Tory 32151 or equivalent )
5.3-- U.p.d.l..slide switch
1 --3" x 4" x 5" case, approx. r Zero Z58-TN-5.2
or Bud CC'- 2105.1 or equivalent)
1- 4" x 5" dia/plate ran anodized liard aluminum etalptroto dialplate wit!, l'OI'CL.1 R
ELEC'TRONIC'S on it is available from Reill'
Photo Finishing, 4627 .forth 11th St., Phoenix.
:Iris. 85014; in silver calor for $3.50, or in
blur, red, or copper for $4. postpaid in
.Vise.- -Battery holder; :10 nylon countersunk
washers (4); nuts and bolts; knobs r3); wire;
solder; rte.
l
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OUTPUT

Fig. 1. Four -layer diode conducts when the capaci
tor charges up to about 12 volts, and stays "on" as
long as there is more than 1 ma. of current flow.

12V
DI GOES ON

VOLTAGE

Fig. 2. Typical capacitor charge
discharge waveform is present at
point "A" in Fig. 1. At output "B,"
the rise time is so fast that you'll
need a fairly good scope to see it.
When the diode is "off," the capacitor has a chance to build up a
charge until it is large enough
to trigger the diode into conduction. Current flow through the
diode is relatively so very large
that the capacitor discharges and
cannot take on a new charge until the diode stops conducting.
-

A

2V
DI GOES OFF

DI

o
N

o

o
N

O
F
F

0
N

0
F

O

N

+IOV
VOLTAGE
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RI

47K

R2

500K

Fig. 3. Frequency depends upon

R4

3.3f1
I

1

1

battery voltage and amount of
resistance and capacitance in the
circuit. Combination of R1 and
R2 provides an 11 to 1 spread
within each of five decade
ranges. Pulse repetition rate
can be varied from 1 every 10
seconds to 11,000 each second.

XIOK
C5

.003yf.
CASE

its neighbor, and they provide five frequency ranges in decade steps from
x 0.1 to x 10,000.
In spite of its simplicity, this RC con-

figuration makes it possible to select any
frequency within the Pulser's range.
Potentiometer R3 varies the output pulse
amplitude; it works like a volume control. Switch S3 performs the simple
task of reversing output pulse polarity.
And to make the whole thing short circuit- proof, R.t limits current drain to
a safe value.
Construction. You can build the Pulser
in a plain -Jane fashion in a 3" x 4" x 5"
Minibox, or assemble the unit in a deep
drawn aluminum case, as shown in the
photos. Any chassis will do ; the one
shown here was made from a piece of
5" x 7" x 1/2 soft aluminum.
RI

SI

C5

C4

C3

JI

C2

R4

CI

S3

Only electrical connection to the chassis is at
J1. The unused side of S2 conveniently serves as a
terminal strip for the negative capacitor leads.
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The switches, battery bracket, and
chassis sides are "pop " -riveted in place,
but you can use 6 -32 x 1/4" machine
screws and nuts if you wish. If you
can't find an exact holder for the 221/2volt battery, you can modify an ordinary
penlight-cell holder (Keystone 139) by
extending the contacts with solder lugs.
(Note: no part of the circuit, including
even one side of the battery, comes in
contact with the case, except for outer
portion of J1.)
The diaiplate is drilled to match the
openings in the chassis for the controls
and output jack; the nuts on J1, R2, R3
and S2 hold the plate in place. Four feet
for the bottom of the case can be made
from four #10 nylon countersunk washers and four #6 panhead sheet metal
screws. The screws through the front
two feet also go through the chassis,
and hold it in place.
Wiring is a cinch. All unused terminals on S2 are tied together and used
to secure the negative ends of the capacitors.
Modifications. Any reasonable value
can be employed for any of the parts,
but the battery supply should be 221/2
volts or more. Use linear pots; avoid
ordinary volume controls. Audio controls with their log tapers will give you
a nonlinear scale.
Larger tantalum capacitors can be
used to extend the range on the low end.
The high end is limited by D1 and cannot be increased.
The scales are only accurate to ± 15
percent, and will vary with battery voltage and the exact values of capacitors
used. If you need greater accuracy, go
to a line- operated, zener-regulated supply and pick your capacitors.
-3POPULAR ELECTRONICS

CLUES:
1

Test equipment used for measurements and waveform display

..

ELECTROMAZE

fluorescent screen.
Synonym for electrical power.
on a

2

3

Device that converts chemical energy into electrical energy.
uninsulated wire used as a common connect-

4 A bar or heavy

ing point.

PUZZLE
ROBERT C.
RADFORD

Support on which electron tubes are mounted.
6 Abbreviation for type of receiver predating the superhet.
7 Device used for circuit protection.
5

t

-11

8

J

10

11

12
13

Here's a new kind of crossword puzzle designed to test
your knowledge of electronic terminology. Refer to the
clues given and fill in the word called for by the first
clue. Start at the arrow. Thereafter, fill in each new
word called for by the following clues perpendicular to
each preceding word. The last letter in each preceding
word will be common to the first or last letter of each
new word, and all words will read vertically downward
or from left to right. The tenth word will have a letter in
common with the word at the first exit. Nine more
correct entries will take you to the word at the second
exit, which will also share a letter with the last of these
nine words. In each case, the first or last letter of the
exit word will be the first or last letter of the next word.
An additional nine correct entries will put you at the
final exit for a perfect score. The Editors invite your
comments on this type of puzzle.

14
15

variable quantities.

16 The mating connector of a lack or receptacle.
17 Abbreviation for the unir of current measurement.
18 Spherical aberration in a lens or mirror resulting

107

i

in

a

blurred image.

19 Colored or transparent insulating mineral

that readily sepa-

rates into very thin leaves.
Exit 2. Frequency -dispersal radar.
20 Abbreviation for a redor system that provides precision
approach information for aircraft landing.
constant monitoring of a specific radio frequency.
21 The
22 Retarding effect of a circuit.
23 Unit cf inductance spelled backwards.
24 Section of an electronic network.
25 The current gain of a transistor amplifier.
26 Abbreviation for modulation used in broadcast -band radio.
27 In a radio receiver, the stage immediately preceding the
28

Solution appears on page

Reciprocal of impedance.
circuits for resonance at a given frequency.
An uncharged electrical particle present in all atomic nuclei
except in hydrogen nucleus.
Exit 1. Inert gas producing a bright glow when ionized.
To coat the tip of an iron with a thin layer of solder.
Coil wound on a closed ring.
Point at which an effect is first produced, observable, or
otherwise indicated.
Slang for the positive side of on energized circuit.
A chart showing the interrelation between two or more

9 To tune

first i.f.
An angle included within an arc equal to the radius of
circle lopproximatel -, 57.3 degrees).
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HELP

on the Open Road

or

Have Every Licensee Policed
By W. STEELE

IS CONTINUING on its meteoric
CB
u course,
and if the road signs are

correct, CB tranceivers will soon be stock
equipment on all cars. Your license plate
may not only serve to register your car,
but also to list your channel number.
When this time comes -not too soon,
we hope -drivers will be able to shun
the fist-waving, nose -thumbing, and
swearing that is currently the vogue in
inter-car -munications. CB will give every driver a voice, and added to the
woes of traffic tickets will be FCC citations for mis -use of your CB rig.
As a matter of fact, those hand signals that we use -or are supposed to
use -will be replaced by polite phrases,
such as, "Sorry I cut you off, old chap-

64

pie!" Or, "My, what a shame -weren't
you aware that the light had turned
red ?" Or, "Pay no attention to that oncoming truck -you have every right to
your share of the roadway."
We can soon expect that pedestrians
will equip themselves with walkie- talkies
-making it that much easier for a driver to clearly announce, "Get out of the
way, stoopid !" But then, someday a
genius in Detroit will invent a little button that can be conveniently mounted
on the steering wheel of your car. It'll
make a loud raucous noise, and you
won't have to turn on the CB rig, or
even say a word.
-Cow
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YOU EVER left your car in a
parking lot and returned several
hours later to find that you forgot to
turn your lights off and that your battery has run down? Join the club. This
kind of negligence seems to be most
prevalent on rainy, overcast days or at
dusk when many people have their lights
on. For only $7, and a few hours of
your time, you can build the "Auto Light Minder" and eliminate the problem forever.
When you install the Auto -Light Minder in your car, it will sound an alarm if
you leave your lights on after you turn
off the ignition. Turn the lights off, and
the alarm will stop. It's that simple. And
there is a circuit for every car, whether
it has a 6- or 12 -volt positive or negative
ground system.
The Auto -Light Minder also has a reverse mode of operation, which lets you
intentionally leave your lights on when
. without
the ignition switch is off
sounding the alarm. But when you turn
on the ignition switch, the alarm sounds
off to remind you that you are trying tó
start your car at the same- -time your
lights are on, and also to alert you to
the fact that the alarm is not set to
work in a forward mode. The Auto -Light
Minder is foolproof, and it never "forgets."
.

.

By ROBERTG. PERSIkG

...

.:

s.-

Center
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How It *Jilts. The Auto -Light Minder
is essentially a one -transistor oscillator

Simplicity of constriction and small number of components enable ys to quickly assemble the light
minder and to end forgetting to turn the lights off.

Cl

PARTS LIST
-_ -csrlt
urinimum)

-0.22 Ai..

capacitor

C2 -30- rÍ.,

15 -volt

r

mirrinrarm)

electrolytic

electrolytic

capacitor

D1

1X34 diode

R1- 15,000-ohm, ', -watt

resistor

R2-680-ohm, r,-waft resistor
Q1-2N217 transistor ( for positive ground
trical srstems, use

S1-D. p .d.t.
T1-- Output

switch

a

2.1647 -sec text)

elec-

center transformer: 400 -oh n,
tapped primary: 11 --ohm secondary
11-ohm speaker
1- -2;;¿" x 214" .r 4" box (Premier PDIC 1003
or equivalent)
.Vise. -- Terminal strip. grommet, machine screws
and nuts. wire, etc.
1

-1;_"

circuit that works when battery voltage
is applied only to the emitter of Ql. Battery voltage is fed to the unit from two
possible places in the car: the ignition
system and the light system. Sometimes
this voltage comes from either one of
these places and sometimes it comes
from both places.
In the forward mode of operation, battery voltage from the ignition system is
connected to the collector, and battery
voltage from the light system is connected to the emitter; if the ignition
switch is on, and the lights are on, both
the collector and the emitter of Ql are
at the same potential. Under these conditions, the circuit will not oscillate, and
the alarm will not sound. If the ignition
is turned off, and the lights are left on,
the collector is returned to ground
through part of Ti, R2 and C2, and develops the bias voltage necessary for
the circuit to oscillate. If you turn the
lights off, the supply voltage is removed
from the emitter and the circuit ceases
-to oscillate. Diode DI protects the transistor against a reverse battery voltage.
In the reverse mode of operation -you
merely flip S1 to obtain either the forward or the reverse mode -the voltage
from the light system is completely disconnected from the Auto -Light Minder,
and the lights can be turned on without
triggering the alarm. However, when the
ignition is turned on, it will place the
necessary voltage on the emitter of QI
and cause the alarm to sound. To shut
off the alarm, throw S1 into the forward
position and you won't be bothered again
unless you shut off your engine and
leave your lights on.
The negative ground Auto -Light MindOne -transistor oscillator "sounds

off" when the full- battery volt-

TO IGNITION

REVERSE

TO LIGHTS
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to the emitter
only. In the "Forward" position
of Si, the alarm will sound if the
lights are on and the ignition
switch is off. In the "Reverse"
position, the lights can be left
on without sounding the alarm
only if the ignition switch is
off. Just as you are not likely
to forget to turn off your lights
with this device, you are not
likely to have difficulty starting your car because you are trying to do so with the lights on.
age is applied

FOR

RD
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shown is easily adapted to a positive
ground system, with only three minor
but very important-differences in the
wiring: (1) a 2N647 npn transistor is
used for Q1; (2) the positive side of
electrolytic capacitor C2 is connected to
the ground lug of the terminal strip;
and (3) the anode of diode Dl is connected to the emitter of Q i, and the
cathode goes to Si. The instrument can
be operated in either 6- or 12 -volt systems without any circuit changes.
ei.

Construction.
All components are
mounted in a small metal box. Begin construction by drilling holes to mount the
tiny speaker, switch, terminal strip, and
grommet. The approximate location of
the components is shown in the photograph. Drill several small holes for the

Completed unit should be located within easy reach
of the driver. Only two wires connect the alarm to
the lights and ignition system. Ground the case.

speaker grille and insert a piece of grille
cloth or wire mesh between the speaker
and the box to prevent possible damage
to the speaker.
One side of the transformer can be
held in place with one of the speaker
mounting screws, and the other side with
the same screw that is used to mount the
terminal strip. All the small components
are connected either to the terminal
strip or to the switch. Be sure to use a
heat sink when soldering the diode and

transistor leads.
April, 1966

The wires going from Si to the ignition switch and to the light switch
should be well insulated and flexible to
withstand vibration. These leads should
be sufficiently long to avoid strain and
should be marked to insure correct connections to the ignition and light systems.
Installation. A location near the driver's seat is desirable in order to keep Si
within easy reach. Do not block the
speaker opening. In most cases, under
the dash near the steering column is the
best place for the unit. A couple of self tap screws will hold the box in place.
Before drilling holes in the dash for the
screws, make sure that your drill or

screws will not damage any wires or instruments behind the dash.
The lead to the ignition system should
be connected to the ignition switch terminal which is connected to the ignition
coil. If you have difficulty in getting to
the ignition switch, you can make this
connection at the ignition coil; but be
sure to make it on the top side of the
primary winding of the coil, and not the
side going to the distributor.
Connection to the light system should
be made at the light switch terminal
which is connected to the taillights.
Since the taillights go on when the parking or driving lights are on, the "AutoLight Minder" will work on the high
and low beams, and when the parking
lights are on.
Be careful not to create a short circuit while you are installing the unit.
Disconnect one side of the battery to be
on the safe side. An accidental short
with a screwdriver or wrench will cause
sparks to fly and possibly destroy or
fuse the points of contact.
To check for correct operation, set S1
in the forward position with the ignition
switch off, and turn on the lights. The
alarm should sound. Turn on the ignition
switch, and the alarm will stop (it
should not be necessary to start the
car). Now flip SI to the reverse position,
and the alarm should sound. Turn the
ignition off (SI still in the reverse position and the lights still on), and the
alarm will stop. Return Si to its forward
position, turn your lights off, and then
forget about forgetting to turn off your
lights.

-
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ENGLISH -LANGUAGE BROADCASTS TO NORTH AMERICA
Prepared by ROBERT LEGGE
TO EASTERN AND CENTRAL NORTH AMERICA

TIME -EST

TIME -GMT

7-7:30 a.m.
7:15-7:45 a.m.
(Tues., Sat.)
7:15-8:15 a.m.
7:15-8:15 a.m.
7:30-8 a.m.
9-10 a.m. (Sun.)

1200 -1230
1215 -1245
(Tues., Sat.)
1215-1315
1215.1315
1230-1300
1400 -1500 (Sun.)

STATION AND LOCATION

FREQUENCIES (MC.)

MORNING BROADCASTS
Stockholm, Sweden
Helsinki, Finland

15.195
15.185

Melbourne, Australia
Montreal, Canada
Copenhagen, Denmark
Prague, Czechoslovakia

9.59
5.97, 15.32
15.165
15.285, 17.825

EVENING BROADCASTS
2200 -0245
2200 -0600
5 p.m. -1 a.m.
(First half hour of each hour)
0000 -0030
7 -7:30 p.m.
0000-0100
7 -8 p.m.
0000 -0100
7.8 p.m.
0030 -0100
7:30 -8 p.m.
0030 -0100
7:30 -8 p.m.
(Tues., Fri.)
(Mon., Thurs.)
0050-0110
7:50 -8:10 p.m.
0100 -0120
8-8:20 p.m.
0100.0200
8 -9 p.m.
0100 -0200
8-9 p.m.
0100-0345
8.10:45 p.m.
0100 -0400
8-11 p.m.
0115 -0145
8:15 -8:45 p.m.
0115 -0215
8:15-9:15 p.m.
0130 -0200
8:30-9 p.m.
0130 -0220
8:30 -9:20 p.m.
5 -9:45 p.m.

London, England
Moscow, U.S.S.R.

6.195,
7.15,

Tirana, Albania
Sofia, Bulgaria
Tokyo, Japan
Budapest, Hungary
Kiev, U.S.S.R.

7.265

Vatican City, Vatican
Rome, Italy
Berlin, Germany
Prague, Czechoslovakia
Madrid, Spain
Havana, Cuba
Amman, Jordan
Berne, Switzerland
Beirut, Lebanon
Hilversum, Holland
(relayed by Bonaire)
Bucharest, Rumania
Budapest, Hungary
Cologne, Germany
Stockholm, Sweden
Copenhagen, Denmark
Lisbon, Portugal
Quito, Ecuador

7.13,
9.685

9.51

6.07
15.135, 17.755
6.235, 9.833
7.12,
9.685

5.985,
7.12,
5.97,
5.93,
6.13,
6.17
9.557
6.12,
9.575
9.59

7.25,
9.685
9.56
7.345,
9.76

9.645

9.795

9.535

8:30-9:30 p.m.
8:30-9:30 p.m.
8:30-9:50 p.m.
8:45-9:15 p.m.
9-9:30 p.m.
9-9:45 p.m.
9-11:30 p.m.

0130-0230
0130 -0230
0130 -0250
0145 -0215
0200 -0230
0200 -0245
0200 -0430

TIME

TIME -GMT

STATION AND LOCATION

FREQUENCIES (MC.)

6-7:45 p.m.
6:50-7:50 p.m.
7-7:30 p.m.

0200 -0345
0250 -0350
0300 -0330
0300 -0400

Melbourne, Australia
Taipei, Taiwan, China

15.22,
17.84
11.825, 15.345, 17.725
11.925
9.69

9.57,
11.935
6.235, 9.833
6.075, 9.64
9.705
9.52
6.025, 9.74
9.745, 11.915, 15.115

TO WESTERN NORTH AMERICA

7-8 p.m.
(Mon.-Fri.)
7-8 p.m.
7-9 p.m.
7-10:30 p.m.

7:30-8:30 p.m.
8:15-9:15 p.m.
9-9:40 p.m.
9-10 p.m.
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Seoul, Korea
Buenos Aires, Argentina

(Tues. -Sat.)

0300 -0400
0300 -0500
0300.0730

0330.0430
0415 -0515
0500 -0540
0500.0600

Tokyo, Japan
Peking, China
Moscow, U.S.S.R.
(via Khabarovsk)
Accra, Ghana
Berne, Switzerland
Cologne, Germany
Havana, Cuba

15.135
9.457, 11.945
7.255, 9.64,

11.78,

6.11
6.12,

6.145,
6.135

11.755

9.535
9.735
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SHORT
-WAVE LISTENING
By HANK BENNETT,
W2PNA /WPE2FT

Short -Wave Editor

THE

MYSTERY OF "THE BLUE EAGLE"

IN RECENT

MONTHS we have received many reports from monitors on
a station announcing as The Voice of the
Blue Eagle. By and large, most of the reports came from areas in the eastern portion of the United States, with a scattered
few from as far away as the Canadian
Maritimes. Frequencies listed have ranged
from 19,100 kc. to 535 kc.
Several monitors tried to obtain information on this station from various FCC offices
only to be informed that (1) it is a pirate
station of which the FCC is aware, or (2)
no information is available, or (3) it is a
government operation.
It was thought by some that the station
was shipboard in East Coast Atlantic waters. However, a recent item in the shortwave column of the North American Shortwave Association stated in part, ".
it is
not shipboard but, rather, located eastcoastmainland
it seems to have definite
.

.

.

.

.

government ties ..." Yet, an overseas publication said flatly, "It's a pirate station."
And so it goes.
How can the mystery be solved? Well,
let's try to make an educated guess.
We have received the following information from a reporter in Virginia: "Two Super Constellation planes are being equipped
by the U. S. Navy to provide television service in Vietnam. One station on Channel
9 would provide programs for U. S. servicemen; another station on Channel 11 would
beam programs of the South Vietnamese
government. Broadcasting is [or was]
scheduled to begin in early 1966. Transmitters will also be established to operate on
AM, FM, and the short waves. The planes
contain receivers for relaying ground transmissions from the Voice of America and
other sources. Frequencies for short -wave
transmissions are not yet known, but 1000
(Continued on page 108)

You don't have to wait for the official
ARRL Field Day in June to operate Field
Day style. Last October three SWL's set
up a station in Wilmington, Del. An antenna was erected, and a Lafayette HE -40
and a Globe receiver installed in their

tent, with

a Zenith "Trans- Oceanic" in
reserve. The generators were located
behind the equipment, outside of the
tent. At the end of the one -night stand,
the three operators had 50 countries
logged, of which 30 subsequently verified. The operators were (I. to r., below):
Glen Crawford (with Popular Electronics),
Pat Lennon, and Chet Kedzierski.

April, 1966
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BROADCASTS FROM CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA
Prepared by BILL LEGGE and BOB HILL
Most of the countries of Central America, South America, and the West Indies do not
operate international broadcasting stations. Nearly all of the short -wave broadcasts in
these countries are intended for reception within a country. These stations therefore
operate with relatively low power, generally use nondirectional antennas, and transmit
in the language of the country. They are becoming increasingly difficult to pick up in
North America due to interference from high power international broadcasting stations
operating in other areas of the world, but it is possible for a persistent listener to hear
stations in most of these countries by knowing where and when to tune. The following
listing gives the best times and frequencies.
COUNTRY

STATIONS & CITY

ARGENTINA
BOLIVIA
BRAZIL

R.A.E., Buenos Aires
R.

Altiplano,

La Paz

Tupi, Sao Paulo
Bandeirantes, Sao Paulo
R. Tupi, Rio de Janeiro
R. Demerara, Georgetown
R. Belize, Belize
R. Balmadeca, Santiago
R. Cooperativa, Santiago
R. Mineria, Santiago
R. Nacional, Bogota
R. Santa Fe, Bogota
R. Sutatenza, Sutatenza
R. Reloj, San Jose
TIFC, Faro del Caribe, San Jose
R. Havana Cuba, Havana
R. HIN, Santo Domingo
R. Santo Domingo, S. Domingo
R. Nacional, Quito
HCJB, Voice of the Andes, Quito
R.

R.

BRITISH GUIANA
BRITISH HONDURAS
CHILE

COLOMBIA

COSTA RICA

CUBA

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC
ECUADOR

Nacional, San Salvador

EL SALVADOR

R.

FRENCH GUIANA

RTF, Cayenne

GUATEMALA

R.
R.

Nacional Tikal, Flores Petan
Nacional, Guatemala City

TIME -GMT

2300 -0000
0200 -0600
2200 -0300
2200 -0300
2000 -0400
0000 -0215
0100 -0400
0000 -0500
0000 -0430
2300 -0400
0000 -0500
0000 -1000
2300 -0315
0000 -0600
1115 -1400
1800 -1900
2200 -0400
2200 -0500
0000 -0500
1400-1500
1830-2030
2200 -0400
1030 -1130
0200 -0500
1800-2300

FREQUENCIES (MC.)

9.69
5.045
11.77
11.925
15.37
3.265
3.30
9.60
9.70
11.96
4.955
4.965
5.075,

LANGUAGES

English
Spanish
Portuguese
IP

English
English
Spanish

Spanish

5.095

6.21

Spanish

9.645
15.34
4.91
6.09
4.94
15.115, 17.89
15.405, 17.89
9.552
3.385
6.205
15.17

English
Spanish

Spanish
English
Spanish
French

Spanish

(irregular)
HAITI
HONDURAS

MARTINIQUE
MEXICO

4VEH, Cap Haitien
HRRH, Santa Rosa de Copan
HRQ, R. Suyapa, San Pedro Sula
R. Antilles- Guyane, Fort de France
XEWW, Mexico City
XERR, Mexico City

NICARAGUA
PANAMA

R.

PARAGUAY

R.

Mundial, Managua

La Voz del Baru, David
R.

PERU

R.

SWAN ISLAND

R.

URUGUAY

R.

Teleco, Asuncion
Encarnacion, Encarnacion
Nacional, Lima

R.

Americas, Swan Island
Carve, Montevideo
Sarandi, Montevideo

R.

Rumbos, Caracas

1130 -1400
0100 -0500
1200 -1300
0000 -0230
1145 -1400
1300 -0600
0000 -0400
1100 -1300
2100 -2300
2200 -2400
1145-1300
0100-0500
1000-1300
0000-0300
0230 -0330

6.12,
5.96
6.125
3.315,
6.165,

9.77

English
Spanish

4.895
9.515

French
Spanish

15.11
5.965
6.045

11.852
11.947
6.082,

Spanish
Spanish
Spanish

9.562

Spanish

6.000
6.156
11.885

Spanish
Spanish

0000 -0600
0000 -0430

4.97
4.99

Spanish

2000 -2200

15.135

English

(irregular)
VENEZUELA

Barquisimeto, Barquisimeto
Windward Islands BC Service,
R.

WINDWARD ISLANDS

Grenada
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CERTAIN solid -state hi -fi /stereo amplifiers require special consideration
when stereo headphones are to be used.
If you own one of these amplifiers. here
is "how-to- build-it" information on a

universal

speaker /headphone control
incidentally, can also be
employed with any conventional tube type stereo amplifier. With this control
unit, you can remotely select speaker or
headphone operation -and adjust headphone volume level-without leaving
your easy chair.
Stereo headphones offer the hi -fi enthusiast the optimum in stereo realism
in complete privacy without having to
sit in a fixed listening location. The stereo listener is not bothered by the usual
household sounds, and conversely, others
can read or watch television undisturbed.
Some stereo amplifiers incorporate a
built -in, standard, 3- conductor phone
jack for stereo headphones, while in several of the new solid -state stereo amplifiers a special circuit for stereo headphones must be devised. A typical
example of the latter is the Heath Model

unit-which,

-

AA -21 or AA -21C.

BUILD A

Stereo
Headphone
Control
Unit

Ideal companion for
transistorized amplifiers
combines safety
from burno? t.S
'with, maxim( in conne ì, i (r
I

By CHARLES CARINGELLA

(

(

No Common Grounds. The Heath AA -21
requires that the speaker "common" line
in the left channel be completely isolated
from the "common" line in the right
channel. The "common" terminal in the
output of each channel is electrically
above chassis ground. Each "common"
line is returned to ground within the
amplifier through a 0.18 -ohm resistor.
Both resistors are part of networks
which provide a form of current feedback. Therefore, the common-terminals
cannot be tied together with one "common" line into a 3 -wire stereo headphone
circuit, nor can the common lines be
grounded to the AA -21 chassis. This
means that two wires must be run to
each speaker. You cannot run one "hot"
wire to each speaker and use a single
"common" return.
Conventional stereo headphones are
sold wired to a 3- conductor phone plug.
One conductor is connected to the left channel earphone and another conductor
to the right -channel earphone. The
"common" return leads for both earphones are tied together to the third conductor, which also serves as the grounding sleeve, in the phone plug.
Obviously, such stereo headphones
cannot be used directly with the amplifier described above since the "common"
leads are tied together. The stereo headphone control unit shown in the schematic diagram allows headphones to be
LEFT
CHANNEL

used with such an amplifier, without
modifications to the amplifier or to the
headphones. The control unit adapts the
"4- wire" output of the amplifier to the
"3- wire" headphone set.
How It Works. Complete isolation between channels is made possible by using
two transformers, Ti and T2. The primary of Ti is connected to the output of
the amplifier left channel and the primary of T2 goes to the right channel.

PARTS LIST

.11-3-conductor, open -circuit, standard phone
jack (Switchcraft 12B or equivalent)
Rla /Rlb -Dual 100 -ohm potentiometer with
concentric shafts (Rla- Centralab "Fastatch"
F1 -100; R1b- Centralab "Fastatch" R1 -100,
Centralab FFS012,
-long sleeve shaft,
Centralab RFS102, a"-long inner shaft)
R2, R3
-ohm, 10 -watt wire -wound resistor
SI- D.p.d.t. toggle switch
Ti, T2- Transistor output transformer; primary
impedance, 32 ohms, CT; secondary impedance,
4, 8, and 16 ohms (Merit A -2745 or equivalent)
1-Length of 8- conductor cable -as required
(Belden 8448 er equivalent)
2
-lug terminal strips (Cinch -Jones 2006 or
equivalent)
1 -Angle bracket, made from g" -thick sheet

/"

-4

-6

aluminum

-5" x 6 /2" panel, made from %" -thick sheet
aluminum
1- 6- 13/16" x 5- 9/32" x 2- 5/32" black molded
1

plastic instrument case (Harry Davies 260 or
equivalent)
1 -Set of dual concentric knobs
1-- Plastic cable clamp for % "-diameter cable
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This circuit provides foolproof
isolation where there is no common ground connection between
the output of the two channels.

BLU
GRN(161L)
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The author made a simple aluminum bracket to
mount the two transformers back to back. Remainder of internal wiring is obvious from this rear view.

A 25' length of cable connects the control unit to
your amplifier. You can place unit alongside your
easy chair and switch from speakers to headphones.

The secondary windings of T1 and T2
drive the stereo headphones. The secondary "common" leads are tied together
and connected to ground. Concentric potentiometers Riot and Rib serve as the
volume level controls. Dual knobs are attached to the concentric shaft and it is
possible to adjust the two volume controls individually or simultaneously.
Switch Si selects either speaker or headphone operation.
An 8- conductor cable connects the
headphone control unit to the amplifier.
Almost any length of cable can be used.
It is possible to run the cable across an
average -size room (25 -30 feet) without
noticeable high frequency loss.
Resistors R2 and R3 are connected in
series with the primaries of T1 and T2
for amplifier protection against overload
at low frequencies. The Heath AA -21 is
designed to operate into a minimum of
4 ohms resistive load. Since the d.c. resistance of the primaries is quite low,
resistors R2 and R3 must be used in series with the windings. You can omit R2
and R3 if the control unit is used in conjunction with some of the other stereo
amplifiers.

ment case as shown in the photos. A 5"
x 61/2" front panel is made from IA "thick sheet aluminum. After all the necessary holes have been drilled, the panel
can be sprayed with lacquer of a suitable
color. Instrument decals can be added
for a finished "professional" appearance.
An inside view, showing the location
of all components, can be seen on this
page. Parts layout is not critical. Transformers Ti and T2 are mounted on an
L- shaped bracket also fabricated from
Vs"-thick sheet aluminum.
The multi- conductor connecting cable
has an outside diameter of approximately 1/4 ". A suitable hole should be drilled
in the top side of the instrument case to
allow the cable to pass through.

Construction. The completed control
unit is housed in a molded plastic instru-

Using the Control Unit. Only one adjustment is necessary, and that is, properly
phasing the left and right channels. For
proper operation, the two earphones

should be "in phase." This means that
the diaphrams in the earphones should
move in and out at the same time when
they are driven by identical signals.
If you own a Heath AA -21, you have
probably "phased" the speakers properly by following the procedure outlined in
the instruction manual. The AA -21 is
(Continued on page 92)
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SOLID STATE
By LOU GARNER, Semiconductor Editor

ri-1:%1:1\`
UNLESS you're an advanced experimenter, student, or ham, new developments
in the microwave field may seem far removed from your day -to -day interests. Yet,
the advanced technique of today can become rather commonplace within a relatively short time.
The transistor itself is but one example.
When first developed, the transistor was an
expensive, difficult -to -use laboratory curiosity. In less than five years after its introduction, however, medium -priced units became available for hobbyist applications
and, today, the transistor is perhaps the
most popular of all experimenter components.
In our opinion, something similar will occur with the new generation of semiconductor devices now being investigated by Bell
Telephone Laboratories (New York, N.Y.).
These devices, which may one day replace
medium -power special -purpose vacuum
tubes in microwave applications, have already generated as much as 60 milliwatts of
continuous r.f. power in the 2 -11 gigacycle
range (2000 to 11,000 megacycles).
Three types of devices are now under
study at Bell Labs: a bulk gallium arsenide
device, a silicon avalanche diode, and a
Read avalanche diode. All three have been
operated as self- excited oscillators, generating microwave frequencies when driven by
a d.c. voltage. In addition, they have been
used as amplifiers in conjunction with external stabilizing circuitry.
A common characteristic of these devices
is that their operating frequency is determined, in part, by the transit time of the
electrons through a region in the semiconductor material. The transit time is generally comparable to one cycle of the device's operating frequency. In contrast, the
time required by electric charges traveling
through the junctions of other solid state
devices, e.g., conventional transistors and
tunnel diodes, corresponds to only a small
fraction of a cycle. Thus, it is possible to
design the new structures in such a way
that the volume of the material actively
used in generating microwave energy is
greater than that of conventional devices
operating at the same frequency. This al74

The relative size of two transit time devices being
investigated at Bell Labs for use as microwave generators and amplifiers is shown above.
The smaller device contains a tiny wafer of gallium arsenide. The larger device is used to house
either a Read diode or a silicon pn junction diode.

lows the new devices to operate at relatively higher voltages and power levels.
Appropriately, they are called "transit time"
devices.
... -The bulk gallium arsenide device consists
simply of a piece of n -type gallium arsenide
to which two metal contacts have been
affixed. (See Fig. 1.) At Bell Labs, continuous microwaves have been generated in
bulk gallium arsenide in the frequency
range of 2 -3 (gc.), with outputs exceeding
"N"

TYPE

GALLIUM ARSENIDE

METAL
CONTACTS

Fig. 1. Bulk gallium arsenide device is made by
sandwiching n -type gallium arsenide between two
metal contacts. The arrows show the current flow.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

by Siliconix, Inc. (1140 W. Evelyn Ave.,
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086), the tone control
features a single FET as a high- impedance

milliwatts and efficiencies of between 5%
and 6%. Furthermore, amplification of signals in the 2 -10 gc. range was achieved with
gains of 4 -5 db at bandwidths of 600 -700
60

buffer amplifier, with frequency response
controlled by RC tuned feedback loops.
Gate bias for Ql is established by source
resistor R8, bypassed by C5, while R7
serves as the drain load. Capacitors CI and
C6 are, respectively, the input d.c. blocking
capacitor and output coupling capacitor.
In operation, part of the input signal is
applied through isolation resistor Rl to the
bass tone control network, C2, R2, and C3.
The bass response is determined by R2's
setting in conjunction with the feedback signal coupled from Ql's output through R6,
and which appears across R5. Resistors R6
and R5 form a voltage- divider network.
Similarly, the rest of the input signal is
applied across the circuit's treble control,
R4. Treble response is determined by R4's
setting, the value of C4, and by the output
signal fed back to R4.
Except for R2, the 1- megohm potentiometer used as a bass control, and R4, the center tapped 500,000 -ohm potentiometer used as
a treble control, all resistors are half -watters. Capacitors Cl, C2, C3, C4 and C6 are
small ceramic types, while C5 is a 25 -volt
electrolytic. Transistor QI is a 2N2843
FET. Operating power is supplied by a 22volt battery or a conventional line- operated
d.c. power supply.
The circuit can be wired on a conventional chassis, on a perforated phenolic board,
or on a special etched -circuit board, as
preferred. The completed tone control can
be used as a separate circuit for experimental

mc.

Both the silicon and the Read transit time
devices are made from semiconductors containing a junction which is reverse -biased to
produce avalanche breakdown. (Avalanche
is a high field discharge caused by internal
secondary emission which is not destructive
to the junction.) The avalanche region is
either inside or adjoins the high field transit
region.
The Read avalanche diode was first proposed by W. T. Read of Bell Labs in 1957.
Made of silicon, this diode has a complex
internal electrical structure consisting of
alternate p, n, i, and n semiconductor layers,
thus forming a pnip device. Using a Read
diode, scientists have generated continuous
oscillations at 5.2 gc. with an output of 19
milliwatts and an efficiency of 1.5%.
Don't rush to your corner distributor to
buy test units. These transit time devices
are still in their experimental stages. But
you might check with your distributor in
two or three years.
Manufacturer's Circuit. Since we talked
about field -effect transistors (FET's) in
this column, a number of readers have requested that we show some circuits. In anticipation of the day when low -cost FET's
will be available in quantity for experimental
purposes, here's a hi -fi tone control (Fig. 2)
you can experiment with.
One of several related circuits suggested

BASS
R2
BOOST IMEG. ATTEN.

R6

300K

1
-Di
-

T

22V

2. Hi -fi FET tone control by
twin -T
Inc.,
uses
a
Siliconix,
notch filter to obtain 40-50 db attenuation at the notch frequency
when output load impedance is
near infinity. Circuit can also be
used in a negative feedback loop
of another FET amplifier to produce
narrow
bandpass
characteristics.
Fig.

OUTPUT

I

INPUT

BOOST
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purposes or, depending on individual needs,
as part of a more complex audio preamplifier
design.

Transitips. With low -cost transistors,
SCR's and similar devices in plentiful supply, many hobbyists are likely to forget
that the common diode is an extremely versatile and useful device. The diode's ability
to rectify a.c. and to block d.c. of reverse
polarity can be utilized in a number of control circuits. One such circuit is shown in
Fig. 3. Here, a 2 -wire control line is used
to operate any one of three relays at will.
The relays, Kl, K2, and K3, are similar
types. All of the diodes, too, are similar.
and can be general -purpose units. Networks Rl-Cl and R2 -C2 are of the simple
a.c. filter type, and C3 serves as a d.c. blocking capacitor. Actual values must be determined by circuit requirements, types of
relays used, and mode of operation.
Let's see how the circuit works. Suppose
we wanted to close relay Kl. We would
simply apply a d.c. voltage of the indicated
polarity to the control line. Under these
conditions, DI is biased in its forward direction, permitting a current flow through Kl's
coil, and thus actuating the relay. At the
same time, D2. being reverse -biased, blocks
any current flow through K2's coil. Relay
K3 would not operate either, because of the
presence of C3 with its d.c. blocking action.
To actuate K2, we need simply to reverse control line polarity. Relay K2 would
then close, while Kl and K3 would remain
open. To actuate K3, we would apply a
low- frequency a.c. signal to the control line.

Filter networks RI -Cl and R2 -C2 would
act to prevent the application of adequate
signal to energize their respective relays.
On the other hand, the a.c. signal passing
through C3 would be rectified by bridge
rectifier D3 through D6 and applied to K3's
coil, actuating this relay. Thus, the a.c.
would activate K3 without affecting the
state of Kl or K2.
With a proper choice of component values, we could also actuate all three relays
simultaneously, by applying a low- frequency a.c. signal to the control line. Under
these conditions, filters RI-Cl and R2 -C2
would become less effective, permitting the
control signal to be rectified by diodes DI
and D2, and thus actuating their respective
relays. Relay K3 would continue to operate
as with a higher frequency signal.
With a variety of control signals to choose
from, component values could be selected
to permit the following modes of operation:
(1) Relay Kl contacts closed with d.c. of
a given polarity, other relays open.
(2) Relay K2 contacts closed with d.c. of
reverse polarity, other relays open.
(3) Relay K3 contacts closed with high frequency a.c.. other relays open.
(4) Relays Kl, K2, and K3 closed with
medium - frequency a.c.
(5) Relays Kl and K2 closed with low frequency a.c.. relay K3 open.
And it's all done with the aid of diodes!
Unless I'm reading my calendar wrong.
Spring is about ready to bust out all over
have you planned any "sunny day"
projects?
.

.

.

-Lou

Fig. 3. By placing diodes in the

coil circuits to block a reverse
polarity current, and by system-

atically reversing the polarity
of the control current, a 2 -wire
line can be used to separately
control each of three relays. In
addition, if proper values are
selected for the circuit components, a low- frequency current
can control all relays at once.

Furthermore, if individual RC
values are carefully selected,
each relay can be made to respond

to its particular frequency while
rejecting all other frequencies.
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By MATT P. SPINELLO,

MANY READERS have asked your CB
Editor for information on organizing
emergency and rescue squads in their areas.
Most of the questions have dealt with the
types of equipment that should be available in addition to CB transceivers. It is
not an easy matter to define what might be
termed the average CB rescue squad or
patrol since each group is designed primarily to serve its particular portion of the
country. The team in Colorado, for instance,
which uses a special group of walkie-

talkied donkey riders and airplanes for
search and rescue in
mountainous regions
would have no use
for the equipment
used by CB- equipped skin divers who cover
the eastern coastline. Similarly, a CB motor
scooter patrol from California might find
the going a little rough on a search mission
in the northernmost chunk of Minnesota
in January.
It is obvious, then, that a squad employed in any given area is built around the
terrain and types of disasters or emergencies
they will encounter. Groups in tornado
country rely heavily on gasoline power generators, floodlights, and small boats. Those
in snowbound areas obviously equip them-

MODERN CB
RESCUE
SQUAD

-

selves with warm clothing, food supplies,

KHC2060, CB Editor

blankets, tire chains, and possibly the little
jug formerly carried by Saint Bernards. All
groups carry first aid kits to cover smaller
emergencies.
Among the groups spread across the country, one that might be considered typical
and highly active is the Citizens Emergency
Radio Patrol (CERP), of N. Tonawanda,
N.Y. So far as equipment is concerned,
three of CERP's mobile units have emergency oxygen equipment, and a fourth
unit is available for those in need, free of
charge. Standard equipment for all CERP
mobiles includes jumper cables, blankets,
several gallons of gasoline, tow ropes or
chains, flares, emergency flashers, portable
spotlight, fire extinguisher, flashlight, and
first aid kit. One of the mobiles was recently equipped with an emergency generator
and floodlight.
The Citizens Emergency Radio Patrol celebrated its third anniversary last October
while on Halloween patrol duty with the
Niagara County Sheriff's Department. Five
mobile units operated in strategic areas
within the county. Together the members of
the team recorded a total of 60 man hours
and drove 1217 miles while handling Halloween prankster calls. Their duties freed
county patrol squads for more serious law
enforcement.
According to CERP secretary Vernon
W. Batt, Sheriff James K. Murphy and

Members of the Citizens
Emergency Radio Patrol,
N. Tonawanda, N. Y.,
look on as Niagara
County Sheriff James K.
Murphy makes his annual inspection of CERP
patrol equipment. Shown
at left is Wayne Shoen,
KIC5821; at the far
right, CERP secretary
Vernon Batt, KIC5311.
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members of the Niagara County Sheriff's
Department have been instrumental in
molding CERP into an efficient working
team. The department's suggestions regarding operational procedure, equipment, and
training have helped to build enthusiasm
among patrol members, and have given
them a sense of accomplishment and a
feeling of true community service.
Since May, 1965, CERP has had a daytime monitor in operation on channel 9 from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Nightly monitors take
over from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m. This 17 -hour
daily monitoring system has been credited
with hundreds of assists to tourists and
motorists in distress.
The present officers of CERP include:
Alfred Shoen, KIC4169, president; John
McKnight, 20Q4712, vice president; Vernon
Batt, KIC5311, secretary; and Jerauld
Adams, 20Q0083, treasurer.
HART. Highway Aid by Radio Truck is
the title applied to an organization of members of the trucking industry who have incorporated CB radio as an emergency aid.
HART is a non -profit, self- supporting association, organized in November, 1963, and
has been officially recognized by the Michigan State Police and the Michigan Sheriff's
Association. Its services are free to the
motoring public. The association's objectives are the maintenance of an excellent
relationship between the motorist and the
trucking industry, and the promotion of
highway safety.
Truckers travel millions of miles per year
on American highways. The addition of CB
radio equipment makes each vehicle an effective emergency unit to aid motorists in
distress. This is important on our turnpikes and growing networks of expressways
where telephone service is usually at a minimum.

In addition. HART members are instructed in first aid, carry minor first aid
equipment, and are trained in emergency
procedures. The average trucker also has a
fair knowledge of mechanics and can usually determine the service needed in the case

of breakdowns. This service not only saves
time but eliminates the necessity of a
motorist leaving his auto unattended.
Among the strict set of rules for HART
members, emphasis is placed on proper CB
licensing; promotion of safe driving and exceptional care and maintenance of member
vehicles; all possible courtesies and aid to
be extended to those in need; detailed handling of major emergencies, including the
notification of proper authorities; the protection of exposed personal property of vic-

tims at an accident scene; and the extending
of HART services without payment.
Present HART officers include: Harold
Liskum, KHH3286, president; Edward
Dezomits, KHJ8112, vice president; Richard
Larsh, KHI9745, secretary /treasurer; Ray
Bartell, KLM8643, recording secretary; and
three trustees. Editor of the HART newsletter is Richard Montgomery, KHI4650.
CB'ers employed by the trucking industry
who own -or have free access to -at least
one mobile unit can obtain more information by writing to HART, Box 141, Dept.
CB, Pontiac, Mich.
Station Identification Rules Clarified.
Effective Feb. 1. 1966, the Federal Communications Commission amended the CB
Rules, Part 95.95 (C) to include examples of
proper CB station identification. The Rules
now specifically require the use of the
call -signs of your station and the station
being called or worked -if interstation -in
every transmission. When working your
own mobiles -intrastation -it is permissible to use an identifier (base, mobile 1,
etc.) and the full call -sign once every 15
minutes.

1966 OTCB Club Roster. The following CB
clubs are reporting to the "On the Citizens
Band" column for the first time this year.
All clubs that want to be on our active list
should forward complete details to: 1966
OTCB Club Roster, POPULAR ELECTRONICS,
One Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016.
Industry, California: San Gabriel Valley
REACT Monitor. With a membership of
60, this team has answered an average of
350 requests for aid per month through
its REACT monitoring facilities. Present
officers: Walter T. LeBlanc, KKY0332, president; Richard Ballew, KFA7543, vice president; Alan Reichard, KFA8441, commanding officer; Gary Carrico, KMX4681.
(continued on page 98)
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- - - ------ --- -- AMATEUR RADIO
-By HERB S. BRIER, W9EGQ
Amateur Radio Editor

AMATEUR OPERATING PROCEDURES

AFTER operating on the 75 -meter phone
band for a few days, an amateur whose
previous operating experience had been
on CW and in local rag- chewing on 2 -meter
phone complained to your Amateur Radio
Editor that 75 -meter phone operators were
not very cordial to newcomers. It turned
out that he had overheard two operators
whom he had worked a short time before
talking about him. He heard one of them
say, "I don't know where some of these fellows learn to become hams, but you can always spot them by their funny operating
procedures." The other operator replied,
"Yeah. I'll go along with that. Maybe
they watch too many TV programs."
While I could sympathize with my friend
over the shock of discovering that not
everyone thought he was as good an operator as he thought he was, I had to agree
that some of the operating practices in both
the CW and phone bands seem to emanate
from a science - fiction TV program. Fortunately, it doesn't take the average amateur
very long to "get with it" once he realizes
Robert Vierling, K5WYN, of Galveston, Texas, does most of his
operating in the Delta SSB Net
and the West Gulf Emergency Net
with his Collins KWM -2 transceiver driving a Heathkit SB -200 amplifier. Bob also has a Swan -175
transceiver in his car, and 2 -meter
and CB equipment for local and
emergency use in connection with
Civil Defense, the Red Cross, and
the police. He has worked all states
and a handful of foreign countries
using an 80 -meter dipole fed with
tuned feeders on all bands between 3.5 and 30 mc. K5WYN will
receive a one -year subscription for
submitting this winning photo in
our Amateur Station of the Month
contest. If you would like to enter
the contest, send us a clear picture of your station with you at
the controls, and some details on
your amateur career and on the
equipment you use. Entries go to:
Amateur Photo Contest, c/o Herb
S. Brier, Amateur Radio Editor,
P.O. Box 678, Gary, Ind. 46401.

that he sounds more like a 10- year -old with
a 100 -milliwatt "walkie- talkie" than a licensed radio amateur. The trouble is getting the message through to him tactfully.
One reason for poor operating procedures
on the air is that no one seems to bother
to teach good procedures to new amateurs.
Radio clubs and others that offer code and
theory courses to prospective hams, for example, too often merely teach the students
just enough code and theory to enable them
to pass the FCC examinations. They could
easily make better operators out of their
graduates by including instructions on operating procedures as part of their courses.
Including such instructions would not require much class time. The students could
be told to study the operating procedures
discussed in the Amateur Radio Chapter of
the POPULAR ELECTRONICS Communications
Handbook, for example, or in other amateur publications. In later code -practice
sessions, the code instructor could assign
call letters to each student and "work" them
in turn via the key and code oscillator,

AMATEUR STATION OF THE MONTH
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During a recent trip through Europe, Bill Halligan,
W9AC /W4AK, was appointed Chairman of "The
International Amateur Radio Hall of Fame" Committee. Bill, now Chairman of the Board, Hallicrafters Co., was also honored by several European
radio clubs. In this photograph, Bill is shown accepting the scroll and pin signifying his honorary
membership in the Italian Amateur Radio Society.

and then let the students "work" each other.
Each "contact" could follow the pattern of
an actual on- the -air contact and include
"call -up's" and "sign -off's," procedure signals, and Q signals. At the end of each
"contact," the instructor could make appropriate suggestions. Of course, simulated
phone contacts could also be set up.
Space doesn't permit a detailed discussion of operating procedures here, but we
can make a few general comments on the

Curt Bowen, WA9NVF, Joliet, Ill., and other hams
at his high school are organizing a radio club to
teach amateur radio to other students. See News
and Views, p. 106, for data on Curt's ham career.
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subject. Besides excessively long CQ's
and call -up's, probably the most common
operating errors are the use of phone procedures on CW, and CW procedures on
phone.
On CW, every character sent must be
transmitted dit by dit; good operators, therefore, eliminate unnecessary key pounding
by using abbreviations, procedure signals,
and Q signals. Many CW operators do not
use Q signals and laboriously spell out in
full every word they send, including unnecessary phrases such as "Well, back to you." In
addition, they sprinkle their transmissions
liberally with unnecessary commas and
periods.
On phone, on the other hand, many operators are constantly throwing Q signals and
CW abbreviations into their transmissions.
Thus, they frequently say something like,
"The QRM was heavy on that Xmission,"
which translates to "The I am being interfered with was heavy...." The prize- winner
on phone, however, is the operator who cannot repeat a set of call letters -any call let ters-or say three words in a row without
spelling them out phonetically, even when
signals are strong and interference is nil.
FCC News. With the recent signing of a
reciprocal operating agreement between the
United States and the United Kingdom, the
U.S. now has agreements with the following
countries to allow licensed amateurs of one
country to obtain permission to operate in the
other country. The list includes: Australia,
Belgium, Bolivia, British Isles, Canada,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic,
Ecuador, Luxembourg, Peru, Portugal, and
Sierra Leone. Similar agreements with other
countries are presently in the process of negotiation.
Vietnam is on the air! K1YPE /XV5 is
operating from Vietnam by the authority
of the Vietnamese government and has been
authorized to handle third -party messages.
The FCC has announced, therefore, that it
has no objection to U.S. licensed amateurs
working K1YPE/XV5.
To bring 10- meter, F1 radioteleprinter
operation in line with RTTY operation on
80, 40, 20, and 15 meters, the ARRL has petitioned the FCC to authorize RTTY operations in the 28 to 28.5 mc. segment of the
10 -meter band. Also, the ARRL has requested the FCC to shift the 2 -meter Al
(CW) assignment from the 147.9 to 148 mc.
segment up to 144 to 144.1 mc. This change
is desired to aid "moon bounce," satellite,
and other amateur communications. It
would concentrate these operations in the
frequency range assigned to radio amateurs
internationally. For similar reasons, the Ca(Continued on page 100)
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Some Plain Talk from KODAK about Tape:

Sobering thoughts about slitting...
and making the best basically better

"Baloney's

snake even though the width is

basic worth is unaffected by the
manner in which you slice it." Maybe so for baloney
but certainly
not for sound recording tape. Slicing, or to be technically correct,
slitting quarter -inch ribbons of tape
from the 42- inch -wide master web
in manufacture takes a pretty
sharp eye. This slitting operation is
important to your pleasure since
the closer the tape comes to being

constant (see drawing). As a result, on playback the output varies

A wise man once said,

...

as the tape weaves past the repro-

...

duce head
causes a warbling
of the signal. This is a type of distortion the human ear is most sensitive to. You wouldn't like it.

Drunken slitting,

a

quite when it comes to a tape base.
Take a piece of spaghetti. It's
stronger when it's dry
but
tougher when it's wet harder to
break, that is, and not just because
it's slippery. Designing a tape base,
you're always up against the problem of making it strong so it
and tough so
doesn't stretch
it doesn't break. Today's DUROL
base, the best there is, is now
more resistant to shock abuse and
carelessness. It's even tougher
than before while it still retains the
strength that made it famous.

-

UM 11. w

Quality -control makes the difference. Standard industry specifi-

dimensionally perfect, the better is
the azimuth relationship between
the recorded signal and the reproduce head. Like it in plainer English? Then consider some examples
and what they
of poor slitting

...

sound like.

"Drunken" slitting and others.
Variations from the ideal occur if
tape is too wide, too narrow, or if
its width varies. If the tape is too
wide, it may actually override the
guides on your tape deck. If the
tape is too narrow, it may see-saw
as it passes by the head. Either
way, you're in trouble. Variations
also occur if the edges are not
straight. One such variation goes
by the name of "drunken" slitting.
Sound bad? You bet. The edges

microscope where we watch for
rough or dirty edges. When you
buy Kodak Tapes, you know they're
clean.

Best base better? Strength and
toughness sound like they mean
the same thing
but they don't

...

.

...

dramatization

cation calls for a tolerance on width
of ± .002 inches. To start, we hold
ours to -± .001 inches. And to make
things more interesting we make
our test over a twelve -inch span
to equal or exceed guide spacing
on most tape recording equipment.
Next, not relying on eyeball tests
as others do, we test for drunken
slitting or fluted edges by actually
running the tape with a recorded
short wavelength signal through a
tape recorder. This "drunkometer"
test helps us spot any tape that's
had even one beer. The slightest
whiff, and out it goes. Lastly, Kodak
Sound Tapes have to go under the

..

MIX Base

ras

KOÜK
SOUND
RECORDING
TAPE
Kodak tapes -on Durol and Polyester bases -are available at most
electronic, camera, and department stores. To get the most out
of your tape system, send for free,
24 -page "Plain Talk" booklet which
covers the major aspects of tape
performance. Write: Department 8,
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. 14650.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

Rochester, N. Y.
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ULTRASONIC OMNI -ALARM
(Continued from page 45)
II," thick. Replace the cover and seal
the seam with rubber cement to prevent
the transducer case from rattling.
If everything seems to be in working
order, set the sensitivity control to obtain a 10 -volt reading and have someone take a walk to break the path between the transducers. The meter reading should drop to zero and the relay
should drop out.

Installation. You can mount the transducers for direct or for reflected beam
operation as shown in Fig. 6. Direct type operation is more effective over
greater distances. With the reflectedtype setup, both transducers can be
mounted on the same wall to cover hallways and small rooms. Do not use more
cable than necessary for the receiving
transducer; the longer the cable, the
more capacitance it has; and the greater
the capacitance, the greater the loss in
signal to the receiver. If the system is
to be used as an intruder alarm, mount
the transducers high enough and in such
a way that a cat or a dog will not break
OMNI-ALARM

Fig. 7. Simple alarm circuit can be compromised by
cutting one of the wires. Use of a battery causes

the alarm to sound in the event of

a

power failure.

the beam and cause a false alarm -unless you would like to know about the
uninvited four -legged visitor.
Keep the beam as far away from heating or air conditioning ducts as possible. Although this system will tolerate
some air motion, violent or turbulent
motion can set it off. The Omni -Alarm
cannot normally be used outside, especially in a windy place the "sound"
beam can be blown away enough to
cause the alarm to trip.
Any type of alarm device that can be
activated by a switching action can be
82

connected to the relay contacts. Perhaps the simplest arrangement is that of
a bell or light connected to points E and
F as shown in Fig. 7. But while this
hookup will work fine, it can be put out
of commission simply by cutting the
wires.
If you want to make the installation
tamperproof, you can enclose the external alarm and its circuitry in a locked
steel box, mounted high above ground
level. The alarm will sound if an intruder breaks the beam, cuts or shorts
the wires, or if there is a power failure.
Two identical relays are used as shown

,',_'

'

BELL
OR

LIGHT

,'
.

Fig. 8. Fail -safe external alarm system will cause
an alert if the wires are cut or shorted, if the

battery

is weak,

or if the power line should fail.

in Fig. 8. All relays have a higher pullin than drop -out current, and you can

take advantage of this characteristic.
Resistor R20, installed in the alarm control unit, is selected to allow a small current to flow through K2 and K3, which
is too small to pull in the relays, but
large enough to hold them in. Set the
alarm and manually close the contacts of
K2. Now, if anyone cuts the wires or
breaks the beam to open K1, K2 will
open and sound the alarm. If someone
shorts the wires, R20 is bypassed and
K2 closes, and sounds the alarm.
If you want to be real "mean," you can
put a Microswitch in the bottom of the
case. Then the alarm will sound if the
case is picked up. An added safety feature inherent in this type of circuit
is that the alarm will sound when the
batteries approach their end life.
To obtain pinpoint control in a production line setup, you can insert one or
both of the transducers into one end of
a 1 "- diameter plastic tube. This reduces
the range. Distances of one to three feet
can be monitored without feedback problems.

--
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NEW! LAFAYETTE ComstatM25

25- Channel Crystal Controlled
Transceiver

CB
23

CB

;

plus 2 Emergency H.E.L.P.* Channels -All Crystals Supplied!

Obsoletes All 23 Channel Crystal Control CB Transceivers!
ONLY
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99- 3065WX

15 Tube Performance with 10 Tubes, 2
Transistors and 9 Diodes
Built -in 117 VAC,

FEATURING
HIGHLY EFFICIENT
CIRCUITRY
RANGE BOOST

VDC Solid -State Power Supply
Dual
Conversion Receiver Features 8 /10 pv Sensitivity
Final Utilizes Pi- Network and Low
Pass Filter for Maximum Power Output
5 -Watt /100- Milliwatt Selector Switch (Rear).
12

Exclusive Range Boost circuit greatly increases
the average talk power. Fine tuning vernier
control with 2.5 KC total bandspread simplifies
precise zeroing -in on frequency. Highly selective circuits greatly suppress adjacent channel
interference ( -45 db) and a variable squelch
effectively quiets the receiver between calls.
Switchable power level allows operation at 100
milliwatts for transmission over short distances. Illuminated front panel meter indicates
relative RF output in transmit position and
doubles as an S -meter during reception. Front

1966
Catalog 660

512 Pages
Everything in Electronics
for Home and Industry from the
"World's Hi -Fi & Electronics Center"
April, 1966

panel switch converts transceiver to a handy
4.5 watt public address amplifier. Comstat 25
features push -to -talk relay switching and a
plug -in ceramic microphone with coiled cord.
Rear socket is pre -wired to accept Lafayette
PRIVA -COM selective call unit. Supplied with
vari -tilt mounting bracket. Size: 12Wx81/2Dx
5 "H. Imported.

*Automobile Mfg. Association H.E.L.P. Application Pending Before Federal Communications Commission.

Ì

LAFAYETTE Radlo ELECTRONICS
Dept. 10 -6 P.O. Box 10
Syosset, L.I., N.Y. 11791
Send me the Free 1966 Lafayette Catalog 660

10 -6
1

I Name

I
I

Address
City

I Zip
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SOMEONE SHOULD DEVELOP AN EASY WAY
TO LEARN ELECTRONICS AT HOME

RCA INSTITUTES

DID!

Here is a whole new approach to learning
electronics at home! RCA Institutes,
one of the nations' largest schools devoted
to electronics, has developed a faster,
easier way for you to gain the skills and
the knowledge you need for the career
of your choice. Here for the first time, is a
student proved, scientifically designed way
to learn. If you have had any doubts in
the past about home training in electronics
you have hesitated because you thought.
you might not be able to keep up -or that
electronics was too complicated to learn
here is your answer! Read how
RCA Institutes has revolutionized
its entire home training ideas!

-if

-
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NEW CAREER PROGRAMS
BEGIN WITH "AUTOTEXT" INSTRUCTION METHOD!
Start to learn the field of your choice immediately!
No previous training or experience in electronics needed!

With this new revolutionized method of
home training you pick the career of
your choice -and RCA Institutes trains
you for it. RCA's Career Programs assure
you that everything you learn will help
you go directly to the field that you have
chosen! No wasted time learning things
you'll never use on the job! The Career
Program you choose is especially designed to get you into that career in the
fastest, easiest possible way!
And each Career Program starts with
the amazing "AUTOTEXT" Programmed
Instruction Method -the new, faster way
to learn that's almost automatic! "AUTO TEXT" helps even those who have had
trouble with conventional home training
methods in the past. This is the "Space
Age" way to learn everything you need
to know with the least amount of time
and effort.
CHOOSE A CAREER PROGRAM NOW

Your next stop may be the job of your
choice. Each one of these RCA Institutes
Career Programs is a complete unit. It
contains the know -how you need to step
into a profitable career. Here are the
names of the programs and the kinds of
jobs they train you for. Which one is

for you?
Television Servicing. Prepares you for a
career as a TV Technician /Serviceman;
Master Antenna Systems Technician; TV
Laboratory Technician; Educational TV
Technician.
FCC License Preparation. For those who
want to become TV Station Engineers,
Communications Laboratory Technicians, or Field Engineers.

Automation Electronics. Gets you ready
to be an Automation Electronics Technician; Manufacturer's Representative;
Industrial Electronics Technician.
Automatic Controls. Prepares you to be
an Automatic Controls Electronics Technician; Industrial Laboratory Technician;
Maintenance Technician; Field Engineer.
Digital Techniques. For a career as a
Digital Techniques Electronics Technician; Industrial Electronics Technician;
Industrial Laboratory Technician.

Telecommunications. For a job as TV Station Engineer, Mobile Communications
Technician, Marine Radio Technician.
Industrial Electronics. For jobs as Industrial Electronics Technicians; Field
Engineers; Maintenance Technicians; In-

dustrial Laboratory Technicians.
Nuclear Instrumentation. For those who
want careers as Nuclear Instrumentation
Electronics Technicians; Industrial Laboratory Technicians; Industrial Electronics Technicians.
Solid State Electronics. Become a specialist in the Semiconductor Field.
Electronics Drafting. Junior Draftsman,
Junior Technical Illustrator; Parts Inspector; Design Draftsman Trainee
Chartist.
SEPARATE COURSES
In addition, in order to meet specific
needs, RCA Institutes offers a wide variety of separate courses which may be
taken independently of the Career Programs, on all subjects from Electronics
Fundamentals to Computer Programming. Complete information will be sent
with your other materials.

LIBERAL TUITION PLAN
RCA offers you a unique Liberal Tuition
Plan -your most economical way to
learn. You pay for lessons only as you
order them. No long term contracts. If
you wish to stop your training for any
reason, you may do so and not owe one
cent until you resume the course.
VALUABLE EQUIPMENT
You receive valuable equipment to keep
and use on the job -and you never have
to take apart one piece to build another.
New Programmed Electronics Breadboard. You now will receive a scientifically programmed electronic bread-

-

board with your study material. This
breadboard provides limitless experimentation with basic electrical and electronic circuits involving vacuum tubes
and transistors and includes the construction of a working signal generator
and superheterodyne AM Receiver.
Bonus From RCA-Multimeter and
Oscilloscope Kits. At no additional cost,
you will receive with every RCA Institutes
Career Program the instruments and kit
material you need to build a multimeter
and oscilloscope. The inclusion of both
these kits is an RCA extra.
CLASSROOM TRAINING
ALSO AVAILABLE

Institutes maintains one of the largest schools of its kind in New York City
where classroom and laboratory training is available in day or evening sessions. You may be admitted without any
previous technical training; preparatory
courses are available if you haven't completed high school. Coeducational classes start four times a year.
RCA

FREE PLACEMENT SERVICE

In recent years, 9 out of 10 Resident
School students who used the Free
Placement Service had their jobs waiting

for them when they graduated. And
many of these jobs were with top companies in the field -such as IBM, Bell
Telephone Labs, General Electric, RCA,
and radio and TV stations and other
communications systems throughout
the world.
SEND ATTACHED POSTAGE PAID CARD
FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, NO OB.
LIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.
FREE BOOK INCLUDED. CHECK HOME
STUDY OR CLASSROOM TRAINING.

RCA INSTITUTES, lec.,Dept.

PE -46

of Radio Corporation of America
350 West 4th St., New York, N.Y. 10014
A Service
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TEST OUT YOUR HI -FI
(Continued from page 59)
channel, for instance, you'd add a little
bass boost on that side. Or if one
speaker is noticeably brighter than the

other, you can bring it in line by cutting treble in that channel either at
the amplifier or at the tweeter control.
To help you adjust balance over a
wide frequency spectrum, the Columbia
and HiFi /Stereo Review records introduce a new method. They have so- called
"pink noise" bands. These bands contain all musical frequencies thrown together at random but with equal strength
in every octave. With this type of signal, you can balance your speakers for
the entire musical range in a single adjustment.

Tait

Frequency Response. On most test records, the frequency response test consists of a series of tones spotted between
30 and 15,000 cycles. Listening to these

coruj

The do- it- yourselfer's

newest catalog
Here's your new catalog of quality electronic
kits and assembled equipment
your shopping guide for TV set kits, transistor radios,
voltmeters, scopes, tube testers, ham gear, PA
systems, and a host of other carefully engineered
products. Every item in the Conar catalog is
backed by a no- loopholes, money-back guarantee. It's not the biggest catalog, but once
you shop its pages you'll agree it's among the
best. For years of pleasurable performance, for
fun and pride in assembly, mail the coupon.
Discover why Conar, a division of National Radio

...

R

Institute, is just about the fastest growing
name in the kit
equipment

v1

business.

=MINIM MAIL
COlJ

NOW!
DA6C

3939 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington,

D C.

20016

Please send me your new catalog.

Address
State

CIRCLE NO.

:

quencies in between.
The first two factors are clear enough.
If, instead of a rich, full- bottomed 50cycle bass, your speaker only coughs up
a hoarse rattle -or if all sound vanishes
above 10,000 cycles -you know your
system is holding out on you. Not all
the music is getting through.
Uniformity of response is harder to
judge. It tells you whether your system
is reproducing all notes between top
and bottom with exactly the right emphasis. Ideally, the system shouldn't
stress any note or frequency more than
others. This is what is meant by the
expression "flat frequency response."
Offhand, you might think that all you
have to do to check for flat frequency
response is listen to test tones and observe if they are equally loud. But such
comparison can be misleading because
the listener's hearing does not have flat
response. The notes in the middle
from about 1000 to 3000 cycles-generally seem louder than either low bass
or extreme treble. As a result, you are

-
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test tones reveals three vital things
about your system (a) the top frequency it can reproduce; (b) the bottom
frequency; and (c) uniformity of response or lack of it-for the fre-

7 ON

Z -code
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The ideal base /mobile combination for C8 radio
FOR BASE STATIONS where
117 V 60 cycle AC current is

available...

FOR MOBILE UNITS where low
power consumption is important...

The all -solid -state

The Low -Cost

MARK10

RCA Mark VIII and Mark NINE
9

All silicon transistors assure low power consumption. dependable communications at temperatures from -23 to

crystal -controlled transmit and receive channels.

Tunable receiver for reception of 23 C -H channels;
Mai marked in both channel numbers and frequency.
Exceptionally good voice reproduction.
Highly selective superheterodyne receiver with one
RF and two IF amplifier stages.
Electronic switching -no relay noise or chatter.

+130'

Illuminated "working channel" feature.
Light and compact -only 34 inches high, v,oigha.
only 9 pounds witl*mike.
Improved Automatic Noise Limiter.

Plus these EXTRA features in the Mark NINE
Combination "S" Meter and relative RF Output Meter lindicates the relative strength of incoming signal) and Relative
RF Output Meter (indicates relative strength of signal being

transmitted'.
Spotting Switch. Permits precise manual tuning of receiver
without use of receivercrystals
External Speaker Jack. Lets you cnnect an external speaker
.

set. se
locations.
to

that incoming calls can be heard

in remote

F.

Compact, lightweight. Fits easily under dash of any car or
truck. Only 34" high, 53á" deep, 81" wide. Weighs less
than 41/2 pounds.
12 crystal -controlled transmit and receive channels with
illuminated channel selector,
Combination "S "- Meter and relative RF Output Meter.
Operates from 12 -volts DC power source (positive or negative groundi.
Crystal- controlled double conversion, superheterodyne receiver provides frequency accuracies greater than 0.004 %.
Separate AGC amplifier eliminates blasting and overloading,
minimizes fading.
Six -stage IF bandpass filter for maximum selectivity with-

out ringing.

low-distortion, series -type noise limiter with automatic
threshold adjustment.
Receiver power regulated for maximum stability.
Acoustically designed cabinet with audio characteristics
shaped for maximum intelligibility.
External speaker jack (de- activates internal speaker).

Mark 10: $189.95*

Mark VIII: $99.95"

See them at your Authorized
RCA CB Radio Distributor.

Look for stores
displaying this symbol.

Mark NINE: $114.50'

nt:Or'a!

RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
www.americanradiohistory.com

if you

apt to think your treble and bass are
weak-compared to midrange-when in
fact they are just at the right level.
Columbia's STR -101 and the HiFi/
Stereo Review Test Record cleverly get
around this difficulty. A separate midrange "pilot tone" is heard before each
test tone. In effect, this pilot tone calibrates your ears so you can judge the
test tones correctly. You compsro the
loudness of the test tone with the pilot
tone that accompanies it.

snap with

this...

POLAROID
NANO PHOTOGRAPHY

it's a
snap with
this !
1966 POLAROID LAND
PHOTOGRAPHY
If you own o Polaroid Land camera, or ore in the market
for one, sign up now for the most important "excursion" of
your picture -taking career. An exciting tour through the
miraculous world of "instant'' pictures.

-

Your guide is the all -new 1966 edition of POLAROID LAND
PHOTOGRAPHY
the only comprehensive and up -to -date
handbook on the subject. The one knowledgeable guide
that delivers the skill and know -how for the most rewarding
Polaroid Land photographs you've ever taken!

...

Your tour begins the moment you open your copy
with
a detailed inspection of the complete line of Polaroid
Land cameras, accessories and film
next, a valuable
course in photography basics
an important discussion
on Polacolor
.
.
followed by 77 fascinating uses for
Polaroid Land photography.

...

.

.

PLUS- gallery after gallery of masterful, enchanting
Polaroid Land photographs -including 16 pages in
glorious color.
All in all, 116 fact -and- photo -packed pages of the most
extensive, authoritative, important -to -you information available. Sign up today. Just clip the coupon below and
return it with your remittance.
$1.25

AVAILABLE -AN EXQUISITE LEATHERFLEXBOUND EDITION FOR JUST $3 POSTPAID!

ALSO

r

Ziff -Davis Service Division
Dept. PLP
589 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10012
Send me a copy of the 1966 POLAROID
PHOTOGRAPHY, as checked below:
YES!

LAND

$1.25 enclosed, plus 154. for shipping and handling.
Send me the regular edition. ($1.50 for orders outside
the U.S.A.)
$3.00 enclosed. Send me the Deluxe Leatherflex -bound

edition, postpaid. ($3.75 for orders outside the U.S.A.)
Allow three additional weeks for delivery.
name

please print
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oddress

city

- -- PAYMENT
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state

rip code

MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER.
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Can You Test By Ear? These new test by -ear methods are stirring up lively
arguments. Some experts claim that listening tests are more valuable for total
system checkout than conventional engineering measurements. With instruments hooked to the amplifier output,
it's impossible to account for two of
the most important items in any hi -fi
setup -the speakers and room acoustics.
"You don't listen inside a VOM," insists one engineer. "You listen in your
room. That makes the room part of the
system."
Other experts disagree. Room effects,
they say, should be ruled out. Otherwise, they argue, you're just testing
room acoustics -not the performance of
the system.
Their reasoning is based on the fact
that every room has resonances of its
own. If a test tone on the record happens to match one of those resonances,
the whole room booms like a barrel.
This is called a "standing wave" in engineering lingo. Naturally, it throws off
your judgment of frequency response.
But the engineers who designed the
Columbia and HiFi /Stereo Review test
records found a neat way to lick this
problem. Instead of using steady notes
as test tones, they put wobbly notes
on the record. The rapid up- and -down
warbling of these notes keeps the "standing wave" from building up at any given
frequency.
These wobbles are so weird that when
you first hear them you may find it hard
to use them to judge anything. But
after playing the record through a few
times, you get used to the unearthly
sounds, and with a little practice they'll
help you run an accurate check on your
hi -fi system.
(Continued on page 92)
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20 RADIO
BUILDAT HOME
$C95

PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU- KIT "®
A Practical Home Radio Course

*
*
*

**
*

Pat. Off.

Dnly

CIRCUITS
with the New Improved

* Knowledge of Radio Necessary
* Additional Parts or Tools Needed
*
* SCHOOL INQUIRIES INVITED
* Sold in 79 Countries

Now Includes
* 12 RECEIVERS

Reg. U. S.

No

No

TRANSMITTERS
SQ. WAVE GENERATOR
SIGNAL TRACER
AMPLIFIER
SIGNAL INJECTOR
CODE OSCILLATOR
3

EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV

Training

FREE EXTRAS

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A

SET OF

RADIO COURSE

The "Edu -Kit" otters You an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a
rock- bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians, making
use of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio theory, construe
tion practice and servicing. THIS IS A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE IN EVERY DETAIL
You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solde
in a professional manner; how to service radios. You will Work with the standard type o
punched metal chassis as well as the latest development of Printed Circuit chassis.
You will learn the basic principles of radio. You Will construct, study and work with
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors, rectifiers, test equipment. You will learn
and practice code, using the Progressive Code Oscillator. YOu will learn and practice
trouble shooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer. Progressive Signal Injector, Progressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompanying Instructional material.
You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio
Amateur Licenses. You will build Receiver, Transmitter, Square Wave Generator, Code
Oscillator, Signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and It am how to operate them. You
will receive an excellent background for television. Hi -Fi and Electronics.
Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "Edu -Kit" is
the product of many years of teaching and engineering experience. The "Edu -Kit" will
provide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth many times the low
price you pay. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the price Of the kit.

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE
ages and backgrounds have successfully
used the "Edu -Kit' in more than 79 countries of the world. The "Edu -Kit' has been
designed,
by
that

You do not need the slightest backgroun
in radio or science. Whether you are interested in Radio & Electronics because you
want an interesting hobby, a well paying
business or a job with a future, you will find
the "Edu -Kit' a worth -while Investment.
Many thousands of Individuals of all

carefully
step
step, so
you cannot make a mistake. The "Edu -Nit"
allows you to teach yourself at your own
rate. No instructor is necessary.

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" is the foremost educational radio Kit in the world,
and is universally acuepted as the standard in the field of electronics training. The 'Edu uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing. Therefore you construct.
in a closely integrated prolearn schematics. study theory, practice trouble shooting
gram designed to provide an easily- learned. thorough and interesting background in radio.
the
":s radio parts of the "Edu- Kit." You then learn first
You begin by examining the v
Then
you
simple
radio. With this
build
a
and
of
these
parts.
function, theory
wiring
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations, learn theory, practice testing
learn
more
more
advanced
radio,
advanced
theory
and trouble shooting. Then you build a
and techniques. Gradually, in a progressive manner, and at your own rate, you Will
find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits. and doing work like a
professional Radio Technician.
Included in the "Edu -Nit" course are Receiver, Transmitter. Code Oscillator. Signal
Tracer, Square Wave Generator and Signal Injector Circuits. These are not unprofessional
constructed by means of professional
'breadboard" experiments. but genuine radio circuits. method
of radio construction known
wiring and soldering on metal chassis. plus the newyour
regular AC or DC house Current.
as 'Printed Circuitry." These circuits operate on

Kit'

THE "EDU -KIT" IS COMPLETE

r
all parts and instructions necessary to build twenty different radio and
You wi
electronics Circuits, each guaranteed to operate. COur Kits contain WPM'S. tube sockets, variable, electrolytic, mica, ceramic and paper dielectric condensers, resisters. tie strips,
hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis, Instruction Manuals, hook -up wire. solder,
selenium rectifiers, coils. volume controls and switches, etc.
In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis,
special tube sockets, hardware and Instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a
professional electric soldering iron, and a self- powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics
Tester. The 'Edu -Nit" also includes Code instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator, in addition to F.C.C. Radio Amateur License training. You will also receive lessons
for servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, a High
Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive Membership in Radio -TV Club, Free Consultation Service. Certificate Of Merit and Discount Privileges, You receive all parts, tools.
Instructions, etc. Everything is yours to keep.
1

I

At no increase in price, the "Edu -Kit"
now includes Printed Circuitry. You build
a
Printed Circuit Signal Injector, a
unique servicing instrument that can detect many Radio and TV troubles. This
revolutionary new technique of radio
construction is now becoming popular
in commercial radio and TV sets.
A Printed Circuit is a special insulated
chassis on which has been deposited a
conducting material which takes the
place of wiring. The various parts are
merely plugged in and soldered to terminals.
Printed Circuitry is the basis of modern Automation Electronics. A knowledge
of this subject is a necessity today for
anyone interested in Electronics.

r-- -UNCONDITIONAL

TOOLS

SOLDERING IRON
ELECTRONICS TESTER
PL IERS-CUTTERS

VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT

TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL

HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE
QUIZZES
TELEVISION BOOK
RADIO
TROUBLE-SHOOTING BOOK
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB:
FCC
CONSULTATION SERVICE
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
PRINTED CIRCUITRY

SERVICING LESSONS
You will learn trouhle. shooting and
servicing in a progressive manner. You
will practice repairs on the sets that
construct. You willll learn symptoms
and causes of trouble in home, portable
and car radios. You will learn how to
use the professional Signal Tracer, the
unique Signal Injector and the dynamic
Radio & Electronics Tester. While you
are learning in this practical way, you
will be able to do many a repair job for
your friends and neighbors, and charge
fees which will far exceed the price of
the "Edu- Kit." Our Consultation Service
will help you with any technical prob-

lems molt may have.

-all

PRINTED CIRCUITRY

Electronics Technicians Since 1946

FROM OUR MAIL BAG
J. Stataitis. of 25 Poplar Pl., Waterbury. Conn.. writes: "1 have repaired
several sets for my friends, and made
money. The "Etlu -Kit" paid for
Course,
was ready to spend $240 for a (itself.
but I found your ad and sent for your
Kit."
Ben Valerio, P. 0. Box 21, Magna,
Utah: "The Etlu -Nits are wonderful. Here
I
a
sending you the questions and also
ers for them. I have been In
the in answers
Radio for the last seven years, but like
to work with Radio Kits. and like to
build Radio Testing Equipment. I enwith the
joyed every minute I worked
different kits: the Signal Tracer works
fine- Also like to let you know that I
feel proud of becoming a member of your
Radio-TV Club."
Robert L. Shull, 1534 Monroe Ave.,
Huntington, W. Va.: Thought I would
drop you a few lines to say that I received my Edu -Kit, and was really
amazed that such a bargain can be had
at such a low price. I have already
started repairing radios and phonographs.
My friends were really surprised to see
me get into the swing of it so quickly.
The Trouble- shooting Tester that comes
with the Kit is really swell, and finds
the trouble, if there is any to be found,"

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

I

ORDER FROM AD- RECEIVE FREE BONUS
RADIO & TV PARTS JACKPOT WORTH $15
C Send "Edo -Kit" postpaid.
enclose full payment of 526.95.
C Send "Edu -Kit" C.O.D.
will pay $26.95 plus postage.
C Rush me FREE descriptive literature concerning "Edu -Kit."
I

I

Name

Address

PROGRESSIVE "EDU- KITS" INC.
1186 Broadway, Dept. 657D Hewlett, N. Y. 11557

CIRCLE NO. 31 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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POWER TO SPARE
Increase your coverage with
the new super -directional
MARK MJ -3 BEAM
CB BASE STATION ANTENNA
(Based on our well -known MJ -27)
CHECK THESE FEATURES:

,/ rugged electrically
and mechanically
,/ widerfrequency range
r/ direct DC grounding

for lightning
protection
constructed of aircraft
grade aluminum
tubing with all
stainless steel

hardware
,/ minimum maintenance necessary even
in extreme
environment
V high power handling
capability for
business band
10

foot boom, 18 foot elements

All this and the price is right, $39.95

MARK PRODUCTS
5439 W. FARGO AVE.

SKOKIE,

ILL 60076

13121 OR

5-1500

CIRCLE NO. 25 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

Police, fire,
ambulance emergency
calls, CD, weather...

tune in on the
Squires- Sanders

Alert First crystal FM emergency receiver at a down -to -earth price. Two crystal
receive channels plus tunable control. Sensitive, selective, stable receiver. Smooth, adjustable squelch. Choice of two models: FM
Alert 152-152 to 174 mc; or FM Alert 30-30 to
50 mc. Only $89.95. Matching speaker $9.95.
Sold by communications specialists, or write
Squires- Sanders Inc., Millington, N. J. 07946.

FM

FN

AEERT

Squires

-.
1f

M

4

Sand-ers

CIRCLE NO. 40 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

Separation & Tracking. The HiFi /Stereo
Review record offers a unique test for
stereo separation. A test signal is recorded in one channel, a reference tone
in the other. You throw the stereo balance control all the way to the left,
then all the way to the right. By cornparing the loudness of the two signals,
you get an accurate notion of how much
"left" signal is sneaking over into the
right channel and vice versa.
To measure the ability of your cartridge to track loud tones without distortion, the Columbia and HiFi /Stereo
Review discs have test bands recorded
with extreme amplitudes. These wide swinging tracks will help you find the
tracing pressure needed to keep your
stylus from jumping grooves during a
fortissimo.
On most records, the rumble test is
simply a silent groove which shows up
any rude noises made by your turntable,
and flutter is usually revealed by a
steady note on the record that refuses
to stay steady in playback.
The ultimate test, however, is music.
That's why many test records- including the Westminster, Command, and
HiFi /Stereo Review records -contain
several musical passages especially
picked to give your system a tough
workout. Blaring brass, crashing percussion, and the great power surges of
deep bass combine into brilliant orchestral climaxes. But these rich orchestrations are sheer torture to your stereo
components. If they come through this
musical ordeal without jumping, buzzing, screeching or rattling, you can take
one thing for granted: your rig is ready

3

for anything.

HEADPHONE CONTROL UNIT

(Continued from page 73)
equipped with a phasing switch which
has two positions: "normal" and "reverse." If the speakers have been phased
properly, the switch will be in the "normal" position.
It is simple to check the phasing of
the headphone control unit. Place the
"Mode" selector switch on your stereo
amplifier in the monophonic position.
92
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Be creative -and

thrifty too!

Save up to 50% with EICO Kits grid Wired.

EICO supports your sense of
achievement with no- compromise

engineering, finest parts, dramatic
esthetics, simple step -by -step
instructions and large pictorial
diagrams. You need no technical
background -just pliers, screwdriver, soldering iron. Three million

people, ages 8 to 89, have built EICO
kits. If you love to create, EICO is
for you. And if you want the best
buys in ready -to -use factory assembled equipment, again EICO
is for you. Judge critically for
yourself. Send for your free catalog.
See EICO at your local dealer.

[EICO
KITS & WIR
STEREO /HI -FI

CITZENS BAND/ HAM RADIO

TEST EQUIPMENT

New Model 3566 All Solid -State
New Model 779 Sentinel 23 CB Transceiver. 23-

Model 232 Peak -to -Peak VTVM. A must for color
or B&W TV and industrial use. 7.non-skip ranges
on all 4 functions. With Uni- Probe. V $29.95 kit,
$49.95 wired.

channel frequency synthesizer provides crystal controlled transmit and receive on all 23 channels. No additional crystals to buy ever! Features
include dual conversion, illuminated S RF meter,
adjustable squelch and noise limiter, TVI filter,
117VAC and 12VDC transistorized dual power
supply. Also serves as 3.5 watt P.A. system.

$169.95 wired.

'.

11111

a

t.

?,-

MPX Stereo

te

(5

New Model 712 Sentinel 12 Dual Conversion 5watt CB Transceiver. Permits 12- channel crystal controlled transmit and receive, plus 23- channel

Model 460 Wideband Direct -Coupled 5" Oscilloscope. DC4.5mc for color and 0 &W TV service
and lab use. Push.pull DC vertical amp., bal. or
unbal. input. Automatic sync limiter and amp.
$89.95 kit, $129.50 wired.

Automatic

FM

Tuner'Amplifier. "Very satisfactory

product, very attractive price" -Audio Magazine.
No tubes, not even nuvistors. Delivers 112 watts
IHF total to 4 ohms, 75 watts to B ohms. Completely pre -wired and pre -aligned RF, IF and
MPX circuitry, plus plug-in transistor sockets.
$219.95 kit (optional walnut cabinet $14.951,
$325.00 wired including walnut cabinet. UL
approved,

() (

4)

0

Model 5770 70 -Watt Integrated Stereo Amplifier.
Best buy of highest ranked stereo amplifiers
according to independent testing. $99.95 kit,
$149.95 wired. ST40 40 -Watt Integrated Stereo
Amplifier, $79.95 kit, $129.95 wired. ST97 Matching FM MPX Stereo Tuner, $89.95 kit; $139.95

tunable receive. Incorporates adjustable squelch
& noise limiter, & switches for 3.5 watt P.A.
use, spotting, & Part 15 operation. Transistorized
I2VDC & 117VAC dual power supply. $99.95
wired only.

wired.

FREE 1966 CATALOG
EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.
131.01 39th Ave., Flushing, N.Y. 11352

-

Send me FREE catalog describing the full EICO
line of 200 best buys, and name of nearest

dealer. I'm interested in:
ham radio
test equipment
Citizens Sand radio
stereo; hi -fi

w

Signal Generator. 150kc to 435mc
alignment and signal tracing of
TV, FM, AM. eq and mobile. Built -in and ext.
modulation. $32.95 kit. $44.95 wired.

Model 324
ange. For

RF

IF -RF

New Model 753 The one and only SSB AM CW
TriBand Transceiver Hit. "The best ham transceiver buy for 1966" -Radio TV Experimenter
Magazine. 200 watts PEP on B0, 40 and 20
meters. Receiver offset tuning, built -in VOX. high
level dynamic ALC. Unequaled performance, feaures and appearance. Sensationally priced at

$179.95 kit, $299.95 wired.

Name
Address
City
State

Zip

1945 -1965: TWENTY YEARS OF LEADERSHIP IN CREATIVE ELECTRONICS
CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
April,

1966
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BUILD THESE 5 PROJECTS
IN 2 EASY STEPS WINHWHE VERO
PK5

PROJECT CONSTRUCTION KIT MODEL

IMPEDANCE MATCHING MODULE
MULTIVIBRATOR MODULE
AUDIO OSCILLATOR MODULE
AUDIO AMPLIFIER & RF
PROBE MODULE
ENGINE PULSE COUNTER MODULE
Here is

a

golden oppor-

tunity to build not one
but five useful projects
using the newVeroboard
Kit Model PK -5
at a
price so low
it's almost unbelievable!
Each kit 'contains 5

...

-

00.00.

Veroboards and a booklet describing in complete detail how to build
each of the compact

projects listed.
Send for your Veroboa rd
kit now or ask for it at

your local distributor.

'Patented

ooorole
lol
o
0
0 oo
o

o0

o

t,\

0

O)

^
0
I

Step No.

1

-Mount corn.

ponents and solder

0

0

0

o

O.

O

0

o

o

o

Step No. 2-Break cospe
strip where required

TO: VERO ELECTRONICS INC.

48 ALLEN BLVD., FARMINGDALE, N. Y.

Please send me your Model PK -5 Kit.
am
enclosing $1.95 (N. Y. S. residents add local
sales tax).
NAMF
I

ADDRESS
CITY
STATF

ZIP

CIRCLE NO. 47 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

Get Your First Class Commercial

F. C. C. LICENSE
QU/cKLK!
Get your first class F.C.C. license in 4 months
of resident classes, or at your own pace by correspondence. Grantham training leads you step
by step to your third, second, and first class license -and to success in your electronics career.
Resident courses (day or evening) are available in Washington, D.C.; Seattle, Wash.; and
Hollywood, Calif. These courses include valuable laboratory training for those who need it,
or may be taken without lab by those who already have practical experience.
Correspondence instruction is available to
those who do not wish to attend classes.
Grantham lessons are constantly revised to
keep up with F.C.C. changes, and are written so
you can understand them. Get our free brochure
on F.C.C. License Training by writing or phoning any of the schools listed below. Ask for
"Brochure 63 -D."

Grantham School of Electronics
1505 N. Western Av., Hollywood, Cal. 90027
(Phone: HO 9-7878)
408 Marion Street, Seattle, Wash. 98104
(Phone: MA 2 -7227)
818 18th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20006
(Phone: 298 -7460)
-

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

Connect the control unit to the amplifier,
and plug the earphones into the phone
jack. The selector switch on the control
unit should be in the "Speakers" position. Turn the stereo system on and adjust the speaker volume to your normal
listening level, then flip the selector
switch on the control to the "Phones"
position and adjust the headphone volume to a comfortable level.
Now flip the phasing switch on the
amplifier back and forth from the "Normal" to the "Reverse" position. The
sound in the headphones will be "cleaner" and undistorted (and possibly slightly louder) in one of the positions. If
this occurs when the phasing switch is
in the "normal" position, no changes will
have to be made within the control unit.
If it occurs in the "reverse" position,
then interchange the red and blue leads
in the primary winding of either T1 or
T2. (Note disregard the blue lead not
connected.)
If your amplifier is not equipped with
a speaker phasing switch, then simply
alternate the red and blue leads on one
of the transformers for best sound.
It is possible to operate another set of
stereo headphones from the control. To
do so, you add another 3- conductor
phone jack to the unit. Connect the
"common" lines together. Another dual
100 -ohm potentiometer should be paralleled across Rla and Rib if individual
control of the two headphones is desired; if not, simply parallel the new
phone jack across the existing one. -Co}
:

ELECTRONICS DATA GUIDE
Would you like to have a handy pocket sized guide which shows most -often -used
formulas, color code and other important
information? The formulas include those
for figuring antenna length, impedance for
series and parallel circuits, transformer relationships, Q, resonant frequency, wavelength, resistors in series and in parallel
circuits, sine wave voltage and current relationships, power factor, and other conversion factors and constants. Also included
is a decibel table for converting power,
voltage and current ratios into db. The
Electronics Data Guide is available free
from Cleveland Institute of Electronics,
1776 E. 17 St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114 -just
send your name and address to the Institute and ask for one.
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MODEL

211

TEST RECORUSE
STEREOAND
LABORATORY
HOME
FOR
OfT11. s

o

CfNIONSTRAI

D,C .. ON

THE

AS

Ea

w.IN NO i,.cAvc.McTAPE POOC19,

NOW...GET THE FINEST

STEREO TEST
RECORD ever produced
for just

...$4.98

Featuring Tests Never Before Available
To The Hobbyist
Why We Make the Model 211

Available Now
Although there are many stereo test records on the market today, most critical checks on existing test records
have to be made with expensive test equipment.
Realizing this, HiFi /STEREO REVIEW decided to produce
a record that allows you to check your stereo rig, accurately and completely, just by listening! A record that
would be precise enough for technicians to use in the
laboratory -and versatile enough for you to use in your
home.

result: the HiFi /STEREO REVIEW Model 211 Stereo

The

Test Record!

All Tests Can Be Made By Ear

Stereo Checks That Can Be
Made With the Model 211

-

a direct check of eighteen
Jsections of the frequency spectrum, from 20 to

Frequency response
20,000 cps.

-

the most sensitive tests ever
Pickup tracking
available to the amateur for checking cartridge,
stylus, and tone arm.
-

UNIQUE FEATURES OF HiFi /STEREO REVIEW'S
MODEL 211 STEREO TEST RECORD
Warble tones to minimize the distorting effects of room
acoustics when making frequency -response checks.
White-noise signals to allow the stereo channels to be
matched in level and in tonal characteristics.
Four specially designed tests to check distortion in stereo
cartridges.
Open -air recording of moving snare drums to minimize
reverberation when checking stereo spread.

-

foolproof tests that help you
the actual audible levels of rumble and
your
system.
hum in

tHum

and rumble

/evaluate

Y

JFlutter -a test to check whether your turntable's
flutter is low, moderate, or high.

Y

Í
y

-

two white -noise signals that
allow you to match your system's stereo channels
for level and tonal characteristics.
Separation -an ingenious means of checking the
stereo separation at seven different parts of the
musical spectrum -from mid -bass to high treble.

`Channel balance

ALSO:

Stereo Spread
Speaker Phasing

Channel Identification

PLUS SUPER FIDELITY MUSIC!
The non -test side of this record consists of music
recorded directly on the master disc, without go-

ing through the usual tape process. It's a superb
demonstration of flawless recording technique. A
demonstration that will amaze and entertain you
and your friends.

April, 1966

HiFi /STEREO REVIEW's Model 211 Stereo Test Record will give you
immediate answers to all of the questions you have about your stereo
system. It's the most complete test record of its kind -contains the
widest range of check -points ever included on one test disc! And you
need no expensive test equipment. All checks can be made by ear!
Note to professionals: The Model 211 can be used as a highly efficient design and measurement tool. Recorded levels, frequencies, etc.
affording accurate
have been controlled to very close tolerances
numerical evaluation when used with test instruments.

-

DON'T MISS OUT -ORDER NOW
a disc that has set the new
standard for stereo test recording. There is an overwhelming demand
for this record and orders will be filled by POPULAR ELECTRONICS
promptly upon receipt. At the low price of $4.98, this is a
value you won't want to miss. Make sure you fill in and mail the
coupon together with your check ($4.98 per record) today.

The Model 211 Stereo Test Record is

FILL IN AND MAIL TODAY!
Stereo Test Record
Popular Electronics -Dept. SD
One Park Ave., New York 16, N.Y.
test records at ;4.98 each. My check
Please send me
is enclosed. I understand that
(or money order) for $
will pay the postage. (Orders from outside the U.S.A. add 50c
partially defray postage and handling costs.) N.Y.C. residents
please add 5% sales tax. N.Y. State residents 2% sales tax.
you
to

Name
(Please Print)

Addres'
City

Zone

State

Sorry-No charges or C.O.D. orders!
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Browning Model OL -15B oscillosynchroscope. Operating
manual needled. Birger Eriksson, Enspännargatan 14..
4 tr, Vällingby- Stockholm. Sweden)
Atwater Kent Model 20 receiver; has 5 01A's. Schematic
and tubes needled. (Don Corsa. 945 Cherrywood Drive.
Baldwin. N. Y.)
Teletest Model RT 203 Rejuvatester. ser. 2268. Operating manual. schematic, and address of company needed.
(Christopher F. Lindsay, RR -2, Corbeil, Ontario,
Canada)
Harvey Wells Model TBS -50D transmitter; covers S0
to 2 meters; 90 watts: has 6146 P.A., and 6L6 modulators. Schematic needed. (G. W. Westrup, 3913 Forest
Ave., Downers Grove, Ill. 60515)
Atwater Kent Model 53 receiver. Copper tuning band
needed. Zenith Model 1501; has 15 tubes. Dial face
glass needed. (Gerald Lee Grulkey, 2901 Greenwood
Dr., Richmond, Calif.)
Westinghouse Model WR -10 receiver. Schematic needed. (Eugene D. Kelm, 88 Freemunt Ave.. Depew, N.Y.
Photronic Corp. Model PCA electronic flash. Schematic
needed. Arthur F. Altro, Box 193. Hartsdale, N.Y.

(Continued from page 38)

ASSIST

i

Robuk tape recorder; has 3 motors, 2 heads. Schematic
and operating manual needed. William Heller, 1089
(

Huntingdon Pike, Bethayres, Pa.)
Link Model 1383 receiver; has 6 tubes; tunes FM between 152 and 162 mc. Schematic needed. (Jim H.
Weber, 11349 Hannum Ave., Culver City, Calif. 90230)
PP- 31 /T1Q2 -TM11 -2596 vibrator power supply, surplus. Source for #427 vibrators needed. (Brother Joseph
H. Winblad, Brother Rice High School, 10001 S. Pulaski

Rd.. Chicago, Ill. 60642)
Standard Electric Model BC -455 aircraft receiver. Tuning coils for 1.5 to 3.0 mc.. and 3.0 to 6.0 mc.. am)
instructions to convert to all bands needed. (A. Ponce
W., P.O. Box M -8916, Mexico, D.F., Mexico)
Polyrad Model KR-6TS35 receiver, circa 1959. Oscillator
coil and operating manual needed. (Richard C. Pasco,
661 Cavan Ln., Des Plaines, Ill. 60016)
Air Associates RT- 27 /PRC -14 transceiver. surplus. Operating manual needed. (William G. Allnoch, 2211
Tebeaw St., Waycross, Ga. 31501
Espey Model 104 tube tester, circa 1942. Operating
manual needed. (Robert Laag, 7405 Kingsley Way,
Riverside, Calif.)
RCA Model AR 885A "Radiola" receiver, circa 1920;
tunes 150 to 700 mc.; has 3 tubes. Operating manual,
schematic, and source for tubes and batteries needed.
Majestic Model 70 receiver; has S tubes. Schematic and
source for parts needed. (Ben Pizzuto, 49 Brescia Blvd.,
Highland, N. Y. 12528)
Kay Lab closed- circuit television system, consisting of

,

i

10530

Gemark Model 1081 tape recorder. ser. 80313. Source
for parts, and address of manufacturer needed. (H.P.
Bharuchi. 1309 Wilson Ave., Apt. #508, Downsview.
Ontario. Canalla)
RCA RB -2 receiver, made for U.S. Navy: tunes 4 to 27
mc.: has 16 tubes and separate power supply. Operating
manual needled. (Fritz. Husker, 677 Chestnut St..
Waban. Mass. 021681
Radiomarine Corp. receiver, type CRM- 46153. circa
1942; tunes 240 to 2050 kc.; has 8 tubes. Schematic
and source l'or parts needed. Radio City Products
Model 805B receiver. Source for parts and address of
manufacturer needed. Robert Morrison, R.D. ff 2. Box
69, Franklin, Pa. 16323)
Belmont Model 5D11() receiver; tunes 540 to 1800 kc.
Schematic, operating manual, and parts list needed.
(Lee Freshwater, 2601 Lancaster Dr., Muncie, Ind.

cameras. Model 1984C; camera switcher. Model ACS -2;
camera control, Model 1984CCU; and monitor, Model
1984 -A2. Schematic, operating manual, and adjustment
procedures needed. John W. Smith. Dept. of Anatomy
and Physiology, Indiana University, Bloomington. Ind.

i

(

47405)
Calex Model 602 "E -Z" tube tester. Schematic and tube
chart needed. Superior Instruments Model 500 indus-

47304

Zenith receiver, circa 1940; tunes BC and s.w. from 5.6
to 16 mc. on 2 bands; has 6 tubes. Schematic and parts
list needed. (Allan B. Kachel, 137 -22 70th Rd., Flush-

trial analyzer. Schematic needed. (Basil A. Costanzo,

Park Lane Dr., Euclid

32, Ohio)
Tritronic " Rangexpander'' 11 -meter CB transceiver.
Schematic needed. (Charles Holton, 55 Pacific St.,
Massapequa Park, L. I., N. Y. 11762)
Philco Model 06546 receiver, circa 1937, chassis type
46 W, code 121; has 5 tubes; tunes 550 to 1600 kc.
Schematic needed. (T. J. O'Meara, 849 Colson Ave.,

26281

ing, N.Y. 11367)
MN26C receiver, macle for U.S. Navy; tunes 150 to
1500 kc.; has 12 tubes. Operating manual needed. (Don
Erickson. 24360 Myers St.. Sunnymead. Calif. 92388.
and Steve Price, 1162 1Sth Ave., Longview, Wis. 98632
Philco Model 65 receiver, circa 1943; tunes AM; has 6
tubes. Schematic needed. (Allen Comstock, Box 387.
Langley Wash. 98260)
Eagle Radio "Neutrodyne" receiver, ser. 8210, type B.
circa 1924. Schematic and tube layout needed. (Willard
Lamade, RD al, Alhurg, Vt.
Gonset "Communicator IB or III" transceiver. circa
1957; covers 49 to 54 mc. Schematic, operating manual.
and service data needed. (Jay M. Finkelman, 377 Eastern Pkwy., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11216)
Atwater Kent Model 20 receiver, ser. 68653; has 5 tubes.
Schematic and source for parts needed. (Fredrick Karstedt. P.O. Box 138, Cecil, \Vis. 54111)

8, Ontario, Canada)
Philco Model 7008 visual alignment generator for TV
and FM, circa 1953. Schematic and operating manual
needed. (J. F. Robinson. P.O. Box 2346. R.C.A.F.,
Cold Lake, Alberta. Canada)
Morrow Model MB -500 AM transmitter, circa 1951;
covers 80 to 10 meters on 4 bands. Power requirements
and schematic needed. (Pfc. Howard E. Osterkamp,
U.S. 55 785 151, U.S. Army. 29th Trans. Co. (ACDS),
APO New York, N. Y. 09046
Stromberg Carlson Model 425H receiver. Schematic
and parts list needed. Stephen R. Horton, 38 S. Cedar
Ave., Maple Shade, N.J.)

Ottawa

)

(

places a complete range of
components at your fingertips

the Model 501 COMPONENT
SUBSTITUTOR

...the instrument acclaimed

for fast
by

Substitutes for
Carbon Resistors_
Poway Resistors

servicemen, engineers and school
shops now available in a

-Capacitors

-Electrolytics
-Crystal Diodes- Selenium

wire -it- yourself KIT!

Power and Silicon Power Rectifiers

Write for complete catalog of
kits and wired instruments
and name of nearest distributor.

-

step -by-step illustrated instructions
make the Model 501 easy -to- build...
Substitutes

for
any one of

over e0

component values

Will substitute
up to 4 different
components at
the same time

A

Model 501K Kit

surge protector

switch prevents arcing, sparking,or healMg of

electrolytics

Electrolytics
are

discharged
arge

automatically
lea Y

...Net

$2595
Model 501 Wired

$39.95

Net

Electronics Corp.
315 Roslyn Rd., Mineola, N.Y. 11501

CIRCLE NO. 26 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
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CONFUSED ABOUT S- UNITS?

1966

(Continued from page 56)

it on the receiver panel upside down,
while inverting the meter scale so it is
read right side up. This explains why
some receiver S- meters are pivoted at
the top of the meter face, and why
others, although pivoted at the bottom,
deflect to the right when you turn off
the receiver.
A more elaborate, but forward -reading S -meter circuit is also shown on
p. 55. This is essentially a bridge circuit see familiar version below) where
R4 and R5 are equal in value. The other
legs in the bridge are R2 and the equivalent of tube resistance plus the zero adjust potentiometer Rl. The pot is adjusted for zero reading on the meter
(balancing the bridge) with no a.v.c.
voltage present. Application of a.v.c. reduces the amount of current flowing
through the tube, thus increasing the
tube resistance and unbalancing the
bridge, causing the meter needle to deflect upward.
Regardless of the kind of circuit your
S -meter has, always remember to use it
as an indicator of relative signal strength
in the receiver, and nothing more, except
for tuning and alignment of the receiver
and transmitter. When you tell a guy
that his signal is 30 db over S9, you are
actually indicating how well his signal
is getting through your rig.
(
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SELECTING THE RIGHT RECORDER
RECORDING LIVE STEREO AT
ACCESSORIES
TAPE EDITING PORTABLES VIDEO RECORDERS

It's easy to

be an

authority on tape with

a

copy of HiFi/

Stereo Review's 1966 TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL handy.

This fact -filled volume contains over 130 pages, more than
20 complete features, covering every aspect of tape recording. You get expert tips by the dozens, on equipment -making better tapes- editing- copying- sound -on everything
you want and need to know about tape recording.
Plus a complete directory of the latest monaural and stereo
recorders -the only complete buyer's guide available in the
tape recorder field!
Over 100 photos -full data on 220 models from 30 different manufacturers! All the model numbers, specifications, dimensions and prices...every vital statistic you
need to compare the newest recorders and select the
finest one in your price range.
The 1966 TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL is an indispensable guide
for everyone who wants better performance, greater versatility and a lot more fun from his tape recorder...month

after month...tape after tape!
GET THE DELUXE

GOLD- EMBOSSED LEATHERFLEX EDITION

r

...for just $3.00

POSTPAID!

Ziff -Davis Service Division Dept. TR
589 Broadway New York, N.Y. 10012
Send me a copy of the 1966 TAPE RECORDER
ANNUAL, as checked below:
$1.25 enclosed, plus 150 for shipping and handling. Send me the regular edition. ($1.50 for orders
outside the U.S.A.)
$3.00 enclosed. Send me the DeLuxe Leatherfiexbound edition, postpaid. $3.75 for orders outside
the U.S.A.) Allow three additional weeks for delivery.
please print

name

PE-46

address

This diagram shows the bridge circuit of a forward reading S -meter in its more familiar presentation.

April, 1966

- -city

- --

zip code
state
PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER.
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from your distr. /dealer
SPEC ($3.93

retail)

...

1

ON THE CITIZENS BAND

(Continued front page 78)

\SIST(1R SELECT-1-

the only complete specs and

substitution book ...FREE with the purchase of three
or more TE(:IIPRESS books. Stork )our library now.
Take coupon to distr. /dealer: or send to'l'EEIIPRISS,

Brownsburg. Ind.. adding
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CRYSTALS are not
all the same!

If your

dealer is tempo-

rarily out of stock or does
not carry Texas Crystals.
send us his name along
with your request for catalog on our complete line
of CQC.

Texas Crystals quality is outstanding as evidenced by use in nu-

merous government space projects
where there's no compromise with
quality, reliability or accuracy. The
same dependable performance is
yours for CB operation on all 23
channels at only $2.95 per crystal.
Send

for Free Catalog with Circuits

TEXAS
CRYSTALS

A Division of Whitehall Electronics Corp.

4117 W. Jefferson Blvd.
1000 Crystal Drive
Los Angeles, California
fort Myers, Florida
Phone 813 WE6 -2109 Phone 213 731 -2258

CIRCLE NO. 42 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

secretary treasurer; and four board members.

Brooklyn, Maryland: Brooklyn Park CB
Radio Club. Officers are: Richard Lehr, director; Raymond Cole, assistant director;
Bob Lehr, secretary treasurer; and a three member board. Club is associated with
REACT and HELP projects.
St. Louis, Missouri: Mid -West REACT
Service. Organized October. 1965. The 24
members serve St. Louis, East St. Louis,
and surrounding territory. Group is also
active in HELP project.
Parlin, New Jersey: Middlesex County
Emergency Communications, Inc. The 35
members serve motorists in distress. Club is
also dedicated to assisting communities with
emergency communications when needed.
All mobiles are equipped to handle most
emergencies; members carry first aid equipment and are trained to aid accident victims. This group is seeking permission
from police and fire departments within the
county to permit members to assist at accident scenes and during emergencies where
additional manpower may be required.
Bronx, New York: Bronx Westchester CB
Association, Inc. Current membership: 66.
Club just received charter and incorporation papers. A CB 11 -Meter Award program is under way for "states heard" (only)
and verified, for CB'ers, amateurs, or SWL's.
Interested communicators should contact
Mr. Leo Fleury. 1075 Grand Concourse,
Bronx 52, N. Y.
Long Island, New York: Circuit Breakers
CB Radio Club. The 30 members are active in REACT and Civil Defense programs.
Club serves Suffolk County. Present officers: Fred Kenneth. 2Q6944, president;
John Lee, KBI5116, vice president; Charles
Reimann, KBG0711, chairman; Richard
Marcotte, KBI3195, secretary James Eckardt, KBI4001, treasurer; and Harry Weiss gerber, KBI2540, sergeant at arms.
Scarsdale, New York: Radio Respond.
This group organized in the summer of 1965
with 13 members. Emergency net serves
towns of Scarsdale, Hartsdale, and White
Plains in Westchester County. They expect
to be associated with Civil Defense and
REACT in the near future. Coordinators
for the emergency group are Mark Linett,
KMD5177; and Tom Garwin, KMD4638.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada: North Toronto CB Radio Group. Club publishes clean cut quarterly journal, supplements it with
periodic bulletins. Articles are directed to
;
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Now Available -The all -new

Spring 1966 Edition of ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK! Another big package of
over 30 fascinating do -it-yourself construction projects for:
Automotive Electronics
HiFi /Stereo & Audio
Short -Wave Listening

Amateur Radio
Photography
Test Equipment

at.

r

ZIFF -DAVIS SERVICE DIVISION, Dept. EEH

589 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012

You'll build such valuable units as...a super photo flash...
a simple auto light minder...a transistor FM multiplexer...
compact BCB DX antennas ...an electric fence charger...and
a self -regulating lighting controller.

COUNT ME IN
for a copy of the Spring 1966 ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK as I've indicated:

$1.25 enclosed, plus 15C for shipping and handling.
Send me the regular edition. ($1.50 for orders outside U.S.A.)

Each has complete, easy -to- follow schematics, parts lists and
how -to instructions that guarantee you perfect finished products! Plus- dozens of professional pointers, tips and tech-

$3.00 enclosed. Send me the Deluxe LeatherflexBound edition, postpaid. ($3.75 for orders outside
U.S.A.) Allow three additional weeks for delivery.

niques to increase your electronics skills and proficiency.

all, more than 148 pages of challenging projects that will
deliver hour after hour of sheer fun ...and provide you with
economically -built, useful items (to keep, or sell for a profit)
after you've finished.
In

Make sure you receive your copy of this valuable
handbook. Fill in the coupon and mail it today!

$1

please print

name

PF.-a6

25
address

A DELUXE, GOLD -EMBOSSED
LEATHERFLEX- BOUND EDITION

...just $3.00 postpaid
permanent, handsomely -bound collector's item that belongs in your electronics library! Check appropriate box on coupon.
This deluxe edition is

April, 1966

a

1

city

state

zip code

1

Lr.-------- - - - - -J
PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER.
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all age groups; a technical column is included. Officers: Bill Jones, XM41 -069,
president and journal editor; Peter Dunn,
XM41 -2915, vice president; Jane Eyer,
XM41 -4408, secretary /treasurer.
Don't forget to keep us posted on upcoming events and activities your group or club
will be involved with. Give us all the details on your emergency and rescue squads,
and enclose a good, clear photograph so we
can show the rest of the CB world what's
happening at your end of the band. The
address is: Matt P. Spinello, CB Editor,
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue,
New York, N. Y. 10016.
I'll CB'ing you.
-Matt, KHC2060

-

right into your tape recorder
then play it back and listen to the
so
lively sound of your own voice
natural, no one can tell the difference.
new
revolutionary
University's
Attaché is the smallest cardioid dynamic microphone ever made. Priced
right too! Free! "Microphones
'66"
a book every owner of
a tape recorder should have.

-

AMATEUR RADIO

-

11

UNIVERSITY SOUND

,

Dept. D -64 Box 1056
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73101
Name

/

b
6Ó

(Continued from page 80)
,

ú

.

Address

Letts

1

State

Zip

CIRCLE NO. 46 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

BROWNING...

best CB pair on
the air, anywhere.

Eagle Base Station with

RF gain control, 23-channel
operation, selectivity switch, crystal microphone,
cascade Nuvistor front end plus many other features.

Raven Mobile Unit has 23-channel
crystal control transmit and receive, 12 tubes,
19 functions, plus 2 transistors and 9 diodes. No
synthesizing. Write for complete specifications, prices.

6rownin

J

Pt4

Dept.
LABORATORIES, INC.
1269 Union Ave., Laconia, N. H. 03246

CIRCLE NO. 5 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

nadian government recently assigned the
144 to 144.1 mc. segment for exclusive amateur CW use in Canada. By the way, the
maximum authorized amateur transmitter
input power in Canada is now 1000 watts,
the same as it is in the United States.
How a QSL Bureau Works. In the November, 1965, issue of the Rochester Amateur Radio Association's RaRa Rag, Dick
Bourne, WA2HUV, describes how the
world's busiest QSL Bureau works. The
second call area QSL Bureau operated for
the ARRL by the North Jersey DX Association handles thousands of incoming DX
cards each month.
Every few days, a club member picks up
the cards from P. O. Box 303, Bradley
Beach, N.J. 07720, and holds them until just
before the monthly club meeting. Then,
several members open the packages and sort
the cards alphabetically -a task which takes
several hours. At the club meeting, the
cards are distributed to additional NJDXA
members who place them in envelopes and
mail them. Envelopes must be supplied, or
paid for, by the recipients. Cards for which
no envelopes are provided are held for one
year and then destroyed.
The envelopes come from two sources.
Amateurs in the second call area who work
foreign amateurs may send a supply of
stamped, pre -addressed, business -size envelopes with their call letters prominently
printed in the upper left corner to the Bureau. Or they may send $1, their call letters
and address, and the club will prepare up to
12 envelopes as they are required.
(Continued on page 106)
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172

COMPLETE SELECTION

OF

ANNUALS, YEAR-

BOOKS, DIRECTORIES AND HANDBOOKS from

JVJ

the
world's largest publisher of special interest
magazines. They're all editions that have
escaped many of our readers in past years
and are still on their most wanted list. Take a
moment to review the titles still available.
You're sure to find many of your favorites.

y2L.J
ELECTRONIC

EXPERIMENTER'S

PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL
selection of the World 's finest
photographs compiled by the editors
of Popular Photography. All editions
$1.25 each:

#1

1961.

1965............#2

1959

1964......... #3
1963.
#4
1962
#5

1958

1966..

_...

#6
#7
#8

---

1963
1964
1965

--

The

tually every car available in the United
States
Road tests
Technical
specifications
.
Accessories and
performance equipment buying guide
Guide to racing with action packed photos.
1966
#15
$1.25_

...

-

electronics hobbiest.
1965
Fall Edition
1962

most complete and up -to -date
guide to the exciting world of specialized radio communications.

A complete buyers guide covering vir-

Many challenging projects for the

1961

COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK

CAR & DRIVER YEARBOOK

EXPERIMENTER'S
HANDBOOK

CLECTRONIC

A

#9
$1.25
_. _........... #10
$1.00
-.. __..._.. _ #11
$1.00
$1.00 _._..._.. ___ _.._ #12
......__ #13
$1.00
Spring Edition -$1.25 #14

1964
1965

...

-

-$1.00.

_._.

$1.25

1966 -$1.25
1965

1964
1963

#16
#17

?s01RE(TORV....

r

DIRECTORY

World's most complete

--

photographic buying guide.
1966
$1.25
#22
1965
$1.00
#23

#18
$1.00__... #19
-$1.00...... #20
$1.00_
#21

--

FLYING

mPNOTOGRRPRV

PHOTOGRI,

-

ANNUAL

SKIING INTERNATIONAL

POLAROID LAND PHOTOGRAPHY

FLYING ANNUAL

YEARBOOK

Complete guide and only compre.
hensive and upto -date handbook
on Polaroid Land Photography.
1966
$1.25. _ #24
1963
81.00..__. #25

valuable aviation yearbook
Pilot reports
ever compiled
Flow to buy a
Aircraft directory .
Navcom directory
used airplane
Learn to fly section.
1966
$1.25....... #27
1965
$1.25.... _... #28
The most

luxuriously illustrated compendium
.
A
1965's important events
timely forecast of the excitement.
of

packed

1966

season

-by

--

.

°26

ELECTRONICS
INSTALLATION
SERVICING

STEREMF11A
DIRECTORY__

.

.

the editors

of Skiing Magazine.
1966 -$1.25

.

.

A

--

,....

.

COLORPnOrOßnnPHy

HAND60<?n 966

.

STEREO /Hi Fi DIRECTORY

Complete buyers guide for virtually
every Hi Fi component manufactured.
1966 -$1.25 _._ #29

1966
1965

-

Special
Only 200 copies available (#33)'.-an
international treasury of the year's
best color pictures selected by the
editors of Popular Photography. 162
pages, 64 in full color. This valuable
"collectors edition" will be shipped
to the first 200 persons ordering.

The only complete guide for servicemen
and hobbiests to every major phase of
consumer electronics servicing.

-$1.25_..... #30
$1.00.

COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL

ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION
AND SERVICING HANDBOOK

TAPE RECORDER ANNUAL
Everything you need to know about
tape recording including a complete
directory of mono and stereo recorders.

#31

1966

-

$1.25..

..

#32

-

$1.25_.._....#33

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER,

circle the num-

bers of the annuals you wish to receive on
the coupon, clearly print your name and
address and enclose your remittance. Please
be sure to enclose an additional 150 shipping and handling for each copy ordered.
Add 50K per copy for orders outside U.S.A.

riff
-Davis Publishing Co. -Dept. SD
Vine Park Avenue,

New York, N.Y. 10016
for the annuals circled below. My remittance includes

1

150 per copy for shipping and handling (504 for orders outside
understand quantities are limited and orders will be filled on a first

1

'9 am enclosing $
nadditional

.S.A.).

I

Tome -first served basis.

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

'Name
IAddress
City

17

i
1

1
PE.-46

1

State
Payment most be enclosed with order.

April, 1966

Zip Code
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www.americanradiohistory.com

You can earn more money
if you get an FCC License
...and here's our famous CIE warranty that
you will get your license if you study with us at home
NOT SAT IS ILL)

With your present income? The most practical thing
you can do about it is "bone up" on
your electronics, pass the FCC exam,
and get your Government license.
The demand for licensed men is
enormous. Ten years ago there were
about 100,000 licensed communications
stations, including those for police and
lire departments, airlines, the merchant
marine, pipelines, telephone companies,
taxicabs, railroads, !rucking firms, delivery services, and so on.
Today there are over a million such
stations on the air, and the number is
growing constantly. And according to
Federal law, no one is permitted to

operate or service such equipment
without a Commercial FCC License or
without being under the direct supervision of a licensed operator.
This has resulted in a gold mine of
new business for licensed service tech-

nicians. A typical mobile radio service
contract pays an average of about $100
a month. It's possible for one trained
technician to maintain eight to ten
such mobile systems. Some men cover
as many as fifteen systems, each with
perhaps a dozen units.

Coming impact of UHF
This demand for licensed operators
and service technicians will he boosted
again in the nest

5

years by the mush-

rooming of UHF television. To the 500
or so VHF television stations now in
operation, several times that many
UHF stations may be added by the li-

of UHF channels and the sale
million all -channel sets per year.

censing.

of

1(I

Opportunities in Plants
And there are other exciting opportunities in aerospace industries, electron-

ics manufacturers, telephone companies, and plants operated by electronic

automation. Inside industrial plants

like these, it's the licensed technician
who is always considered first for promotion and in -plant training programs.
The reason is simple. Passing the Federal government's FCC exam and get-

CI

ling your license is widely accepted
proof that you know the fundamentals
of electronics.
So why doesn't everybody who "tinkers" with electronic components get an
FCC License and start cleaning tip?
The answer: it's not that simple. The
government's licensing exam is tough.
In fact, an average of two out of every
three men who take the FCC exam fail.
There is one way, however, of being
pretty certain that you will pass the
FCC exam. ,knd that is to take one of
the FCC home study courses offered by
the Cleveland Institute of Electronics.
CIE courses are so effective that better than 9 out of every 1(1 CIE -trained
men who take the exam pass it..,on
their very first try! That's why we can
afford to hack our courses with the
iron -clad Warranty shown on the facing page: you get your FCC' License or
your money hack.
There's a reason for this remarkable
record. From the beginning, CIE has
specialized in electronics courses designed for home study. We have developed techniques that make learning at
home ease, even if you've had trouble
studying before.

in a Class by Yourself
Your CIE instructor gives his un-

divided personal attention to the lessons and questions you send in. it's like
being the only student in his "class."
He not only grades your work, he analyzes it. And he mails back his corrections and comments the same day he
receives your assignment. so you can
read his notations while evernthi 1g is
still fresh in your mind.

Mail Card for Two Free Books
Want to know more'? The postpaid reply card hound -in here will bring you
free copies of our school catalog describing opportunities in electronics,
our teaching methods, and our courses,

together with our special booklet,
"How to Get a Commercial FCC Li-

If card has been removed, just
send your name and address to us.
cense."

Matt Stuczynski,
Senior Transmitter
Operator, Radio
Station WBOE
"I give Cleveland

Institute credit for
my First Class
Commercial FCC

License. Even

though 1 had only six weeks of high
school algebra, CIE's AUTO -PROGRAMMEDr^^ lessons make electronics theory and fundamentals easy.
After completing my CIE Course. I
took and passed the 1st Class FCC
Exam. I now have a good job in
studio operation, transmitting, proof
of performance, equipment servic-

ing."
.

Chuck Hankins,
Chief Radio
'technican, Division
12, Ohio Dept.
of Highways
"My CIE Course

enabled me to pass
both the 2nd and
1st Class License
Exams on my first
attempt ...I had no prior electronics
training either. (Many of the others
who took the exam with me were
trying to pass for the eighth or ninth
time!) I'm now in charge of Division
Communications. It's an interesting.
challenging and rewarding fob. And
incidentally. I got it through CIE's
Job Placement Service."

Glenn Horning,
Local Equipment

Supers isor,Western
Reserve Telephone

Company

"There's

no

doubt about it. I
owe my 2nd Class

FCC License to

Cleveland Institute.
Their FCC License Course really
teaches you theory and fundamentals
and is particularly strong on transistors, mobile radio, troubleshooting
and math. Do I use this knowledge?
You bet. We're installing more sophisticated electronic gear all the
time and what I learned from CIE
sure helps."

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
E1776

E.

17th St., Dept. PE -39, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Stud) Council, and the only home study school to provide complete coverage
Suppressed Carrier
Laser Theory and Application
of electronics fundamentals plus such up -to -date applications as: Microminiaturization
Modulation Single Sideband Techniques Logical Troubleshooting Boolean Algebra Pulse Theory Timebase Generators...and many more.
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Cleveland Institute of Electronics

of success in obtaining a
Government FCC License
The Cleveland Institute of Electronics hereby warrants that
upon completion of the Electronics Technology, Broadcast
Engineering, or First -Class FCC License course, you will be
able to pass the FCC examination for a First Class Commercial Radio Telephone License (with Radar Endorsement) ;
OR upon completion of the Electronic Communications
course you will be able to pass the FCC examination for a
Second Class Commercial Radio Telephone License;
AND in the event that you are unable to pass the FCC test
for the course you select, on the very first try, you will receive a FULL REFUND of all tuition payments.
This warranty is valid for the entire period of the completion time allowed for the course selected.

.

. i ' T'.i ''

kil'r'

%rii
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Don't
Buy a
1966

Although the second method means more
work, the NJDXA prefers it, because it
helps solve the problem of storing thousands of pre- addressed envelopes. Other call
area QSL Bureaus with more room or less
business prefer the envelopes. The addresses
of the other U.S. and Canadian QSL Bureaus appear in the Communications Handbook.

Car! ...unl've

ess you
read the
196 6 Car and Driver Yearbook. It's got the answer to every automotive question you can think of ..

-

All new road tests of 60 models economy cars; compact, intermediate and full size sedans; sports sedans; sports and GT
cars; luxury cars.
A buyer's guide to
more than 100 other models, covering virtually every car available in the U.S.A.
A comprehensive analysis of what's
happening in the automobile industry

-

styling, engineering,
safety, prices and
predictions.
Technical specifications
of all domestic and
imported cars.

tr.1!lIó7tYE8

YEAR&f

spectator's guide to
racing, with action packed photos.
16
pages of accessories
A

and equipment for
your car.
8 -COLOR ANTIQUE
CAR CHART

-ready for framing

-

printed in Sweden.
Regularly $2.95.
Save $1 by ordering
now with 1966 Yearbook -both for just
$3.35!

Fill in Detach and Mail Coupon Today
Ziff -Davis Service Division /Dept. CDY
589 Broadway /New York, N.Y. 10012

- --

Send me the Yearbook only. $1.25 enclosed, plus
15¢ for shipping and handling. ($1.50 for orders
outside the U.S.A.)
Please send me the 1966 Car and Driver Yearbook
plus the Antique Car Chart. $3.35 enclosed. ($4.00
for orders outside the U.S.A.) Allow three additional
weeks for delivery.

print name

PE-46

address

city

state

zip code

(Payment must be enclosed with order)
c
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News and Views
reports via 75- meter phone that his
pet peeve is the operator who asks, "What's your
handle for the log ?" What the fellow is actually
saying is. I really don't care what your name is.
I just want to put something in my logbook."
Bruce Heimlich, WN2UVP, 8 -09 Plymouth Drive, Fair
Lawn. N. J., wuund up his new EICO 723 60 -watt
transmitter. Hau,marlund HQ -170 receiver, and
Hy -Gain 14 -AVQ antenna and worked seven states
and Canada his first three days on the air
Curt Bowen, WA9NVF, 1316 Oneida St.. Joliet, Ill.,
received QSL cards from 27 states as a Novice.
After six weeks as a General, Curt has 41 states
worked, 33 confirmed, and has also picked up a
lot of Canadians, Bermudans, Belgians, and Mexicans. He used a Heathkit DX -60A transmitter and
IIR -10 receiver in conjunction with 40- and 20meter dipole antennas-and, as a General, a Heath kit HG -l0 VFO. Under construction is an 80meter vertical antenna and a 20 -watt, 2-meter
Ron, W9JVF,

'

.

.

transmitter.

Bill Fries, 7906 Meredith Ave., Omaha, Nebr.,
spent seven months SWL'ing as WPEOEPA before
getting his Novice call, WNOMNO. He now works

and 15 meters using a 40- nneter dipole antenna
in tandem with the Heathkit DX -60A transmitter
and HR -10 receiver twins. The combination has
racked up 21 states
Dale E. Putnam, WNOLRJ,
Wray, Colo., runs close to 75 watts to his Heathkit
DX -40 transmitter on 80, 40, and 15 meters feeding separate dipole antennas for each band. Dale
receives on 80 and 40 meters with a war -surplus
BC -348, which tunes only up to 18 mc. An old
Hallicrafters S -38, therefore, takes over on 21 mc.
Dale boasts a 100% record on QSL returns from
26 states! When he earns his General ticket, he
will operate a Heathkit DX -100 and an SB -10 SSB
adapter on 80 and 40 meters. Besides hamming, he
likes to motorcycle ... If you are one of those who
think there really aren't any hams in Utah, your
Amateur Editor now has evidence to the contrary,
thanks to Steve Hatsis, WN7DAM, 627 "K" St., Salt
Lake City, Utah. Steve sent a photograph of Mark,
WN7DAN; Robert, WN7EDV; Homer, WN7DXD:
and himself, all from Salt Lake City. Unfortunately, the picture is too dark for reproduction here.
Each of them operates on 40 and 15 meters using
Knight -Kit T -60 transmitters. Furthermore, they
will gladly work anyone needing a Utah QSL card.
Steve receives on a Hallicrafters SX -140 receiver
and has a vertical ground -plane antenna; with this
combination, he has worked 38 states and six
countries. If all goes well, the four of them will
have their General tickets by the time you read
this item.
Gary Kaser, WA8KME, 314 Birch Lane, Paw Paw,
Mich., sticks mostly to 40 and 80 meters. Using
a Johnson "Ranger" transmitter and a Lafayette
KT -320 receiver, and either a horizontal dipole
antenna 45' high or a vertical antenna, he has
worked 45 states and has QSL cards from 43 of
them. Gary has a 20 -wpm code certificate and says
he acknowledges all QSL cards received
. Bob
Pace, WB6NBU, 7721 Westlawn Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif., has worked all states and all continents in
his 10 months as a General, but he still needs a
QSL card from Africa for his WAC certificate.
Forty countries -25 of them confirmed-have been
worked in the process. Athough Bob uses a Swan40

.
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350 SSB /CW transceiver, he is on CW at least
90% of the time. And when hl' is not on 15 meters

-his

favorite haunt since he worked two Europeans in a row there -you will find WB6NBU on
20 meters. Oh, yes. Bob's antenna farm grows
but a single crop -a Hy -Gain 14 -AVQ vertical.
Gary Tremblay, WN6NYM, 4566 Deal Drive, Long
Beach, Calif., quickly decided that the interference
was too great for him on the lower frequency
amateur bands; so he transferred operations from
80 and 40 meters to 2 meters. On "2" he transmits
with an AMECO TX -62 and receives either on the
receiver mode of his Heathkit "Twoer" or on a
Gonset GR -212 and a home -brew converter. A solitary 19" ground -plane antenna takes care of the
outside work. Gary expects to stay on the VHF's,
even when his General ticket arrives.
Don't forget that this is your column: let us
share your "News and Views." And we are always on the lookout for good, sharp pictures.
Keep those club papers caning, too, please. The
address is: Herb S. Brier, W9EGQ. Amateur Radio
Editor, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, P. O. Box 678, Gary,
Ind. 46401.
73, Herb, W9EGQ
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kc. and 99.9 mc. will be used in the system's AM and FM operations."
Another report, from Western Pennsylvania, reads: "Television Station WTAE,
Pittsburgh, recently had a film on the air
which showed the Blue Eagle, a U. S. Navy
Lockheed Constellation plane. It was
equipped with several antennas protruding
and complete facilities, including multiple
banks of tape machines and studios, control consoles, and other items. The plane
reportedly had just returned from the Pacific area where it was broadcasting to our
troops in Vietnam. A stopover was made in
Pittsburgh for fitting it out with special
equipment which is produced locally in that
area. The plane was going to be used in
some sort of geological survey work and its
broadcasting days may be over ..."
Your Short-Wave Editor would draw the
following conclusion from the above reports (bear in mind that this is only conjecture and not, as yet, fact): The plane in
Pittsburgh was a test model. Additional
equipment, possibly for the short waves,
FM, and television, was installed. The plane
made more tests in eastern areas, thereby
producing the transmissions which were reported by many of our monitors. Two new
planes were outfitted with equipment, based
on the tests made by the single plane, and
the latter, having served its purpose, will
now go into service in the geological survey field.
Monitors in West Coast areas, as well as
those in the South Pacific and Southeast
Asia sectors, should be on the watch for
broadcasts from the newer planes.
CURRENT STATION REPORTS

RADAR

Learn in your spare time at home for a
BIG PAY job in electronics. New Christy
Shop Method Home Training -is easy, fun,
because you work with actual equipment.
Quickly, you learn enough to EARN while you LEARN.
You receive

SHORT -WAVE LISTENING

The following is a resume of current reports. At
time of compilation all reports are as accurate
as possible, but stations may change frequency
and /or schedule with little or no advance notice.
All times shown are Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)
and the 24 -hour system is used. Reports should be
sent to SHORT-WAVE LISTENING, P.O. Box 333.
Cherry Hill, N.J., 08034, in time to reach your
Short -Wave Editor by the fifth of each month; be
sure to include your WPE Monitor Registration
and the make and model number of your receiver.
We regret that we are unable to use all of the reports received each month, due to space limitations, but we are grateful to all contributors.
Albania- Tirana has a new Eng. xmsn at 22002230 on 7265 kc. Albanian, probably to N.A., is
aired at 0030 -0057 on 9470 and 12,035 kc.
Angola-Luanda is currently quite audible on
7235 kc. from 0600 s /on, preceded by the IS and
followed by a version of "A Portuguesa," a plainly
given ID, and a program of pop music.
Bechuanaland -A portable radio xmtr has been
flown into this country for the purpose of relaying
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

the BBC into Rhodesia. which has stopped rebroadcasts since its unilateral declaration of independence. A tentative schedule lists the hours of
operation as 0400 -0730. 1015 -1145, and 1545 -2015. on
approximately 908 kc. A short -wave outlet is reportedly in progress and one report shows activity
from Francistown on 5016 kc. at 0400.
British Guiana- Station ZFY, R. Demerara,
Georgetown, is active again on 3265 kc. after an
absence of over a year. It was noted from 0240
with a brief news summary at 0243, and s /off
anmts for 3265 and 760 kc. at 0245. The signal suggests a new and powerful xmtr.
Ceylon -The Commercial Service from Colombo
was logged with BBC news ending at 1710. then
music (that's just past high noon. EST' -Ed.),
while the VOA outlet from Colombo was tuned in
Eng. at 1230. Both xmsns were on 7110 kc.
For the first time in two years. the VOA relay on
11,835 kc. is audible from 1100 to 1300 s /off with
mostly Eng. programming. The 9667 -kc. outlet
continues to be heard from 1230 with pop music, at
1300 with a BBC news relay, then pop music and
anmts to 1330, and a request program from 1500 to
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station reported here during the
past two months is, according to an overseas
Llano, operating on 6117 kc. A
del
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source.
new station is Emisora Mariana, Pasto, 4761 kc.,
noted relaying HJHZ, 1250 kc., evenings to 0310
s /off.

Congo (East) -Elisabethville, 11.866 kc., is again
being heard from 1730 to 2058 with pop music and
anmts, mostly in French. Another outlet on 9540
ka. is believed to be Elisabethville on a new frequency; it was logged at 0433 -0448 with local music
and French.
Dominican Republic -Station HICN, R. Antillas,
4962 kc., was noted from 0050 to 0115 when HJAE.
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UNIDENTIFIED STATIONS

Here are some real stumpers that only the
most ambitious SWL's will want to try to
identify. Let us know how you make out.
An Iranian regional station was heard on
7082 kc., at 1740 -1830 s /off, with an ID (partial)
There was some music of
of Inja Sadoye.
the Balkan and Persian types and some chantwere given very slowly
words
spoken
ing. The
and loudly.
Ecuadorians have been noted on 4971 kc. at
0305 with news in Spanish, giving Loja datelines, and on 3929.5 ka. at 0440 -0452 with a
sporting event.
Brazilians have been logged on 4915 kc. at
0925 with commercials in Portuguese (three
stations are listed for this frequency) and on
3295 kc. from 0840 to 0900 with uninterrupted
Latin American vocals and anmts in Portuguese. The ID at 0900 was given over a theme
played on a celeste.
Another Latin American station is on 4795.5
kc. around 0300-0400 using a format typical of
that region, but with poor audio.
Two Asians have been heard on 4220 kc. and
4020 kc., both around 1115 -1130. They may be
in Peking, but the language used was not Chinese. The two stations were not in parallel.
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Colombia, signed on. Station HIAF, R. Monte
Cristy, 3245 ka., is good around 0850 -0900 with a
" Rumbo Dominicano" program in Spanish.
Ecuador -Possibly a new station is R. Mil, 3370
kc., heard at 0310 -0330 with anmts in Spanish and
Eng. stating that the station is broadcasting "from
Esmeraldas, Ecuador." Station HCVS6, La Voz de
Saquisili, is very weak around 0227 -0245 on 4903 ka.
Station HCAU2, Emisoras Atalaya, Guayaquil,
seems to be the one logged on 4600 kc. at times,
April, 1966
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usually with spurts at 0200; this may be a move
from 4790 kc. Another move involves HCJA5, La
Voz del Rio Tarqui, Cuenca, from 3995 kc. to the
listed 3990 -kc. channel where it is heard with listener's request periods to 0430 closing. Station
HCJB, Ecuador, has Eng. to 2130, news in Spanish
to 2136, then music, on 11,770 kc.

THE NEW EMPIRE 888P CARTRIDGE

Ethiopia -ETLF,

Addis Ababa, was noted closing

its "evening" religious broadcast in Eng. at 2815
on a new frequency of 9575 kc.
France -Two new frequencies for Paris are 11,905
kc., noted from 0700 with news in French and dual
to 11.920 kc.: and 11,950 kc. noted from 1730 s /on
but badly mixed with VOA -Greenville.
French Guiana- Cayenne has a new frequency and
a revised schedule: 3385 kc. at 0915 -1100 and 20300100; and 6170 kc. at 1500 -1800. The best bet is the
3385 -kc. outlet from 0915 s /on. This station has
also been noted testing on the same frequency
with pop music until 0300 closing. Evidently they
have a new and higher powered xmtr.
Guatemala -After an absence of 20 years, TGWA,
Guatemala City, has made an appearnce on 15,170
kc. where it is heard well from 1800 to 2200 and
around 0330 with marimba music. The dual channel, 9760 kc., has also been reopened, and the station is heard on that frequency at 2312 -0002 and
around 0515 with requests for reports. To date,
only Spanish has been noted.
India-All India Radio, Delhi. has Eng. to Australia and New Zealand on 11,710 kc. at 1000 -1100,
with news at opening, commentary, Indian nitisic,
and a talk. This is a good bet for those who need
India.
Indonesia -West Coast DX'ers might look for
YDF3, 17,795 kc. (20 kw.), or YDF8. 9865 kc. (50
kw.), around 1430 -1530 in English. Another good
bet is an apparently very powerful xmtr on 7190
kc., heard as late as 1330. The location is not
known, but it may be Tandung Pinang or Sukarnopura.
Iran- Teheran is found on 7135 kc. continuously
from 1445 to 1715, mostly in Persian. This is
another example of reception of a station at a time
when you would least expect it to be heard.
Lebanon-The current schedule for xmsns from
Beirut to Africa, North and South. America, and
Europe, reads as follows: to Africa at 1830 -2030
(Eng. at 1830 -1900) on 11,770 kc.; to South America
at 2300 -0100 (no Eng.) on 9750 kc.; to North America, including the U. S., Canada, Mexico and Antilles, plus Europe, at 0310 -0200 (in French), at
0200 -0230 (Arabic to the East Coast), at 0230 -0300
(Eng.). at 0300 -0330 (Arabic to the West Coast),
;

Listen to its unbelievable frequency response that
spans the complete orchestral spectrum one full octave above and below the fundamental range of any
musical instrument. No other cartridge series can reproduce the entire musical range as precisely and
with such clarity as the Empire 888, 888P or 888PE.
See your Hi Fidelity dealer today and hear it live. For
complete literature write Empire Scientific Corp., 845
Stewart Ave., Garden City, N.Y. ,,
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and at 0330 -0400 (Spanish) on 9710 kc. Omnidirectional xmsns are broadcast daily at 0430 -0730 and
1415 -1820 on 5980 kc., and at 0930 -1400 on 9545 kc.
Malaysia -A recent verification from R. Malaysia
Singapore listed Eng. daily at 1200 -1500, 1700 -2200,
and 2300 -0600 on 11,940 kc. The IS consists of three
notes played on chimes. Reports go to: Broadcast
Division, Ministry of Culture, P. O. Box 1902,
Singapore.
New Zealand -R. New Zealand, Wellington,
broadcasts to the Pacific Islands at 1700 -1945 and
0600 -0845 on 9540 and 11,780 kc., and at 2000 -0545
on 15,280 kc.: to Australia at 2000 -2230 on 11,780
110
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DX PROVINCES AWARDS PRESENTED
To be eligible for one of the DX Provinces Awards designed for WPE Monitor
Certificate holders, you must have verified stations (any frequency or service)
in 6, 8, 10, or 12 Canadian provinces. (For these awards, the Yukon Territory and
the Northwest Territories are considered as provinces.) The following DX'ers
are the first to qualify for and receive awards in the cateyori,.s indicated.
TWELVE PROVINCES VERIFIED
David Smith (WPE1GBC), Everett, Mass.
TEN PROVINCES VERIFIED
Mike Shannon (WPE9HDX), Appleton, Wis.
Chuck Edwards (WPE4BNK), Fort Lauderdale,
Fla.
EIGHT PROVINCES VERIFIED
Gregg Calkin (VE1PE3L), Saint John, N. B.,
Canada
Mike Wolowich (VE3PE1TW), Fort William, Ont.,
Canada

kc., and at 2245 -0345 on 15.110 kc.: and to Antarctica at 0815 -0845 (Sundays only) on 9540 ke.
Nigeria -The latest schedule from La,ns reads:
1300 -2205 on 7275 and 9690 ke.: 13.1; -22L0 on 11,915

and 15.255 kc. Reports indicate best eception at
2000 -2200. All outlets are now up to 100 -kw. power.
Panama (Republic) -The only known short -wave
outlet on the air at present is La Voz del Baru,
David, 6045 kc. You may be ably to log it with
native music and a gong between sonic selections
up to 0355 s /off.
Peru- Station OAX8W, R. Sideral, Pucallpa, has
been noted on 9752 kc. at 2230 -0028 with Latin
American vocals.
Station OAX9D, R. Tropical, Tarapoto, has
moved from 9710 kc. to 9772 kc. where it has been
noted prior to 2300. Do not confuse this station
with OAX80. R. Amazonas, Iquitos. which is only 4
kc. lower.
Portugal -Although Lisbon's "Voice of the West"
program is announced for 5975 kc., it has been
heard evenings anywhere from 5960 to 5985 kc.
Spain- Madrid has been noted on a new and
unlisted frequency of 9568 kc. from 1950 to 2010 in
Spanish. This station has also been heard testing
on 9755 kc. with s /off in Eng. at 0145.
Spanish Guiana -The latest schedule from Santa
Isabel Fernando Poo. is: 0700 -2300 in Spanish (on
weekends). 1600 -1630 in Annobonesa, 1630 -1730 in
Pamue, 1730 -1830 in Bubi, and 1830 -1900 in Eng.
(the 1600 -1900 schedule is for weekdays). No frequencies were given but presumably they are 6240.
6345 and /or 7160 kc.
:

Sonar
CITIZENS
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pair of crystals, nickel
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SIX PROVINCES VERIFIED
Roger Camire (WPE1GEK), Manchester, N. H.
Craig Dewey (WPE9HLD), Menomonee Falls, Wis.
Tim Turnbull (VE2PE1GS), Montreal, Que., Canada
Patrick Richardson (WPE9GLO), Chicago, Ill.
Kenneth Kuberacki (WPE8CM), Detroit, Mich.
Lawrence Share (WPE9HNO), Chicago, Ill.
Martin Schneider (WPE2SV), Watertown, N. Y.
Bruce Gemmill (VE7PE1AD), Vancouver, B.C.,
Canada

Sudan -An accurate schedule from R. Omdurman
has been difficult to obtain for some time. Information from the station now gives the following:
an Arabic program, daily except Friday, at 04000530. 0600 -0900, 1100 -1300. and 1400-2100) and on
Fridays at 0400 -0500. 0600 -1300. and 1400 -2100; a
daily local program for Southern Sudan at 13001400; and daily European Service at 0530 -0600. Frequencies used are 4494 and 9508 ke.
Sweden -R. Sweden, Stockholm. reports the extension of two programs: The Home Service, First
Program, Sundays, on 6065 kc., from 0930 -1030 to
0930-1115. omnidirectional: and the daily xmsn to
South America on 11.705 kc. from 0100 -0315 to 01000345. The omnidirectional European Service at
0900 -1215 is now aired on 9625 kc. (previously 9620
kc.) due to heavy QRM; at 1400 -1430, however. 9620
kc. is still used.
Thailand- Bangkok, 11.943 kc., opens in Eng. at
1025, at a fair level but with poor modulation. Listen for the IS chimes of DO-MI- SOL- MI -DO.
U.S.S.R.- Leningrad, 6200 kc., was heard with six
pips at 0800 and an unfamiliar 8 -note IS on
chimes; then the ID "Govorit Leningrad, govorit
gorod Lenina" was given twice after which there
was a narrative reading. Dual channels are 7290
and 9625 kc. and all three broadcasts were heard
until past 1000. (The monitor who sent in this report also states: "I hasten to add that the xmtrs
are not located in Leningrad -they are either in
the Moscow area or the Far East. or a combination
of the two. The programs are produced in the
Leningrad studios 'dyla sovmorya- roughly. 'for
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to in the near future, be sure to notify us at once.
Affix address label showing old address here,
and print new address below.

Soviet people at sea' -but are carried by any number of Russian xmtrs. The Eng. xmsn from Vilnius
has been noted on 6200 kc., for example."
Other xmsns not -too -easy to hear are: Frunze,
Kirghiz SSR, 4010 kc.. at 1142 -1159 with Moscow
relay. and six pips at 1200; Krasnoyarsk, Asiatic
SSR, 5260 kc., in the clear at 1140 with songs in
Russian: Petrozavodsk, 5065 kc., in Russian at 0940
with Home Service programming; and Blagoveshchensk, 4957 kc., with talks and music at 05300545 fade -out.
A Turkish monitor reports hearing R. Moscow
on 900 kc. (medium waves) from 0100 to 0130 in

My New Address is:

SHORT -WAVE CONTRIBUTORS
Bill Smith (II JEIFL), Uxbridge, \lass.
Chris Lobdell (11-PE/GC/r, Heading. Mass.
Roger Cemtire, Jr.. (Il TI:IGEK), Manchester, N. H.
Stanley Mayo (117'EIG.III1. Portland, Maine

please print

name

(11TEIG:V0), Wellesley, Mass.
Arthur Delibert (11 "l'E'll/R), Lynbrook, N. V.
Kenneth Coyne (Il'1ì2LS/), Long Beach, N. l'.
Robert Kaplan (117'E2J1JR), Bronx, N. Y.
Stephen Bruns

address

(17'1'.11K1 "), Bayside. N. V.
Ronnie Tamagni (II'PE2.VI'K). Vineland, N. J.
Alan Coles (lI'I'F'\ ( 1'), Leonia, N. J.
John Hell) (IITE2A'lll'), West Orange, N. J.
Leonard Weitz (IfP1'0CD), Brooklyn, A. V.
Richard 1)'Angelo (II'l'E20I1K), Brooklyn, N. V.
Michael Kramer (11'PE201F), Bronx, N.
Kenneth Stern (Il J'E3FDZ), Philadelphia, Pa.
Grady Ferguson Or I'EUBC), Charlotte, N. C.
I'aul Reid, Jr. (ilTE4BKZ), APO. New York (Turkey)
Bruce Churchill (II7'F4El'D), Virginia Beach. Va.
Bob Conder (lFI'Eü1QT), Winston- Salem, N. C.
Jim Cuntbie (11. /'Ei.1('), Waco, Texas
Jody Coles (117'E'('SI1.), Houston, Texas
Wayne Harrell (it'PEEKB), El Dorado, Ark.
Stealer Hauisch (if /'F.nBI'.V ), l'asadena, Calif.
\laurice Garrick (II'l'I :ñPTP), Northridge, Calif.
Trey Clegg (II'PE6F. -1F), Fresno, Calif.
John (fall (11'PE7AGI'), Bountiful, Utah
Bob Palmer III'/'EìBBI, Spokane, Wash.
Paul Petnsky (11TES.1.'F). Pickford, Mich.
Joseph Arndt (117'E.s'CQ.V), Lima, Ohio
Robert Sabin (]ITEt'DBI, \Vilmington, Ohio
Robert Eddy (ll'PESEQIV), Newport, Ohio
(,reg Stec (IPI'E''1110), Allen Park, Mich.
Paul Johnson (11TE9GI"P). Monmouth, Ill.
Paul Henning (II7'E9HLC), Milwaukee, Wis.
S. L. Smothers (117'ECHFS), Kankakee, Ill.
A. R. Niblack (I1TE9KM), Vincennes, Ind.
John Beaver, Sr. (11'PEOAE), Pueblo, Colo.
Bill Black (11- PF.0DZR). Kansas City, Mo.
Douglas Hammock. Jr. (IV PE(DEOF), Morehouse, Ile.
Ronnie Engelhrecht (IITEOEOZ), Jefferson City, Mo.
Jack l'erolo (PI2PEIC), Milwaukee,
Harold Allen (I'E21'F1J:11), Arvida, Quebec, Canaria
Trevor Burke (l'E7PE1:111.), Victoria, B. C., Canada
Mike Thompson (I'E71 Et 6E), Vancouver, lt. C.,
Ahan Rayle-berg

state

city

Í.

date at new address

zip -code

Notify us of your address change as far in advance as possible
takes about 2 months for a
change to become effective. (Eg. A notice received in May becomes effective with the July
issue.)

-it

Mail to: POPULAR ELECTRONICS
1255 Portland Place, Boulder, Colorado 80302

AIRCRAFT POLICE FIRE
AM /FM VHF RECEIVERS

NEW

:164B covers 26 -54 and 88 -174

MC in
eight overlapping calibrated bands.
Advanced circuitry, higher sensitivity, vernier dial drive, large full vi,ion dial. Completely self- contained
with internal AC power supply and
sneaker.

364B

$49.95

348A transistorized tuneable converter.
Powered with self- contained battery. Excellent sensitivity. Designed for use with car.
home, or portable radios.
Also complete line of crystal controlled
converters for monitoring police, fire, aircraft. etc. signals.

348A

$34.95

Canada
Leo Alster, Rahway, N. J.
David Gross, Syosset, N. V.

Glenn Hauser. Enid, Okla.
Bob Hill, Washington, D. C.
Roger Legge, McLean, Va.
Barron Littlefield, Bristol, Conn.
Barry Weisman, Newton, Mass.
Corp., Ili ntreat,
Canadian Broadcasting
Canada
Sweden Calling DX'ers, Stockholm, Sweden

Quebec,

316C AUDIO EQUALIZER

$44.95

Variable equalizer necessary for professional quality recording or playback. Ideal for
use between mixer and tape recorder or tape t.,
tape, etc. Write for details or send $2.00 for LP
demonstration record. Covers tape and disc recording techniques. Refunded with purchase.
Order direct or write for information

Eng., to 0200 in Spanish. and to 0230 in English.
The program was announced as being beamed to
N.A. (Editor's Note, This was probably a Home
Service relay of the N.A. program. It is highly unlikely that N.A. DX'ers would be able to hear it
on 900 kc. because of the large number of North
American stations already on that channel. It's
worth a try, however).
Vietnam (North)- Hanoi. 11,755 kc., is heard at
with Eastern music, at 1300 with ID in Eng.,
and at 1305 with Chinese music. An outlet, believed
to be Hanoi. on 15,116 kc., is heard from 0007 to
0025 s /off with nationalistic music and commentary in Vietnamese.
1250

CIRCL
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ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE
COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering
commercial products or services. 90f per word (including name and address). Minimum order $9.00. Payment

must accompany copy except when ads are placed by
accredited advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5%
for 6 months; 10% for 12 months paid in advance.
READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to
buy or sell. 55f per word (including name and address).
No Minimum! Payment must accompany copy.

FOR SALE
FREE! Giant bargain catalog on transistors, diodes, rectifiers, SCR's, zeners, parts. Poly Paks, P.O. Box 942,

Lynnfield, Mass.
MESHNA'S TRANSISTORIZED CONVERTER KIT $4.50.
Two models converts car radio to receive 30 -50 me or
100 -200 me (one me tuning). Meshna. Lynn, Mass. 01901.
ELECTRONIC Ignition Kits, Components. Free Diagrams.
Anderson Engineering, Epsom, New Hampshire 03239.
GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers. Transmitters, Snooper scopes, Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 25f. Meshna,
Nahant, Mass. 09108.
ROCKETS: Ideal for miniature transmitter tests. New
illustrated catalog, 25f. Single and multistage kits, cones,
engines, launchers, trackers, technical information, etc.
Fast service. Estes Industries, Penrose 18, Colorado.
"SPECIAL! WPE- SWL -CB -QSL cards, 3 colors, $2.50 per
100 -Free Samples, Garth, Jutland, New Jersey."
CANADIANS -GIANT Surplus Bargain Packed Catalogs.
Electronics, Hi -Fi, Shortwave, Amateur, Citizens Radio.
Rush $1.00 (Refunded). ETCO, Dept Z., Box 741, Montreal, CANADA.
WEBBER Labs. Transistorized converter kit $5.00. Two
models using car radio 30 -50 Mc or 100 -200 Mc, one Mc
spread. Easily constructed. Webber, 72 Cottage, Lynn,
Mass.
JAPAN & Hong Kong Electronics Directory. Products,
components, supplies. 50 firms -just $1.00. Ippano
Kaisha Ltd., Box 6266, Spokane. Washington 99207.
CANADIANS, TRANSISTORS AND PARTS. Free catalogue
contains reference data on 300 transistors. J. & J. Electronics, Dept. PE, Box 1437, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
TRANSISTORIZED CONVERTER 26 -200 MC. Receive signal from 26 to 200 MC (1 MC spread), on broadcast band
using car radio, crystal control or tuneable (1 MC
spread). Kit $11.00 pp. Wired $20.00 pp. Webber Labs,
72 Cottage St., Lynn, Mass.

TRANSISTORS- Miniature Electronic Parts. Send for free
Catalog. Electronic Control Design Company, P. O. Box
1432K, Plainfield, N.J.
INVESTIGATORS, FREE BROCHURE, LATEST SUBMINIATURE ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT, ACE
ELECTRONICS, 11500 -L NW 7TH AVE., MIAMI, FLA.
33168.

CONVERT any television to sensitive, big- screen oscilloscope. Only minor changes required. No electronic experience necessary. Illustrated plans, $2.00. Relco Industries, Box 10563, Houston 18, Texas.
ACHTUNG! Das machine is nicht fur Gerfingerpoken und
mittengraben. Is easy schnappen der Springenwerk,
blowenfusen und poppencorken mit spitzensparken. Ist
nicht fur gerwerken by das Dummkopfen. Das rubber necken sightseeren keepen hands in das pockets. Relaxen
und watch das Blinkenlights. This attractive, brass
metal plaque only $2.00 each, ppd. Southwest Agents,
Dept. P, P.O. Box 12283, Fort Worth, Texas 76116.
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GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in
bold caps at no extra charge. Additional words may be
set in bold caps at 10f extra per word. All copy subject
to publisher's approval. Closing Date: 1st of the 2nd
preceding month (for example, March issue closes January 1st). Send order and remittance to: Hal Cymes,
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New York,
New York 10016.

transistor locators detect buried
gold, silver, coins. Kits, assembled models. $19.95 up.
Free catalog. Relco -A33, Box 10563, Houston 18, Texas.
TELEPHONE VOICE SWITCH: (LS -500). ACTUATES AUTOMATICALLY AND UNATTENDED ANY TAPE OR WIRE RECORDER. PICTORIAL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
INCLUDED. $23.75. POST PAID USA, WJS ELECTRONICS.
737 NORTH SEWARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90038.
INVESTIGATORS: KEEP IN STEP WITH ADVANCEMENTS
IN THE ART OF ELECTRONICS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL.
SEND $1.00 FOR EQUIPMENT BROCHURE. WJS ELECTRONICS, 737 NORTH SEWARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
90038.
BUG DETECTOR: WILL DETECT AND LOCATE SURREPTIDEVICES IN CONFERENCE
TIOUS TRANSMITTING
ROOMS, HOME AND OFFICES, ETC. WRITE FOR DETAILS.
WJS ELECTRONICS, 737 NORTH SEWARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90038.
SAFEGUARD PRIVACY! New instrument detects electronic
'bugs,' wire -tapping and snooping devices. Free information. Dee Equipment, Box 7263 -E7, Houston 8, Texas.
CB- WPE -QSL CARDS. Same High Quality, Beautiful,
Glossy multi -color cards. New LOW PRICES. 26 SAMPLES, 25f. Dick, W8VXK, 19QA0625, Gladwin, Mich.
48624.
"GREAT BUYS" Catalog 10f. Multimeter Special $9.95,
VHF Transmitter, Stepping Switch, Torroid Assemblies,
UHF Grounded Grid, VHF Transistorized Amplifiers, Variacs 5a -10a, Mercury Relays. Fertik's, Ninth Tioga, Phila.,
Pa. 19140.
ELECTRONIC "CRACKAJACKS," transistors -photocells
-relays. Guaranteed prize box $1.00 plus 15 pp. DART
ELECTRONICS, Box 214, Jericho, N.Y.
LOWEST Prices Electronic Parts. Confidential Catalog
Free. KNAPP, 3174 8th Ave. S.W., Largo, Fla.
NEW Supersensitive

BUILD A "LIVE" TV CAMERA CHEAPER THAN EVER!
Simplest 5 tube circuit to date. EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE acclaimed by hundreds of constructors all over
the country. Circuit specifically designed to use maximum
number of standard, readily available parts -most can
be obtained from "junkbox" or discarded TV sets. We
Furnish only the hard -to -find components and EASY -TOFOLLOW PLANS. Choose from 6 different kits (including
printed circuit models). Prices start as low as $16.95!
Plans included FREE with each kit or available separately for $3.- refundable with later order of any kit.
PERFECT FOR HAMS, EXPERIMENTERS, SCIENCE FAIR
STUDENTS. Check our unbelievable prices. RUSH 10f
FOR INFORMATION PACKED CATALOG. Box 396P, ATV
RESEARCH, South Sioux City, Nebr. 68776.
R.F. CONVERTERS $10 up. World's largest selection. Also
CCTV cameras, transmitters, etc. Lowest factory prices.
Catalog 10f. Vanguard 196 -23 Jamaica Ave., Hollis,
N.Y. 11423.

110VAC 60cy 350 Watts. From car generator. Easy conversion. Plans $2.00. TEDCO, P.O. Box 12098, Houston,
Texas 77017.
DIAGRAMS -SENT AIRMAIL- TELEVISION $3.00. RADIO
1919 -1965 $2.00. GIVE MODEL. DIAGRAMS, BOX 55,
WILLIAMSPORT, PA. 17704.
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Hobbyists. experimenters, amateur scientists.
Build your own coherent -light optical laser. Complete instructions, drawings, schematic diagrams and parts list.
$6.00. Same as above, diode laser, $3.00. Technical
Writers Group, Box 5501, State College Station, Raleigh,
LASER:

N.C. 27607.
REVERBERATOR (ECHO) UNIT: Build your own. Complete
plans, drawings, schematic and parts list. $3.00. Use

with automobile radio, home radio or record player.
Technical Writers Group, Box 5501, State College Station,
Raleigh, N.C. 27607.
RADAR: Build your own ultrasonic doppler radar. Detect
motion of people, automobiles, even falling rain drops.
Transistorized, uses standard small 9 -volt battery. Complete plans, drawings, schematic diagrams and parts
list. $4.00. Technical Writers Group, Box 5501, State
College Station, Raleigh, N.C. 27607.
TV CAMERA: Build your own. The real thing -no rotating
disc. Uses 5 tubes plus videcon tube. Output: 72 ohms,
and also any channel 2 to 6. Receive on any TV set
without modification. Excellent circuit -good picture.
Complete plans. drawings, schematic and parts list.
$6.00. Technical Writers Group, Box 5501, State College Station. Raleigh, N.C. 27607.
WE SELL CONSTRUCTION PLANS. Telephone Equipment: $40 Answering Machine, $15 Bell System Type
Speaker Phone. Phonevision $10 Legal Telephone Connector, Telephone Extension in your cars, $25 Automatic
Dialer, Central Dial System. Television Equipment: $50
Camera, $30 3DTV Converter, $35 All Electronic Color
Converter, Video Recorder. Hobbyist: $50 Ultrasonic
Dishwasher, Transistorized Teletype, $75 Electron Microscope, Electronic Tranquilizer, Private Eye Tail Transmitter, Police Radar Detector plus Legal Jammer, ALL
ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER. Plans $4.95 each. Air Mail
Service 50¢ each. SUPER HOBBY CATALOG 10¢. Don
Britton Enterprises, 7906 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90046.
FREE ELECTRONICS (new and surplus) parts catalog.
Bigelow Electronics, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.
SECURITY ELECTRONICS introduces its NEW 1966 line
of SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT. Improved NEW designs
for maximum performance and greater value. FREE DETAILS. Security Electronics -PE, 11 East 43rd St., N.Y.,
N.Y. 10017.
COMPONENTS? Kits? Hardware? For catalogue write
Trans -Vu -Pats, Box 267, Chelsea, Mass. 02150.
DETECTIVES GO or no GO in HIGH QUALITY LOW COST
Electronic Surveillance Equipment SILMAR MAKES the
DIFFERENCE. Write Today! SILMAR ELECTRONICS, 3476
N.W. 7th Street, Miami, Fla. 33125.
DIAGRAMS for repairing Radios $1.00. Television $2.50.
Give make model. Diagram Service, Box 1151 PE, Manchester, Connecticut 06042.
SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT- Hottest on market today.
Complete Kits. Brochure -$1.00. Tri -Tron, Inc., P.O. Box
3183, Albuquerque, N.M. 87110.

YOUR
POSTMASTER
SUGGESTS:

ALWAYS
INCLUDE YOUR
(ZIP CODE)

NUMBER
IN YOUR
RETURN ADDRESS
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CIRCUIT Boards, Parts for "Poptronics" projects. Free
catalog. DEMCO, Box 16297, San Antonio, Texas 78216.
MOISTURE ME E.t electronically determines moisture
content of soil. Tells when to water lawn, etc. Plans $1.50.
Holiday, 2614 Fillmore, El Paso, Texas 79930.
DETECTIVES: ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE DEVICES.
LOW COST. SIMPLE OPERATION. FREE BROCHURE.
TROL ELECTRONICS -P, 31 West 8th Street, New York,
N.Y.
INVESTIGATORS- DETECTIVES -INDUSTRIAL SECURITY
OFFICERS: New 1966 line of Electronic Surveillance De-

vices. Incorporating most advanced subminiature design.
Greater range; lower battery drain; unique sophisticated
circuitry; extremely durable. HIGH QUALITY PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT AT ROCK BOTTOM PRICES. Foolproof wireless units are extremely SIMPLE TO USE! You
DO NOT have to be an engineer to get PROFESSIONAL
results with THIS equipment. TROL 1966 models ready
NOW! Take advantage of Special Introductory Offer.
Don't delay! For FREE details write TROL ELECTRONICS PE, 31 West 8th Street, New York, N.Y.
TEST TRANSISTORS using your multimeter, Tester $2.98,
3 S Electronics. P.O. Box 501, Mundelein, Ill. 60060.
007 ELECTRONIC devices. Straight from James Bond's
GOLDFINGER and THUNDERBALL. Reasonable prices.
Free catalog. Baker Electronics, R.R. 3, Greencastle, Indiana 46135.
15 DISTANCE ONE -TUBE plans -250. "One -Tube Hand book"-50¢. Includes Transistor experiments, catalog.
Laboratories, 993 -L, Redwood City, Calif. 94064
GABBY! Kills talking radio, FM, TV commercials! Transistorized. Easy to build and attach. Plans $3.00. Music
Please, Box 33, Haddonfield, N.J. 08033.
100 milliwatt, 3 transistor,
BEEP
BEEP
BEEP
2 "x11/2 "x1 /2" CB telemetering transmitter signals its location for miles. Hundreds of scientific and James Bond
uses. Build for $5.00. Illustrated construction manual
and FREE Gift, only $2.00. Details free. Baker Electronics, R.R. 3, Greencastle, Indiana 46135.
PERSONALIZED Photo QSL cards. Samples, Prices 154.
Mike Boyar, GPO Box 2066, New York, N.Y. 10001.
COPYRIGHTED INFORMATION, "How A Computer Can
Work For You With Ten Page Table Compiled And Printed
On Computer Paper By Electronic Computer ", gives
10,000 amazing printed answers, has instructions for
every day use. Send $1.00 for copy to the National Electronic Computer Club, Drawer 21061D, Kalorama Station,
Washington, D.C. 20009.
GIANT TESLA COIL- FORTY -INCH SPARKS! Complete
plans $5.00. Details, color photo 500. Huntington Electronics, Inc., Dept. A, Box 9 Huntington Station, Shelton,
Conn. 06484.
HUMIDITY- MOISTURE SENSORS & Control Circuits. Two
for $5 or $3.00 each. No COD's. L S & A ELECTRONICS
CO., Box 626, La Mesa, Calif.
MOVIES Manuals, Chassis, Tires, Cheap. Stamp Please!
Macrie, Bremen, Egg Harbor City, N.J. 08215,
TV CAMERA Under $40.00- Transistorized Flying Spot
Scanner -Schematics, Photographs, Plans, $3.00. Very
Sensitive three Transistor Metal Detector -Schematic,
Plans, $2.00. Fascinating Wooden Clock Plans- $3.00.
Free -New Illustrated Catalog. Beck, 2950 Sarah Court,
Newbury Park, Calif. 91320.
ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE DEVICES, detectives, hobbyists. SNOOPER FM wireless microphone $44.50. TAILABEEP, bumper beeper $74.50. TELEGAB phone transmitter $49.50. Other guaranteed high quality items in
our catalog. Fudalla Associates, 1134 Avenue Road,
Toronto 12, Ontario, Canada.
WHOLESALE: Microphones 89¢, Transformers 34¢, Electrolytics 8¢. Hundreds of items, Buyers only. Catalog 250.
Refundable. Royal, Box 2591, El Cajon, Calif. 92021.
TRANSISTOR Ignition System. Popular Brand Name. Reducing Stock. Big Discount. Write for Literature. King's,
23015 Roxana, East Detroit, Mich. 48021.
EXPERIMENTERS, Latest Transistorized Projects Catalog
100. Hazelton Scientific, Box 163, Hazel Park, Mich,

...

...

...
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SECRETS OF DIODE /TRANSISTOR TESTING REVEALED.
In /Out Circuit. Accurate- Rapid. Includes Tester. Identifies PNP /NPN Types. Checks for opens /shorts /leakage/
Beta gain -Kit $6.95 -Wired $9.95. TINY CIRCUITS &
COMPONENTS, 9111 Mendota, Detroit, Mich. 48204.

ORIENTAL Electronics Directory. 200 Japanese -Hong
Kong Manufacturing Exporters. All products. $2. Dee, Box
211, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213.

HIGH FIDELITY
"LOW, Low quotes: all components and recorders. HiFi,
Roslyn 9, Penna."
HI -FI Components, Tape Recorders, at guaranteed "We
Will Not Be Undersold" prices. 15 -day money -back guarantee. Two -year warranty. No Catalog. Quotations Free.
Hi- Fidelity Center, 239 (P) East 149th Street, New York
10451.
FREE! Send for money saving stereo catalog #P4E and
lowest quotations on your individual component, tape
recorder, or system requirements. Electronic Values, Inc.,
200 W. 20th St., New York, N.Y. 10011.

NEW B.S.R. record changers $13. New Garrard record
changer $27. AM -FM stereo tuner w /amplifier $65. P.E.
Changers, 2741 Sedgwick Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10468.

WANTED
CASH Paid! Unused tubes, electronic equipment. Barry,
512 Broadway, N.Y.C. 10012.

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed.
Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass.
GOLD, Silver, Platinum (any form) Diamonds Bought,
Information Free. Wilmot's, 1067V Bridge, Grand Rapids,
Mich. 49504.

HAM EQUIPMENT
distributor and SAVE. TRAM &
HAMMARLUND lines. A 6 channel as low as $85.00 (list
129.95) Free catalogue. Gaston Two -Way Electronics, 921
Church Street, Nashville, Tenn. 37203,
CB -HAM Buy direct from

BARGAINS! Transmitters, Receivers offered, wanted in
"Harp Trader ". Interesting copy 10¢. Brand, Sycamore, Ill.

TUBES
BEFORE You Buy Receiving Tubes, Transistors, Diodes,
Electronic Components and Accessories
send for
Giant Free Zalytron Current Catalog, featuring Standard
Brand Tubes: RCA, GE, etc. -all Brand new Premium
Quality Individually Boxed, One Year Guarantee -all at
Biggest Discounts in America! We serve professional
.

servicemen, hobbyists, experimenters, engineers, technicians. Why Pay More? Zalytron Tube Corp., 469 -E Jericho
Turnpike, Mineola, N. Y. 11502.
TUBE Headquarters of World! Send 10¢ for Catalog
(tubes, electronic equipment) Barry, 512 Broadway,
N.Y.C. 10012.
RADIO & T.V. Tubes -33¢ each. Send for free list. Cornell,
4213 University, San Diego, California 92105.

TUBES "Oldies", latest. Lists free. Steinmetz,
Maplewood, Hammond, Indiana 46324.

7519

Catalog. Electronic parts, tubes. Wholesale.
Thousands of items. Unbeatable prices. Arcturus Electronics ZD, 502 -22 St., Union City, N.J. 07087.
FREE
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PLANS AND KITS
SENSATIONAL LISTENING, SENSITIVE, POCKET V.H.F.
POLICE RECEIVER, Easily Assembled, Plans $2.00.
Ottawa Sales Company, Box 627, Holland, Mich. 49424.
ELECTRONIC DEVICES -Kits or assembled. For CAR,
HOME and BOAT. Catalog Free. EARN MONEY selling
these useful items. Write for details. Electronic Products
Co., Dept. A, Box 8485, St. Louis, Mo. 63132.
MELODY ORGAN, 60 tones, 3 registers, Vibrato. Easy to
build. Manual $3. Free folder. SOLOTRON Company.
29641 Gilchrist, Farmington, Mich.
AMAZINGLY Accurate In- Circuit Transistor Checker Plans
$1.00. Spunsalco, Box 8181, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74151.
AMAZING! Mr. Tap -Toe Dances to Music. Connect Across
Speaker Terminals. Plans $1.00. Ed Maher, 9401 Encino
Ave., Northridge, Calif. 91324.

TAPE AND RECORDERS
BEFORE Renting Stereo Tapes

try us. Postpaid both ways

-no deposit- immediate delivery. Quality -Dependability
-Service- Satisfaction -prevail here. If you've been dis-

satisfied in the past, your initial order will prove this is
no idle boast. Free Catalog. Gold Coast Tape Library, Box
2262, Palm Village Station, Hialeah, Fla. 33012.
RENT Stereo Tapes -over 2,500 different -all major labels -free brochure. Stereo-Parti, 1616 -PE Terrace Way,
Santa Rosa, California.
STEREO TAPES. Save up to 60% (no membership fees,
postpaid anywhere U.S.A.). Free 60 page catalog. We discount batteries, recorders, tape accessories. Beware of
slogans "not undersold," as the discount information
you supply our competitor is usually reported to the
factory. SAXITONE, 1776 Columbia Road, Washington,
D.C.
TAPE RECORDER SALE. Brand new, latest models, $10.00
above cost. Arkay Sales, 1028-C Commonwealth Ave.,
Boston, Mass. 02215.
AUTOMATIC telephone connection for transistorized

Concord, Panasonic, Craig, Aiwa and other brands. Also
SURVEILLANCE Devices and accessories. Free Details,
Security Electronics-PER 11 East 43 St., N.Y. 10017.
TAPE Recorders, Hi -Fi, components, Sleep Learning
Equipment, tapes. Unusual Values Free Catalog. Dress ner, 1523PE, Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park 11, N. Y.
TAPE -MATES now offers ALL TAPES -ALL LABELS at TREMENDOUS SAVINGS plus FREE Tape -Mates membership.
For FREE brochure write TAPE -MATES, 5280 -PE W. Pics
Blvd., Los Angeles 90019.
RENT 4 -TRACK STEREO TAPES -When narrowed down
TRIMOR becomes the wide choice- Goodbye to partial
satisfaction. Service and Dependability our keynote -All
MAJOR LABELS -FREE CATALOG (48 states) -TRIMOR
Company, P. O. Box 748, Flushing, N.Y. 11352..
SOUND EFFECTS, Social Satire. Sountage Recordings,
Box 176, Levittown, New York 11756.
TAPES. TAPE RECORDERS-sold, exchanged. Free catalog. Tower, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444.
TAPE transport. NAB recording studio quality. Build
yourself for amazingly low cost. Detailed plans $5.00.
Free particulars. Pepke Laboratories, 309 -B West 19
Street, New York, N.Y. 10011,

MUSIC
ENJOY "Music- Only" programs now available on the FM
broadcast band from coast to coast with M.A.'s sub carrier detector used with your tuner. Kit $49.50 Wired
$75.00. Music Associated, 65 Glenwood Road, Upper
Montclair, N.J. (201) 744-3387.
POEMS wanted for new songs. Nashville Music Institute,
Box 532 -E, Nashville, Tennessee.
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REPAIRS AND SERVICES

INSTRUCTION

TV Tuners rebuilt and aligned per manufacturers specification. Only $9.50. Any make UHF or VHF. We ship
COD. Ninety day written guarantee. Ship complete with

LEARN While Asleep, hypnotize with your recorder, pho-

nograph. Astonishing details, sensational catalog free!
Sleep- Learning Association, Box 24 -ZD, Olympia, Wash.
FCC License in 6 weeks. First Class Radio telephone. Results Guaranteed. Elkins Radio School, 2603B Inwood,
Dallas, Texas.
HIGHLY- effective home study review for FCC commercial phone exams. Free literature! Cook's School of
Electronics, Craigmont, Idaho 83523.
REI First Class Radio Telephone License in (5) weeks
Guaranteed. Tuition $295.00. Job placement free. Radio
Engineering Institute, 1336 Main Street, Sarasota, Fla.
License
Training- CorresponELECTRONICS -F.C.C.
dence, or resident classes. Free details. Write: Dept. 3,
Grantham Schools, 1505 N. Western, Hollywood, Calif.
90027.
LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at home all
makes including transistors. Experimental kit- troubleshooting. Accredited NHSC, Free Booklet. NILES BRYANT
SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton, Dept. A, Sacramento 20, Calif.
BEGINNERS CODE THE FIVE METHOD 5 wpm solid,
Guided sending, NO HELP NEEDED. Key -Oscillator transmits to radio or speaker connect. (3) 12" 331/3 records or
33/4 capstan tapes. Rim drive available. (write for details) MONEY BACK TRIAL $14.85. Postpaid. PAGE ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE, 1158 West 54 Street, LOS ANGELES
90037.
FIX ANY TELEVISION RECEIVER. Become expert repairman on Black /White -Color sets. "Work bench" method
used by thousands of "pros ". Write specifying black/
white, or color. National Technical Research Labs., 6441
S. Westren Ave., Whittier, Calif.
FCC LICENSE THROUGH TAPE RECORDED INSTRUCTION. Bob Johnson Audio -Visual Training, 1060 D Duncan,
Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266.
ELECTRONICS COURSE-$2.00. A complete basic electronics course for home study. Hammond Home Study
Courses, Dept. E, P.O. Box 332, DeLand, Fla. 32720.

tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer brochure.
JW Electronics, Box 51C, Bloomington, Indiana.
METERS -TEST EQUIPMENT REPAIRED- CALIBRATED.
free catalog. Bigelow Electronics, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.
ELECTRONIC KITS wired- rewired. Professional Service.
Free information. Kit Service, Box 33138A, Cincinnati,
Ohio 45233.

EQUIPMENT
FREE electronics catalog. Tremendous bargains. Electrolabs, Dept. C -658D, Hewlett, New York 11557.

SHORTWAVE LISTENING
SWL GUIDE, English programs listed by the hour.
1966 EDITION, $2.00. SWL Guide, 218 Gifford, Syracuse 2,
N. Y.

SWL NEWS, printed, monthly, LISTENER'S magazine.
Sample 60 cents. SWL NEWS, P.O. Box 9768, Kansas
City, Mo. 64134.

TOOLS
TOOL Catalog send 250. Silvo Hardware, 107 Ziff Walnut,
Phila., Penna. 19106.

MAGNETS
MAGNETS -Alnico- Ceramic -Flexible -Assemblies. What
you need, we have. Special -Five assorted magnets,
$1.00. Maryland Magnet, 5412 -H Gist, Baltimore, Md.
21215.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
Please refer to heading on first page of this section for complete data concerning terms, frequency discounts,
closing dates, etc.
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PATENTS
INVENTIONS; Ideas developed for Cash /Royalty sales.
Raymond Lee, 130 -G West 42nd. N.Y.C. 10036.

INVENTIONS WANTED
INVENTIONS wanted. Patented; unpatented. Global Marketing Service, 2420 -P 77th, Oakland 5, Calif.
INVENTORS. We will develop, help sell your idea or Invention, patented or unpatented. Our national manufacturer clients are urgently seeking new items for outright
cash sale or royalties. Financial assistance available. 10
years proven performance. For free information, write
Dept. 41, Wall Street Invention Brokerage, 79 Wall Street,
New York 5, N.Y.
INVENTORS! Sell your invention for cash or royalties!
Our client manufacturers eagerly seek new items.
Patented. Unpatented. Financial assistance if needed. 25
years proven performance. For free information, write
Dept. 20, Gilbert Adams, Invention Broker, 80 Wall St.,
New York 5, N.Y.
INVENTORS! Outright cash sale or royalties for your

inventions. Patented. Unpatented. Active demand from
our client manufacturers. Financial assistance available.
Write Dept. 35, United States Invention Brokerage, 78
Wall Street, New York 5, N.Y.
INVENTORS! Don't sell your invention, patented or unpatented, until you receive our offer. Eagle Development
Company, Dept. P, 79 Wall Street. N.Y. 5, N.Y.
PATENT Searches including Maximum speed, full airmail
report and closest patent copies, $6.00. Quality searches
expertly administered. Complete secrecy guaranteed.
Free Invention Protection forms and "Patent Information." Write Dept. 9, Washington Patent Office Search
Bureau, 711 14th Street, N.W., Washington 5, D.C.
IMMEDIATE cash, for Patent Applications, free Patent
Searches. Write for details. Universal Patents, 184 -X,
Marion, Ohio.
INVENTORS Complete Guide Book lists needed inventions; tells how to develop and patent your idea; how to
market your invention and hundreds of other facts for
inventors. Free brochure. Castellazzo, 3257-5X Kansas,
Oakland, Calif. 94602.

Dollar s-t-r-e-t-c-ii-e-r
...1966 edition!
If you're in the market for photography equipment and you
want to get the most for your money, send for the 1966
PHOTOGRAPHY DIRECTORY & BUYING GUIDE right now!
Then just

sit back and

be as choosy as you

like!

You'll have access to over a thousand different items -with
complete, point -by -point information on manufacturer, model
number, size, special characteristics and price.
And the 1966 edition of this big, valuable factbook is

more comprehensive than ever before. A large, new
81/2" x 11" format now brings you virtually every
category of photo gear you want to know about...160
pages of all the latest equipment!

Expert tips on how to buy and what to look for in ...still
cameras, flash equipment, meters, lenses, movie cameras,
projectors, super -8, titlers, editors, slide equipment, tape
recorders, enlargers, films, filters...and more!
The 1966 PHOTOGRAPHY DIRECTORY & BUYING GUIDE has
been compiled by the editors of POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY.

That means authoritative, precise information. Dollar-stretching data that will help you select the best equipment in your
price range, consistently, all through the next twelve months!
This year, play it smart. Shop before you buy, confidently,
with the 1966 PHOTOGRAPHY DIRECTORY & BUYING GUIDE.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
"GOVERNMENT SELLS". -Surplus Electronics; Oscilloscopes; Transceivers; Test Equipment; Radar; WalkieTalkies; Boats; Jeeps; Aircraft; Misc. -Send For-"U.S.
Depot Directory- Procedure " -$1.00- Service, Box 425
(ZE), Nanuet, N.Y.
GOVERNMENT Surplus. Complete Sales Directory $1.00.
Surplus Publications, Box 45781E, Los Angeles 45, Calif.
JEEPS FROM -$52.50, Typewriters From -$4.15, Cars
From- $31.50, Walkie- Talkies, Guns, Airplanes, Boats.
Typical "As Is" Bid Bargains From Uncle Sam. Tremendous Variety. Exciting Free List. Write: Enterprises,
Box 402 -B8, Jamaica, New York 11430.
JEEPS Typically From $53.90
Trucks From $78.40
.
.
Boats, Typewriters, Airplanes, Electronics Equipment, Photographic Equipment, used. 100,000 Bargains
Direct From Government. Complete Sales Directory and
Surplus Catalog $1.00 (Deductible First $10.00 Order).
Surplus Service, Box 820 -J, Holland, Mich. 49424.
.

.

First Time Ever Offered!

A DELUXE,

GOLD- EMBOSSED LEATHERFLEX -BOUND

EDITION

...just $3.00 postpaid.

Ziff -Davis Service Division
Dept. PD, 589 Broadway N.Y., N.Y. 10012
YES! Send me a copy of the 1966 PHOTOGRAPHY DIRECTORY & BUYING GUIDE, as checked below:
$1.25 enclosed, plus 15g for shipping and handling.
Send me the regular edition. ($1.50 for orders outside the U.S.A.)
D $3.00 enclosed. Send me the DeLuxe Leatherflexbound edition, postpaid. ($3.75 for orders outside
the U.S.A.) Allow three additional weeks for delivery.
name

MAGAZINES
SWAP- Various electronic magazines and items for POPULAR ELECTRONICS. Landa, Clayton, Ga. 30525.

April, 1966

address

-city

PE-46

state

- -i

zip code

PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED WITH ORDER.-
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BOOKS

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

FREE Book. Prophet Elijah Coming Before Christ. Wonderful Bible Evidence. PE Megiddo Mission, Rochester, New
York 14619.
FREE Catalog Aviation Electronics Space books. Aero
Publishers, 329PE Aviation Road, Fallbrook, Calif. 92028.

LEARN While Asleep. Remarkable, Scientific, 92% Effective. Details Free. ASR Foundation, Box 7021, Dept. e.g.,
Lexington, Kentucky.
B.Sc. DEGREE (Engineering) or College Entrance by home
study. Send $1 for 1966 Prospectus. CIST, Suite 694,
263 Adelaide St. W., Toronto, Canada.

BOOKS. Aviation /Space /Nautical. New. Used. Catalog
25f. JOHN ROBY, 1811K Carfax, Long Beach, Calif.
90815.
FREE CATALOG. Adult Books. Postal PE, 2217 Lackland,
St. Louis, Mo. 63114.

MOVIE FILMS

...

"-

Drag-Strip Color Films,
ACTION
WITH A CAPITAL "A
WINTERNATIONALS
each 50' 8mm: 1965 NATIONALS
U.S. FUEL CHAMPIONSHIPS. $5.95 each ppd. -all 3,
$17.00. SPORTLITE "500" FILMS, Dept. PE, 20 North
Wacker Drive, Chicago, III. 60606.

...

AUTHORS' SERVICES
AUTHORS! Learn how to have your book published, promoted, distributed. FREE booklet "ZD," Vantage, 120
West 31 St.. New York 1.
POEMS or New Songs Wanted. Tin Pan Alley, Inc., 1650
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019.

RECORDS
DISCOUNT Records, All Labels -Free List. Write Cliff
House, Box 42 -P, Utica, N.Y.
RENT STEREO RECORDS, $1.00 three days. FREE offer,
write: DISCO-TAPE, P.O. Box 5202 -P, Sta. #4, North Hollywood, Calif. 91604.

HYPNOTISM
FREE Hypnotism. Self- Hypnosis, Sleep Learning Cata-

log! Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.
HYPNOTIZE UNNOTICED! PATENTED new hand device
makes you a Hypnotist first day or refund! Hypnotist's
Handbook included! $2.00 Hypnosis Foundation, Box
487, La Mesa 9, California.
or money
HYPNOTIZE secretly, cleverly, one glance
back. $2. Eltons, Box 18223 -PE2, Indianapolis, Indiana 46218.
"FEMALE HYPNOTISM!" Exposed, explained! "Secret
Method" -they never know! $2, rushed. Guaranteed!
Isabella Hall, Silver Springs, Fla.

...

PERSONALS
INVESTIGATORS, FREE BROCHURE, LATEST SUBMINIATURE ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT. ACE
ELECTRONICS, 11500 -K NW 7th AVE., MIAMI, FLA. 33168.
BORROW $1,233 AIRMAIL! Repay $54 for twenty-nine
months. State licensed. Postal Finance, Dept. 84 -M, Kansas City, Kansas 66117.

DO- IT- YOURSELF
SAVE! Build Transistorized Treasure Finder. Details Free.
Del Research, Box 347E. Alden Manor, Elmont, N.Y.

RUBBER STAMPS

STAMPS

RUBBER ADDRESS STAMP $1.00. Signature $2.88. Free
catalog. Jackson Products, 1433 Winnemac, Chicago,
Ill. 60640.

VALUABLE Collectors' Item! Genuine Fifth Anniversary
Commemorative Envelope picturing historic Kennedy
Inaugural ceremony, postmarked officially with highly prized January 20th Anniversary Cancellation! Only 35f
for this scarce cover to introduce you to the World's
Most Rewarding Hobby. We'll also send fine stamps
from our approval service returnable without obligation;
plus FREE magnificent U.S. Government Document inscribed 4vith JFK's immortal Inaugural Address-a masterpiece of graphic art in two colors measuring 151/2" x
22" ready for framing! Send today: Kenmore, Milford
IP -934, New Hamp. 03055.
FREE 25 Egypt, 10¢ handling, Approvals, Bellet Z -D,
Hazel Park, Michigan 48030.
UNITED NATIONS Set 10f with Worldwide Approvals.
Lippert, Box Kens., Detroit, Mich. 48224.
COLLECT Postage Stamps in Beautiful White Ace Albums.
Send for Color Booklet. Washington Press, Maplewood,

REAL ESTATE
FREE! -SPRING CATALOG Giant 180 pages! Thousands

of properties described, pictured -Land, Farms, Homes,
Businesses -Waterfront, Recreation, Retirement. Selected
Best Buys from The World's Largest. 489 offices, 36
states Coast to Coast. Mailed FREE! STROUT REALTY,
60 -ZD East 42nd St., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.
CANADIAN VACATION LANDS: Full price $385.00. 40
acres, $10 month. Suitable cottage sites, hunting, fishing,
investment. Free information, Land Corporation, 3768 -P,
Bathurst, Downsview, Ontario, Canada.
FREE! Big 152 -page real estate catalog! Over 1800 PICTURES! Farms, Ranches, Homes, Businesses, Vacation
and Retirement Properties in 29 states coast to coast!
UNITED FARM AGENCY, 612 -EP West 47th St., Kansas
City, Mo. 64112.

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM,
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES
MEDICAL Film -Adults Only -"Childbirth " -1 reel 8mm
$7.50 -16mm $14.95. International -E, Greenvale, L.1.,
New York.
SCIENCE Bargains- Request Free Giant Catalog "CJ"
-148 pages -Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes,
Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts. War surplus bargains.
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey.
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N.J. 07040.
SURPRISE COLLECTION! Exotic mint British Colonials,
absolutely free with approvals. VIKING, Great Neck 50,
N.Y.
1000 MIXED Worldwide Stamps $1.00. Stamps, Box 92,

Brooklyn 18,

N Y.

TERRIFIC 1¢ and 2f approvals. Thousands available.
Thorns' Stamps, P.O. Box 456, Richmond, Ind. 47374.
COLORFUL Israel Ambulance, 10¢ with Approvals. Tray,
Box 114, Allston, Mass. 02134.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
FREE Book "990 Successful, little -known Businesses."
Work home! Plymouth -945A, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

HARD -TO -GET TUBES IN STOCK

INVESTIGATE Accidents -Earn $750 to $1,400 monthly.
Men urgently needed. Car furnished. Business expenses
paid. No selling. No college education necessary. Pick
own job location. Investigate full time. Or earn $6.44
hour spare time. Write for Free literature. No obligation.
Universal, CZ -4, 6801 Hillcrest, Dallas, Texas 75205.
VENDING Machines -No Selling. Operate a route of coin
machines and earn amazing profits. 32 -page catalog
free. Parkway Machine Corporation, 715PE Ensor Street,
Baltimore 2, Md.
ELECTROPLATING Equipment and supplies. All types for
home workshops and industrial. Send $1.00 (refundable)
for equipment guide formulas, operating data, catalog.
HBS Equipment Division 90, 3543 East 16th, Los Angeles, California. 90023.
I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others
make money! Start with $10.00 -Free Proof. Torrey, Box
63566 -N, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106.
PIANO Tuning learned quickly at home. Tremendous
field! Musical knowledge unnecessary. Information free.
Empire School of Piano Tuning. Dept. PE, Box 327, Shenandoah Station, Miami, Florida 33145. (Founded 1935.)
FREE Report, "Businesses You Can Launch At Home."
Immediate earnings! Wyman Enterprises, B -18, Congers,
N.Y. 10920.
EARN extra money selling advertising book matches.
Sample kit furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. MO-46C, Chicago,
III. 60632.
FREE ADVERTISING in 100 Electronic Magazines, Details 100. Dee, Box 211, Beverly Hills, Calif.
CITIZENS BAND Radio Dealerships Available. Sell Full
or Part Time. Knox Electronics, Dept. 274, Galesburg,
III. 61401.
BIG MONEY -Operate your own fix -it shop. Service and
repair all household appliances. Fix irons, fans, toasters,

Type

refrigerators, automatic washer -dryers, vacuum cleaners,
automatic dishwashers, etc. Know how they work, what
can go wrong and then how to fix them. Be able to do
house wiring, commercial wiring; how to rewind motors
of all sizes, sharpen mowers, skates, saws; where to buy
spare parts wholesale; how to get business, what to
charge. A tremendous money making opportunity for a
mechanically inclined man (or family). FREE BOOK.
Christy Trades School Inc., Dept. A -2914, 3214 West
Lawrence Avenue, Chicago, III. 60625.
ALL TYPES of businesses coast to coast! Over 370 local
offices in 30 states to serve you. Call or write for NEW
FREE "Business and Income Property Bulletin." UNITED
FARM AGENCY, 612 -EP West 47th St., Kansas City, Mo.
64112.
FREE "Franchise Profit Letter" tells how unique NFR
service is helping thousands seeking profitable businesses. Write today. National Franchise Reports, D-528,
333 North Michigan, Chicago 60601.

PHOTOGRAPHS and transparencies wanted, to $500.00
each. Valuable information free-Write Intraphoto -PE,
Box 74067, Hollywood 90004.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
FOREIGN Employment. Construction, other work projects. Good paying overseas jobs with extras, travel expenses. Write only: Foreign Service Bureau, Dept. D,
Bradenton Beach, Florida.

COINS
100 BUFFALO NICKELS -Clear Dates -Many Different,
(Scarce), Only $10.95. Van's Coins, B -1 Walworth, Wisc.
53184.
100 FOREIGN Coins Representing Over 25 Different
Countries Only $3.95 Free Mexican Silver Dollar with
every order. Van's Coins, Walworth B#1, Wisconsin
53184.
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CIRCLE NO. 45 ON READER SERVICE PAGE
DOLLARS, 1878, 1879, 1880 S. $3.00 Each; Uncirculated.
Shultz, Salt Lake City, Utah 84110.
1878-CC SILVER DOLLAR Ex.F. only $4.85 postpaid.
1879 -0, 1880 -0, 1881 -0, 1882 -0, all four only $7.85. 1883 -0,
1884 -0, 1885 -0, 1886-P, 1887 -P. All Brilliant Uncirculated,
only $9.85. Benge, 1122 Burbank, Burbank, Calif. 91502.

MISCELLANEOUS
WINEMAKERS: Free illustrated catalog of yeasts, equipment. Semplex, Box 7208, Minneapolis, Minn. 55412.
BEERS, PEACH BRANDY, WINES- Strongest Formulas,
$2.00. (complete brew supplies hydrometers catalog 10¢)
-Research Enterprises, 29 -D Samoset, Woburn, Mass.
ELECTRONIC LIGHTER. FREE DETAILS. Wagner Co.,
6200 -A Whitewood, Library, Pa. 15129.
STAMMER -Stutter -No More. (Dr. Young.) Write: Gaucho, Box 9309 -E8, Chicago 90.
HYPNOTIZE secretly, cleverly, one glance
or money
back. $2. Eltons, Box 18223 -PE2, Indianapolis, Ind. 46218.
METAL LOCATOR $3.95- Complete, postpaid. Richardson,
Box 54, Pottstown, Pa.
MONKEYS, $10.00 up. Mammals, Birds, Reptiles, Confidential Wholesale List $1.00. Dale Logston, Box 682,
Saint Joseph, Mo. 64502.

...
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pleased
to announce the adoption of a revised Retail Display Plan available to all magazine
retailers in the United States and Canada
interested in earning an allowance for the
display and sale of magazines published
by Ziff -Davis Publishing Company. In accordance with the terms of the revised Retail Display Plan, you can earn a display
allowance by displaying and selling five
(or more if desired) of the following Ziff Davis publications: Popular Electronics,
HiFi /Stereo Review, Electronics World,
Popular Photography, Popular Boating, Car
and Driver, Flying, Skiing, Modern Bride,
Photography Annual, Photography Directory, Invitation to Photography, Electronics Installation & Servicing Handbook,

107

108
38

3

& Technology
Amphenol Corporation
Antenna Specialists Co., The

4

B & K

is

Communications Handbook, Tape Recorder Annual, Stereo /Hi -Fi Directory, Flying Annual, Flying's Travelguide, Car and
Driver Yearbook, Modern Bride's Guide To
Decorating Your First Home, Skiing International Yearbook, Electronic Experimenter's Handbook, Polaroid Land Photography. Ziff -Davis may at its discretion add
to or delete any one or more titles from the
list of publications which are subject to
display allowance.
Under the revised Retail Display Plan, in
consideration of your acceptance and completion of the terms of the formal agreement, you will receive a display allowance
of 10% of the cover price for each copy
of the above publications sold by you. This
Plan will become effective for all issues of
magazine titles from the above list selected by you and delivered to you on or
after the first day of the calendar quarter
within which the agreement is executed by
you and accepted by Ziff -Davis Publishing
Company.
For full details and copies of the revised
Retail Display Plan, please write to Mr.
Walter S. Mills, Jr., Circulation Director,
Ziff -Davis Publishing Company, One Park
Avenue, New York, New York 10016.

2

5

6
7

9

II

1

Manufacturing Co.
Browning Laboratories, Inc.
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, The
Christy Trades School
Cleveland Institute of Electronics 102, 103,
Cleveland Institute of Electronics
Conar
Coyne Electronics Institute
DeVry Technical Institute
EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.

15

Eastman Kodak Company
Electro- Voice, Inc.
Empire Scientific Corp.
Finney Company, The
Fisher Radio Corporation
Gadgeteers Electronics
Grantham School of Electronics

16

Hallicrafters

10
12
13
14

6

100
13

108
104, 105
107
88

l'o
5

93
81

FOURTH COVER
110
33
23
110

94
15

20

16, 17, 18, 19
Heath Company
29
Hy -Gain Electronics Corp.
7
International Correspondence Schools
40
International Crystal Mfg. Co., Inc.
11
JFD Electronics Corporation

21

Jerrold Electronics Corporation

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

3
Johnson Company, E.F
112
Kuhn Electronics Inc.
83
Lafayette Radio Electronics
92
Mark Products, Inc.
96
Mercury Electronics Corp.
30
Milwaukee School of Engineering
12
Multi -Elmac Company
SECOND COVER
National Radio Institute
34, 35, 36, 37
National Technical Schools
109
New -Tronics Corporation
28
Pace Communications Corp.
10
Pearce- Simpson, Inc.
20
Inc
Laboratories,
Polytronics
91
Progressive "Edu- Kits" Inc.
RCA Electronic Components and Devices
THIRD COVER
89
RCA Electronic Components and Devices
84, 85, 86, 87
RCA Institutes, Inc.
8
Regency Electronics, Inc.
9
Regency Electronics, Inc.
21
Sams & Co., Inc., Howard W.
108
Shure Brothers, Inc.
III
Sonar Radio Corporation
92
Squires -Sanders, Inc.
98
TechPress, Inc.
32
Telex Acoustic Products
98
Texas Crystals
25
Turner Microphone Company, The

17
18

19

29
49
30
50
31

34
32

35
36
37
38
39

40
41
42

43
44
45

46
47

48

U. S.

Army

United Radio Co.
University Sound

14

26, 27

Valparaiso Technical Institute
Vero Electronics Inc.
Xcelite Inc.

119
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94
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RCA all -new, rare -earth Hi -Lite Color Picture Tubes
are being stocked by smart dealers who are ready
for the replacement color picture tube business.

why?
Hi- Lite's rare -earth phosphors provide picture
brightness unsurpassed in the color TV industry.

Natural color reproduction. Great black - and -white
pictures, too! RCA's Hi -Lite Color Picture Tube Line
is here. Now! Available in 19 -inch and 25 -inch
rectangulars and 21 -inch round tube types.

What about you? Are you ready for color?
RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

HI-LITE
ALL-NEW COLOR TV

PICTURE TUBE
21FBP22A

CIRCLE NO. 34 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

ELECTRO -VOICE. INC.. Dept. 464P, Buchanan, Mich.

Of Beetles, Beatles, and Beethoven!
The new E -V SEVEN speaker sysnot
tem -like the VW beetle
for everyone. You have to be

-is

someone special to appreciate its
value.
That's because the

E

-V SEVEN

doesn't go along with the crowd.
There are no claims that it's the
world's finest loudspeaker regardless of size -none of that malarkey. (You know better, and so do
we.)
So let us show you how much
rare value we've packed into this

practical -sized cabinet. Value
you'd not suspect

in

a

speaker

this size.
First off: it really fits a book-

shelf. Just 9" deep, 10" high, 19"
wide. Easier to park anywhere you
want to play it.
Then the sound: it starts with
honest 50 cps. from the 8"
acoustic -suspension woofer. On
up
smoothly-.to 5,000 cps
from the 3%" cone tweeter.
an

-

1

And no mere switch or volume

control adjusts the highs. An expensive RC network actually "tilts"
the

E

You can put up to 50 watts
peak power into the E -V SEVEN:
no strain, just music. Beethoven.
The Beatles. Anything! All this for
just $65.00 list, in an oiled walnut
cabinet finished on four sides.

The E -V SEVEN is carefully
engineered, carefully constructed,
and far ahead of the other compacts in value -just like the VW.

-up

or
flat to whatever your

-V SEVEN's respónse

down -from

room may need. Continuously
smooth. Absolutely unique.

CIRCLE NO. 10 ON READER SERVICE PAGE

There

is

one big dif-

ference.We think you'll
like our styling better(
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